
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10 October 2019 

3 December 2020 

 
 

NOTICE OF MEETING 
 
 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN in accordance with Section 83 of the Local Government Act 1999 
that an Ordinary meeting of Council of the City of Onkaparinga will be held on Tuesday 
8 December 2020 at 6.30pm at the Council Chamber at the Civic Centre, Ramsay Place, 
Noarlunga Centre for the purpose of considering the items included on the attached agenda. 

 
A recording of this public meeting will be conducted and published to council’s website. 
Vision of persons present in the gallery will be captured in the recording. 

 
We recognise that the land on which we meet has considerable natural and cultural 
heritage, including thousands of years of traditional ownership by Kaurna. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Kirk Richardson 
Chief Executive Officer (Acting) 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer:  Please note that the contents of the Council Agendas have yet to be considered by 
Council and recommendations contained herein may be altered or changed by the Council in the 
process of formally making decisions of Council. 
 
 

     

City of Onkaparinga 

PO Box 1  
Noarlunga Centre 
South Australia 5168 

www.onkaparingacity.com 

Noarlunga office 

Ramsay Place 
Noarlunga Centre 5168 
Ph: 8384 0666 

 

Aberfoyle Park office 

The Hub 
Aberfoyle Park 5159 
Ph: 8384 0666 

Aldinga office 

11 Central Way 
Aldinga Beach 5173 
Ph: 8384 0666 

 

Willunga office 

St Peters Terrace 
Willunga 5172 
Ph: 8384 0666 

Woodcroft office 

175 Bains Road 
Morphett Vale 5162 
Ph: 8384 0666 

 

Contact for apologies:  Sue Hammond 

  8384 0747 or sue.hammond@onkaparinga.sa.gov.au 

Contact number for meeting venue:  8384 0614 
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AGENDA 
Council Meeting 8 December 2020 

 

VENUE: :
: 

Council Chamber 
Civic Centre, Ramsay Place, Noarlunga Centre 

TIME:  6.30pm 

APOLOGIES:   

LEAVE OF ABSENCE:  Nil 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Pledge 

We recognise this City’s considerable natural and cultural heritage, including 

thousands of years of traditional ownership by Kaurna, and the more recent 

contribution from people either born here or who have migrated here. As we meet 

together, we build on this heritage by respecting and listening to each other, 

thinking clearly, being receptive to new ideas, speaking honestly, and deciding 

wisely for the current and future well-being of those we serve. 
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1. Opening of meeting 

 

 

 

2. Confirmation of minutes 

That the minutes of the proceedings of the Council meeting held on 17 November 
2020 be received and confirmed as an accurate record of those proceedings. 

 

 

 

3. Adjourned business 

Nil. 

 

 

 

4. Leave of absence 

Nil. 
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5. Mayor’s Communication 

5.1 Mayor’s Report 

Shellfish reef site at Port Noarlunga 

On Tuesday 17 November, I met with Federal Environment Minister, the Hon Sussan Ley MP, 
and Senator Andrew McLachlan CSC, at the future regenerated shellfish reef site at Port 
Noarlunga. The Nature Conservancy resident expert Anita Nedoskyo spoke to us about the 
special native Angasi oysters that will grow on the reef, and the many benefits this will bring 
to our marine environment. 

The Federal Government is supporting this reef through its $20 million reef builder program. 
Our community’s passion for the project helped secure its location in our city. 

The project is set to kick off early next year with construction due to begin in September 2021 
bringing new jobs and many other great benefits to our region. 

International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women/16 Days of 
Activism 

Wednesday 25 November was International Day for the Elimination of Violence against 
Women, it also marked the start of 16 Days of Activism Against Gender-Based Violence. This 
international campaign raises awareness about violence against women and girls and calls for 
change. 

We released the second instalment of the Southern Deadly Sounds Program which was 
produced at Base 10 Youth Centre. Young people involved in a song writing and performing 
program recorded two hip hop tracks that raise awareness of - and denounce - violence 
against women. The tracks will be shared on the Onkaparinga Youth Facebook page. 

We've partnered with Zonta to display messages at locations around Onkaparinga over the 16 
days of this campaign. We're also supporting the Southern Women Matter campaign to secure 
funding for a hub and access to better support services in the south. 

In the coming months, work will start on a contemporary public artwork project at Rotary Park 
which acknowledges the impact of domestic and family. The Place of Courage is a 
collaborative effort between the Spirit of Woman and council. Its intended to be a space of 
comfort and healing and an environment that will promote unity and courage. 

Mayors Garden Competition results 

On Monday 16 November I presented the award recipients of the 2020 Mayor’s Garden 
Competition at the Aldinga Community Centre. It was pleasing to see the passion that our 
community has in establishing and caring for their gardens and enhancing the liveability of our 
city. 

On behalf of my fellow judges, Deputy Mayor Geoff Eaton and officers from our Parks and 
Natural Resources team, it was an absolute pleasure to have the opportunity to visit these 
incredible gardens and to meet with some passionate gardeners. 

Congratulations to all those who nominated in this year’s competition and to the following 
award recipients: 

• Best Urban Garden: Dee Jones 

• Best Community Garden: The Big Backyard Garden 

• Best Courtyard Garden: Melanie and Ben Volkmann 

• Best School Garden: Willunga High School 

• Best Rural Garden: Irene Moon 
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Special thanks to the Aldinga Community Centre volunteers who hosted the event. 

Covid-19 SA Lockdown 

On Wednesday 18 November the State Government announced that as of midnight the state 
would enter a six day lockdown which involved all schools closing (except for children of 
essential workers and vulnerable students), universities to close, all outdoor exercise and sport 
banned, all hospitality businesses including takeaway closed, elective surgeries postponed, 
construction industry unable to operate, house inspections and auctions cancelled, 
weddings/funerals banned and holiday homes were not available for lease. Essential services 
like water, power and telecommunications kept running, this included parts of Local 
Government that were able to continue operating, plus supermarkets, medical services, public 
transport, petrol stations, banks and post offices. 

Everyone was to stay at home, except when completing essential activities. Essential workers 
were allowed to travel to and from work. People were allowed to leave the house to seek 
medical care or provide care for another person and one person per household was allowed to 
shop for food once per day. 

On Friday 20 November the State Government announced an early end to the lockdown. As of 
12:01am on Sunday 22 November the state reverted to similar restrictions to those that were 
in place earlier in the week. This meant that our services could begin resuming normal 
operations from Monday 23 November. 

National Peace Symposium 

On Saturday 28 November I attended the National Peace Symposium 2020 at the Noor 
Mosque at Morphett Vale. The Ahmadiyya Muslim Community held its first ever National Peace 
Symposium on the virtual platform. It was an opportunity for guests at the Noor Mosque to be 
linked to other mosques around Australia and listen to various politicians of the country talk 
on the topic of "Establishing Peace for a Bright Future". 

Bushfire Awareness 

Last year the CFS responded to over 20,000 incidents including fires, road crashes, animal 
rescues, storm damages, flooding and chemical spills. The CFS is a volunteer-based 
organisation providing a range of vital fire and emergency services to the communities of our 
state. I’d like to acknowledge the heroic, selfless and life saving efforts of CFS volunteers and 
those in emergency services. These extraordinary men and women work tirelessly to protect 
us, our property, animals, the environment and infrastructure.  

Summer is the busiest time for the CFS and with the fire danger season fast approaching, it’s 
important that we all do our bit to prepare. Council is preparing for the season by providing 
advice to residents through our community development programs; inspecting all vacant land 
in the council area for fire hazards; and ensuring council-owned reserves and high-bushfire 
risk areas are mowed on a six-weekly schedule. 

The CFS website has lots of helpful information and tips, including the things you need to 
consider for your bushfire survival plan. It’s also your go-to-place for up-to-date information 
on warnings and incidents. Please, think ahead and plan before it’s too late. 

GM crops decision – update 

Following my report tabled on 17 November I can provide you with a further update on the 
matter of GM crops in our city. Minister for Primary Industries and Regional Development 
David Basham responded to my letter asking him to review his decision to not designate our 
City as a non-GM crop area. His letter in response did not answer all of my specific questions, 
however it did include information on the guidelines used by the GM Crop Advisory 
Committee, and Minutes from the Committee’s past three meetings (confidential). He 
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reiterated the Committee advised him none of the 11 councils that made an application to be 
a non-GM crop area presented sufficient evidence to recommend designation, and advised 
that the statutory timeframe to gazette City of Onkaparinga as a designated non-GM crop 
cultivation area has now passed. 

As such, the legislative aspect of this matter appears settled and we can see no obvious 
pathways to challenge the decision. 

In support of our local producers and growers, we will continue to consider other positions on 
this matter. 

Christmas and New Year 

This year has been a year like no other. To our community, Elected Members and staff, thank 
you for your resilience especially through this continually changing year.  

I wish everyone a safe and happy holiday season and I look forward to working with you in 
2021. 

Correspondence 

Att 1 Local Government Association Heidi Greaves appointed as deputy of the State 
Bushfire Coordination Committee 

Att 2 Minister for Environment and 
Water David Speirs  

Successful in receiving grant funding for 
investigating erosion mechanisms along coastal 
cliffs in southern suburbs 

Att 3 Hon David Basham MP Response to non GM food crop cultivation area 

Mayor’s calendar  

My activities between 14 November and 4 December 2020 are reflected in Attachment 4. 

The Deputy Mayor’s activities are reflected in Attachment 5. 

Thank you. 

 

 

 

 

Erin Thompson 

Mayor 

 

Recommendation 

That Council note the 8 December 2020 Mayor’s report. 
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6. Presentations 

Nil. 

 

 

 

7. Deputations 

7.1 Indigenous signage – Deb McBratney 
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8. Presentation by Committee chairpersons and reports to Council 
by Council Committees 

8.1 Audit, Risk, Value and Efficiency Committee meeting minutes of 
30 November 2020 

Report contact Meeting 

Sue Hammond, Council and Committee Meeting Coordinator Council 

8384 0747 

Approving officer Date 

Chris White, Director Corporate 8 December 2020 

 

 

1. Purpose 

A meeting of the Audit, Risk, Value and Efficiency Committee (ARVEC) meeting was held on 30 
November 2020. 

Agenda for this meeting is available on the website here  

Item 12.1 of the ARVEC minutes is a confidential item and will be considered at item 14.5 of this 
agenda. 

The following items require a resolution of Council. 

 

2. Recommendations 

1. Re: Item 7.2 Active Ageing Service Review 

 That Council approve the continued delivery of the Commonwealth Home 
Support Programme (CHSP) and Community Passenger Network (CPN) 
programs noting: 

• the current service model will continue to be delivered as per existing 
contractual arrangements  

• efficiencies will continue to be identified through continuous improvement 
processes that reduce the Council contribution 

• when changes to CHSP or CPN funding are announced a report will be 
prepared for Council recommending a way forward. 

2. That Council note the minutes of the Audit, Risk, Value and Efficiency Committee 
meeting held on 30 November 2020 as attached to the agenda report. 

 

3. Attachments 

Attachment 1 – Minutes of the ARVEC meeting of 30 November 2020 (7 pages) 

 

- END OF REPORT –  

 

 

https://www.onkaparingacity.com/files/sharedassets/public/agendas-and-minutes/arvec/arvec-30-november-2020-agenda.pdf
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Attachment 1 
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8.2 Strategic Directions Committee meeting minutes of 
1 December 2020 

Report contact Meeting 

Sue Hammond, Senior Governance Officer  Council 

8384 0747 

Approving officer Date 

Chris White, Director Corporate 8 December 2020 

 

 

1. Purpose 
 
A meeting of the Strategic Directions Committee meeting was held on 1 December 2020. 

Agenda for this meeting is available on the website here  

The below items require a resolution of Council. 

 

2. Recommendations 
 
1. Re item 7.2 Wearing Street, Port Noarlunga – Sand Replenishment 

 That Council approve the supply and installation of 400 tonnes of sand to 
replenish the areas shown in attachment 1 to the Strategic Directions 
Committee agenda report of 1 December 2020. 

2. Re item 7.3 Management of vehicle compliance on protected foreshore areas – 
Engagement outcomes and proposed actions 

 That Council endorse the actions recommended in the Management of Vehicle 
Compliance on Protected Foreshore Areas action plan (attachment 2 to the 
Strategic Directions Committee agenda report of 1 December 2020) and 
financial implications required to implement the action plan. 

3. That Council note the minutes of the Strategic Directions Committee meeting 
held on 1 December 2020 as attached to the agenda report. 

 

3. Attachments 
 
Attachment 1 – Minutes of the Strategic Directions Committee meeting of 1 December 2020 
(6 pages) 

 

 

 

 

- END OF REPORT –  

 
  

https://www.onkaparingacity.com/Council/Council-and-committees/Agendas-and-Minutes/SDC/SDC-1-December-2020
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Attachment 1 
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9. Reports of officers 

9.1 Council Rate Rebates 2020–21 

Report contact Meeting 

Justin Rice, Team Leader Revenue Council 

8384 0530 

Approving officer Date 

Anthony Spartalis, Chief Financial Officer  8 December 2020 

 

 

4. Purpose 

This reports presents information regarding mandatory rate rebates for 2020–21 that are applied 
in accordance with Sections 160 to 165 of the Local Government Act 1999 (the Act), and seeks 
Council approval for both the ongoing discretionary rebates that have previously been approved 
and one new discretionary rebate application that is to be considered for approval in accordance 
with Section 166 of the Act. 

 

5. Recommendations 

1. That Council notes the 2020-21 mandatory rate rebates applied under Sections 
160 – 165 of the Local Government Act 1999 to the properties which meet the 
eligibility criteria, as detailed in Mandatory Rate Rebate Groups Mandatory 100% 
(attachment 2 to the agenda report), Mandatory Rate Rebate Groups Mandatory 
75% (attachment 3 to the agenda report), and Mandatory Rate Rebate Groups 
Housing Assoc 75% (attachment 4 to the agenda report). 

2. That the property listed in Mandatory Rate Rebate Groups Mandatory 75% 
(attachment 3 to the agenda report) (School of the Nativity) continue to be 
granted an additional 25 per cent rate rebate in accordance with Section 159 (4) 
and Section 165(1) of the Local Government Act 1999 for 2020–21, due to the 
shared use with a government entity. 

3. That Council endorses the 2020–21 discretionary rebates applied under Section 
166 of the Local Government Act 1999 to the properties that previously received 
rebates and which currently meet the eligibility criteria, as detailed in Rate 
Rebates Discretionary (attachment 5 to the agenda report). 

4. That Council does not grant an additional 50 per cent discretionary rebate for 
2020–21 sought in the new application from McLaren Vale Bowling Club Inc (item 
48), itemised in Rate Rebates Discretionary (attachment 5 to the agenda report), 
to ensure equity with other similar organisations, however does grant a 50 per 
cent rebate in their CWMS charges for 2020-21, in line with similar COVID-19 
relief provided to community owned sporting clubs. 

 

6. Executive summary 

The Local Government Act 1999 (‘the Act’) requires the Council to grant some rebates 
(mandatory rebates, pursuant to Section 160– 165 of the Act) and enables other rebates to be 
granted at the Council’s discretion (discretionary rebates - pursuant to Section 166 of the Act), in 
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accordance with Council’s Rebate Policy to ensure consistency within the community through 
applying rebates in a fair and equitable manner. 

Council’s application of rebates is discussed within the 2020–2021 Annual Business Plan which 
was the subject of community engagement. 

Councils are also granted the power to increase the rebate to 100 per cent where a lesser per 
cent is prescribed for mandatory rebates. 

 

7. Background 

Community Plan 
2030 

performance: accountable, efficient, inclusive, sustainable 
Our communities expect Council to: 

• be transparent and accountable, sharing information in clear, 
accessible and timely way 

• make sure people can engage easily with us and ensure that their 
voices are considered when making our decisions 

• make financially sustainable choices for the long term. 

Policy and/or 
relevant legislation 

2020–21 mandatory 100 per cent rate rebates applied under Sections 
160, 162 and 163 (as applicable) of the Local Government Act 1999 

2020–21 mandatory 75 per cent rate rebates applied under Section 161 
and 165(1)(b) (as applicable) under the Local Government Act 1999 

Discretionary rate rebates for 2020–21 applied in accordance with 
Section 166 of the Local Government Act 1999 and Council’s Rebate 
Policy 

Who did we talk 
to/who will we be 
talking to 

Council’s application of rebates is discussed within the 2020–21 Annual 
Business Plan which was the subject of community engagement. 
Provision for rebates is included on the annual and instalment notices 
issued by Council. Additional rebate information and an application form 
is available via Council’s website. 

 

8. Discussion 

At its meeting on 7 July 2020 Council adopted the Rate Rebate Policy 2020–21 to assist in 
determining community eligibility for rate rebates in accordance with the requirements of the Act. 

Section 4.2.6 of our Rating Policy 2020–21 includes: 

Council will grant a mandatory rebate upon the applicant satisfying the requirements under 
Sections 159 to Section 165 of the Act. 

Applications for discretionary rebates lodged under Section 166 of the Act will be considered 
under Council’s Rate Rebate Policy. 

A copy of the Rate Rebate Policy 2020–21 is included at attachment 1. 

Under the rebate provisions of Sections 159 to 166 of the Act, there are three key categories of 
rebate available: 

• mandatory 100 per cent rebates 

• mandatory 75 per cent rebates (with a discretionary option to increase rebates up to 100 per 
cent) 

• discretionary rebates. 
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Under each of the above listed categories the Act specifies the criteria under which a rebate can 
be granted. 

This report deals with those sections of the Act relating to mandatory rebate and seeks 
consideration of discretionary rebates. 

Mandatory Rebates 

In accordance with the Act, 100 per cent mandatory rebates apply to properties subject to the 
following specific land uses: 

• Health Services – Section 160 

• Religious Purposes – Section 162 

• Public Cemeteries – Section 163 

• Royal Zoological Society of SA – Section 164. 

A 75 per cent mandatory rebate applies to rates on the following land uses: 
• Community Services – Section 161 subject to specific criteria being met with an additional 25 

per cent rebate at Council’s discretion 

• Educational Purposes – Section 165 subject to specific criteria being met with an additional 
25 per cent rebate at Council’s discretion. 

Council applies the land use code assigned to each property as proposed by the Valuer General 
on an annual basis, which is used as a general guide to assessing eligibility. Property 
owners/tenants are also required to complete a rebate application form annually to verify 
eligibility. 

Details of properties subject to rebate applications for 2020–21 are provided in attachments 2, 3, 
4 and 5 to this report. Properties listed in the attachments are sorted in order of the relevant 
Section under the Act for rebate eligibility and then by ratepayer name. 
 

Mandatory Rebates 100 per cent – attachment 2 

Properties listed in attachment 2 which meet the criteria specified in the Act are eligible for a 
mandatory 100 per cent rebate of rates. All service providers have completed a Rate Rebate 
Declaration form to confirm ongoing eligibility, or alternatively Council’s administration has 
undertaken investigations to confirm eligibility. 
 

Mandatory Rebates 75 per cent – attachment 3 

Properties listed in attachment 3 (excluding Housing Association properties) which meet the 
criteria specified in the Act are eligible for a mandatory 75 per cent rebate of rates. 

All service providers completed a Rate Rebate Declaration form to confirm ongoing eligibility or 
Council’s administration has undertaken investigations to confirm eligibility. The following items 
present rebate applications that require additional consideration by Council: 

• School of Nativity Primary School (item 59) – increase rebate to 100 per cent 

The property listed at item 59 in attachment 3 (Nativity Primary School) is entitled to a 
mandatory 75 per cent rebate but has also been proposed for an additional discretionary 
25 per cent rebate. 

Council has granted this additional rebate each year due to the shared land use with the 
adjoining government school. As the shared use of this area is ongoing, it is proposed that 
the additional 25 per cent discretionary rebate be continued for 2020–21. 
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Council has received three new applications for 2020–21 that have been granted in accordance 
with mandatory provisions of the Act: 

• Uniting Communities (Items 73 and 74) 

An application has been received from Uniting Communities for properties located at  
3/107-109 Dyson Road, Christies Beach and 3A/101 Rowley Road, Aldinga Beach.  
The rebate is claimed under Section 161(4)(c) a community service organisation providing 
essential services, or employment support, for person with mental health disabilities, or with 
intellectual or physical disabilities. The information provided verifies eligibility under the 
mandatory rebate provisions and as such a mandatory 75 per cent rebate must be granted 
under Section 161 of the Act. 

• Acts Global Churches Ltd (Item 90) 

An application has been received from Acts Global Churches Ltd for the property located at 
5 Shearer Drive, Seaford. The rebate is claimed under Section 162 being land used for 
religious purposes. The information provided verifies eligibility under the mandatory rebate 
provisions and as such a mandatory 100 per cent rebate must be granted under Section 162 
of the Act. 

• Mandatory Rebates 75 per cent - Housing Associations (attachment 4) 

Properties listed in attachment 4 which meet the criteria specified in the Act are eligible for a 
mandatory 75 per cent rebate of rates. All community housing service providers have 
completed a Rate Rebate Declaration form to confirm ongoing eligibility, alternatively Council 
have undertaken research to confirm eligibility. 

Rebates for associations now total $735,173 compared to $733,445 for 2019-20. 
 

Discretionary Rebates 

Section 166 of the Act Council allows Council to grant rebates, and the obligation on Council is to 
apply equity to similar applications and to consider any social, political or environmental 
implications of granting or denying rebates. Each application is to be assessed in accordance with 
Section 166 of the Act and Council’s Rebate Policy. 

As detailed in attachment 5 to this report, discretionary rate rebate applications have been 
received from 48 applicants. Applications are grouped by percentage of rebate and similar 
property use and show the actual land use of the property. 

A provision for those ratepayers who were provided a rebate in 2019–20 were automatically 
issued with the same rebate for 2020-21. In May 2020 a Rate Rebate Declaration was emailed to 
all applicants seeking confirmation of their details ensuring that they met the current criteria for 
the rebate previously granted. 

Section 5 of our Rate Rebate Policy 2020–21 includes: 
The Act is the principal legislative document that directs Council on the rebate of rates. The 
Act acknowledges that there are particular land uses that are economically disadvantaged and 
provide local community benefit and therefore must be offered rate relief in order to be 
sustainable. Further discretionary provisions allow for Council to determine whether other 
desirable land uses may be offered rate relief. In determining discretionary rebates primary 
consideration would be directed towards Council’s strategic directions, budget considerations, 
the current economic climate and likely impacts on our communities. 
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Discretionary 100 per cent Rebates – Ongoing (attachment 5) 

It is recommended that the following ratepayer groups, pursuant to meeting criteria specified 
under Section 166 of the Act, be granted a discretionary rebate of 100 per cent. 

Details of the properties subject to application and the reasons justifying a 100 per cent rebate 
are detailed in attachment 5: 

• Noarlunga Leisure Centre (items 1 and 2) – Sec 166(1)(b)(g) 

• Mr Gavin D F Malone (item 3) - Sec 166(1)(c) 

• Brentwood Drive Kindergarten (item 4) Sec 166(1)(d)(g) 

• Hackham West Children’s Centre DECS (item 5) Sec 166(1)(d)(g) 

• Lutheran Church of Australia SA District (item 6) – Sec 166(1)(d)(g) 

• Noarlunga Community Children’s Centre Inc (item 7) – Sec 166(1)(d)(g) 

• Studio 20 (item 8) – Sec 166(1)(d)(g) 

• Guides South Australia Inc, Douglas Scrub (item 9) – Sec 166(1)(g) 

• Girl guides Australia Inc (Hackham item 10) – Sec 166(1)(g) 

• Scout Association of Australia (items 11 and 12) – Sec 166(1)(g) 

• Blewitt Springs Community Hall and Progress Association Inc (item 13) – Sec 166(1)(j) 

• Clarendon Community Association Inc (item 14) – Sec 166(1)(j) 

• Lions Club of Willunga Districts Inc (item 15) – 166(1)(j) 

• Cherry Gardens Memorial Hall Fund Inc (item 16) – 166(1)(j). 

All the above properties received a 100 per cent rebate for 2019–20. 

Discretionary 75 per cent Rebates – Ongoing 

It is recommended that the following ratepayer groups who meet criteria specified under Section 
166 of the Act be granted a discretionary rebate of 75 per cent. The reasons justifying a 
75 per cent rebate are detailed in attachment 5: 

• Onkaparinga Canoe Club Inc (items 17 and 18) – Sec 166(1)(d)(g) 

• Autism Association of SA Inc (item 19) – Sec 166(1)(h) 

• Unity Housing Co Ltd (items 20 to 24) – Sec 166(1)(h) 

• Adelaide Benevolent & Strangers Friend Society Inc (items 25 to 36) – Sec 166(1)(h) 

• Willunga Environment Centre (item 37) – Sec 166(1)(j). 

All the above properties received a 75% rebate for 2019–20. 

Discretionary 50 per cent Rebates – Ongoing 

It is recommended that the following ratepayer groups meeting the criteria specified under 
Section 166 of the Act be granted a discretionary rebate of 50 per cent. The reasons justifying a 
50 per cent rebate are detailed in attachment 5: 

• Junction Australia (item 38) – Sec 166(1)(j) 

• RSL McLaren Vale & Districts Sub–Branch (items 39 and 40) – Sec 166(1)(j) 

• RSL Morphett Vale Sub–Branch (item 41) – Sec 166(1)(j) 

• RSL Port Noarlunga & Christies Beach (item 42) – Sec 166(1)(j) 
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• RSPCA (SA) Inc (item 43) – Sec 166(1)(j) 

• Willunga Recreation Park Inc (item 44) – Sec 166(1)(j) 

• Willunga Bowling Club Inc (item 45) – Sec 166(1)(j) 

• McLaren Vale Bowling Club Inc (item 46) – Sec 166(1)(j). 

All these properties received a 50 per cent rebate for 2019–20. 

Discretionary 25 per cent Rebates – Ongoing 

It is recommended that the below ratepayer group meeting the criteria specified under Section 
166 of the Act be granted a discretionary rebate of 25 per cent. The reasons justifying a 
25 per cent rebate are detailed in attachment 5: 

• Community Corporation No 22821 Inc (item 47) – Sec 166(1)(k). 

This property received a 25 per cent rebate for 2019–20. 

New Application/s for 2020–21 

In reviewing the additional discretionary rebate applications for 2020–21 (each on its own merit) 
consideration must be given to equity with similar applicants and creating any precedent or 
expectation for future years. Council may, at its discretion, accept, reject or amend the 
recommendations for rebates in the items listed below. 

• McLaren Vale Bowling Club Inc – New Application (Item 48) 

A new application has been received from McLaren Vale Bowling Club Inc for the property 
located at 147-149 Main Road, McLaren Vale. 

The application requests an additional 50 per cent discretionary rebate under Section 
166(1)(j) where ‘the land is being used by an organisation which provides a benefit or service 
to the local community’. 

The McLaren Vale Bowling Club applied in the preceding 2019–20 financial year for a 
100 per cent discretionary rebate and Council endorsed that the applicant be granted a 50 
per cent discretional rate rebate to ensure equity with other similar providers. 

The basis for the new application for an additional 50 per cent is that like all other sporting 
clubs within the City of Onkaparinga, they have been adversely affected by COVID–19. 
Although recognising that it is not a factor for granting a discretionary rebate, it is stated in 
the application that a full rebate would assist in their financial recovery. A letter of support 
from Leon Bignell State Member for Mawson accompanied this application. 

It is acknowledged that due to COVID–19 restrictions, sporting clubs have seen revenue 
decline but expenses such as utility bills and maintenance costs remain ongoing. To ensure 
equity with other similar providers, it is not recommended that financial assistance be given 
through increasing the discretionary rebate amount and other means be investigated. Since 
making this application Council have resolved to provide sporting clubs with support, however 
with this club being privately owned, no support through this measure is being provided. 

The McLaren Vale Bowling club are connected to Council’s Community Waste Management 
System (CWMS) and as such pay the yearly fee for this service. The CWMS charge for 
2020– 21 financial year is $976, less a rebate of $184.07, for a nett fee payable of $791.93. 
To align with financial support provided to community owned sporting clubs, relief can be 
offered by waiving part of the CWMS fee for the 2020–21 financial year. 
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It is recommended that the application for an additional 50 per cent rate rebate not be 
granted; instead waive the annual CWMS charge of $976 by 50 per cent for the 2020–21 
financial year. 

 

9. Financial implications 

Financial summary 

The total financial impact of providing the rebates was provided for in the 2020–2021 Budget. 

Rebates Amount 

Mandatory 100% - ongoing $292,599 

Mandatory 75% plus additional 25% Rebate for School of the Nativity  $505,901 

Mandatory 75% - Housing Associations $735,173 

Subtotal mandatory rebates $1,533,673 

  

Discretionary rebates $80,699 

Discretionary rebates – proposed $- 

Subtotal discretionary rebates $80,699 

Total mandatory and discretionary rebates $1,614,372 

 

10. Risk and opportunity management 

Risk 

Identify Mitigation 

Reputation/community 
expectation 

Failure to apply or inconsistently apply rebates could lead 
to a financial, legal and reputational risk to Council. 
Rebates are applied in accordance with Local Government 
Act 1999 and Council’s Rebate Policy. 

Financial/business 
sustainability 

Failure to apply rebates to eligible assessments under the 
Local Government Act 1999 and Council’s Rebate of Rates 
Policy may result in some ratepayers being charged 
inappropriately.  Mandatory rate rebate applications are 
assessed for eligibility and compliance with Sections 161 to 
165 of the Local Government Act 1999.  

 

Opportunity 

Identify Maximising the opportunity 

Council is provided with 
accurate forecast of the costs 
to Council for the provision of 

Council will be advised when considering the budget, the 
rebates proposed for the upcoming financial year, the 
proposed cost. On this basis, new applications and 
confirmation of ongoing discretionary rebates are to be 
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both mandatory and 
discretionary rebates 

lodged with Council by the end of March in the preceding 
financial year. 

11. Timelines and deadlines 

A rebate report is presented to Council on an annual basis, and historically this report is provided 
post declaration of rates. For setting of the budget and rates in 2021–22, a report providing the 
details of rebates proposed for 2021–22 will be provided ahead of budget adoption. 

 

12. Next steps 

Once the information has been reviewed and the discretionary rebates endorsed, the information 
is held to demonstrate compliance with Council’s legislative responsibilities. 

 

13. Attachments 

Attachment 1 – Rate Rebate Policy 2020–21 (13 pages) 

Attachment 2 – Mandatory Rate Rebate Groups Mandatory 100% (6 pages) 

Attachment 3 – Mandatory Rate Rebate Groups Mandatory 75% (4 pages) 

Attachment 4 – Mandatory Rate Rebate Groups Housing Assoc 75% (1 page) 

Attachment 5 – Rate Rebates Discretionary (5 pages) 

 

- END OF REPORT –  
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9.2 Appointment of Council Member and Deputy Council Member 
to the Council Assessment Panel 

Report contact Meeting 

Ben Victory, Manager Development Services (Acting) Council 

8384 0602 

Approving officer Date 

Renee Mitchell, Director Planning and Regulatory Services  8 December 2020 

 

 

1. Purpose 

Council is required to appoint a Council Member and Deputy Council Member to the City of 

Onkaparinga Council Assessment Panel. 

 

2. Recommendations 

1. That Council appoints Cr ………..to the Council Member position of the Council 
Assessment Panel, for a term expiring at the conclusion of the Local Government 
elections in November 2022. 

2. That Council appoints Cr ………..to the Deputy Council Member position of the 
Council Assessment Panel, for a term expiring at the conclusion of the Local 
Government elections in November 2022. 

 

3. Executive summary 

The Council Assessment Panel (CAP) is the relevant authority for determining development 
applications on behalf of the Council, under the Development Act 1993, Development Regulations 
2008 and through the transition to the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016. 

Only one member of the CAP may be an Elected Member of Council (with the remaining 
independent members appointed by Council). A Deputy Council Member may also be appointed 
to attend meetings in the event a Council Member is not able to.  

Currently, Cr Heidi Greaves is the Council Member and Cr Alayna de Graaf is the Deputy Council 
Member of CAP. Council appointed these two positions at its 11 December 2018 meeting for a 
term expiring 31 December 2020. 

The Council now needs to appoint these positions for a further term expiring at the conclusion of 
the Local Government elections in November 2022. 
 

4. Background 

Community Plan 
2030 

performance: accountable, efficient, inclusive, sustainable 

Council is required to appoint a Council Member and Deputy Council 
Member to its CAP to fulfil its development assessment obligations. 

Policy and/or 
relevant legislation 

Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016 

Development Act 1993 

https://www.onkaparingacity.com/Council/Council-and-committees/Agendas-and-Minutes/Council-and-special-council-meetings/Council-11-December-2018
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5. Discussion 

All development applications are required to be assessed against council’s Development Plan, or 
the future state Planning and Design Code (expected to be introduced in early 2021). 
Applications are assessed in accordance with state legislation, currently transitioning from the 
Development Act and Regulations to the PDI Act. When necessary, these applications are 
delegated to the CAP for a hearing and decision. 

Council’s website has a page dedicated to the Council Assessment Panel, including its Terms of 
Reference, Meeting Procedures and the Assessment Panel Members Code of Conduct. 

The current members of the Panel and their remuneration are as follows: 

Position Name Expiration date of 
term of 
appointment 

Remuneration per 
meeting (+GST if 
applicable) 

Independent Members  
Presiding Member Nathan Cunningham 1 November 2023 $550 

 Ross Bateup 31 December 2021 $350 

 Stephanie Johnston 31 December 2021 $350 

 Sarah Reachill 31 December 2021 $350 

Deputy Member Matt Atkinson 31 December 2021 $350 

Council Members  
Council Member Heidi Greaves 31 December 2020 $350 

Deputy Council 
Member 

Alayna de Graaf 31 December 2020 $350 

 

When appointing a Council Member to the CAP, the Council needs to be satisfied that the person 
is appropriately qualified to act as a member of the CAP on account of the person’s experience in 
local government (Clause 2.2.3 of the ToR).  

When appointing a Deputy Council Member to the CAP, the Council may have regard to the 
above, as well as to the qualifications and experience of the CAP Council Member to whom the 
candidate will be a deputy (Clause 2.6 of the ToR).  

Clauses 2.16 and 2.17 of the ToR prescribe that the Council and Deputy Council Members are 
appointed for a term of up to two years.  

Importantly, in matters before the CAP, the Council Member and Deputy Council Member are 
acting under delegation on behalf of Council under the provision of the development legislation, 
and are therefore restricted in being able to discuss matters that are or may come before the 
CAP, with applicants and the public. In such matters, the Council Member and Deputy Council 
Member on the CAP are not able to represent the community as they would normally under the 
provisions of the Local Government Act 1999 in their role as Elected Members. 

A further report will come to Council following the introduction of the new state Planning and 
Design Code (expected in early 2021) to consider the remuneration of members once the 
workload of the Panel is understood under the new system. 

The CAP meets every three weeks on a Thursday at 7pm in the Council Chambers or Civic Area 
of the Noarlunga office, unless there are no agenda items. Meetings are of an informal nature, 
where decisions are generally determined by consensus (and therefore not subject to the formal 
meeting rules of the Council) and CAP members are addressed by their first names.  

 

https://www.onkaparingacity.com/Council/Council-and-committees/Agendas-and-Minutes/Council-Assessment-Panel
https://www.onkaparingacity.com/Council/Council-and-committees/Terms-of-reference?BestBetMatch=panel%20terms%20of%20reference|b8109732-ba69-4127-a678-0988e082ba3d|0979cabd-128f-4679-8ef6-09ad2acacc7a|en-AU
https://www.onkaparingacity.com/Council/Council-and-committees/Terms-of-reference?BestBetMatch=panel%20terms%20of%20reference|b8109732-ba69-4127-a678-0988e082ba3d|0979cabd-128f-4679-8ef6-09ad2acacc7a|en-AU
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6. Financial implications 

All costs are contained in operating budgets. 

 

7. Risk and opportunity management 

Risk 

Identify Mitigation 

Not appointing a Council 
Member to the CAP may result 
in the ToR and Council’s 
legislative responsibilities not 
being complied with. 

The appointment of a Council Member ensures the CAP’s ToR 
are complied with and a ‘local’ voice is present on the CAP. 

Not appointing a Deputy Council 
Member to the CAP increases 
the potential for a lack of a 
quorum should the Council 
Member not be able to attend a 
meeting. 

Appointing a Deputy Council Member minimises the potential 
for lack of a quorum, should the Council Member not be able 
to attend a meeting. Alternatively, the Independent Deputy 
Member may act as a deputy for any CAP member. 

 

Opportunity 

Identify  Maximising the opportunity  

Appointing a Council Member 
and Deputy Council Member 
ensures a ‘local’ voice is on the 
CAP and that a quorum is likely 
to be achieved for meetings.  

Appointing the two Council Member positions to the CAP allows 
the CAP to perform its statutory functions and ensures 
applications are dealt with as expeditiously as possible (as 
required by the legislation) as cancellation of CAP meetings is 
less likely to occur. 

 

8. Timelines and deadlines 

The current Council Member and Deputy Council member appointments expire on 31 December 
2020. 

 

- END OF REPORT –  
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9.3 Appointment of Deputy Mayor 

Report contact Meeting 

Therese Brunotte, Senior Civic and Elected Member Council 

Advice Officer 

8301 7228 

Approving officer Date 

Chris White, Director Corporate  8 December 2020 

 

 

1. Purpose 

This report seeks a decision from Council on appointing a Deputy Mayor. 

 

2. Recommendations 

1. That Council appoint Cr ………………… as Deputy Mayor for the period 
commencing 9 December until the last Council meeting in December 2021. 

OR 

2. That Council not appoint a Deputy Mayor. 

 

3. Executive summary 

The Local Government Act 1999 (the Act) section 51(3) provides that Council may, if it so 
chooses, appoint a Deputy Mayor from one of their Council members.   

In summary, under the Local Government Act 1999 section 51 provides that: 

• A Deputy Mayor may be chosen from among the members of the Council.    

• Council can determine the term of office for the Deputy Mayor. The term must not exceed 
the Council term (ie November 2022). 

• On expiry of the term of office a Deputy Mayor is eligible to be chosen for a further term. 

• In the absence of the Mayor, a Deputy Mayor may act in the office of Mayor. 

• An additional allowance is payable to the member appointed as Deputy Mayor. 

In addition to the requirements set out above, Council, at its meeting of 10 December 2019 
resolved the following, in part: 

‘that the role of Chairperson of the Strategic Directions Committee shall be offered to the current 
Deputy Mayor in the first instance.’ 

The Local Government (Procedures at Meetings) Regulations 2013 do not prohibit or require the 
Deputy Mayor to chair Committee meetings, therefore the Deputy Mayor may accept or decline 
to take on the role. The Deputy Mayor is not compelled to accept the position of Chairperson of 
the Strategic Directions Committee.  
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4. Background 

Community Plan 
2030 

performance: accountable, efficient, inclusive, sustainable 

The appointment of a deputy mayor ensures continuity of service if the 
current mayor is unavailable. 

Policy and/or 
relevant legislation 

• Local Government Act 1999 section 51(3)&(7) 

• Local Government (Procedures at Meetings) Regulations 2013 

Who did we talk 
to/who will we be 
talking to 

A Weekly News item on 26 November 2020 alerted all members that a 
report would be presented to the 8 December 2020 Council meeting 
calling for nominations for a Deputy Mayor and outlined the nomination 
process. 
The Weekly News item encouraged any member considering 
nominating for Deputy Mayor the option to provide a short written 
statement in support of their nomination, prior to the meeting. 

 

5. Discussion 

The Deputy Mayor’s role is to act in the position of Mayor and exercise the duties and functions 
of the Office of the Mayor when the Mayor is absent from official duties. 

Council is not obliged to appoint a Deputy Mayor. If Council does not wish to appoint a Deputy 
Mayor it may (in accordance with section 51(7) of the Act) choose a member to act in the office 
of the Mayor during periods of absence. 

Conflict of Interest 

To assist members to meet the requirements of Division 3 of the Local Government Act 1999 - 
Conflicts of interest, we recommend that any written statements in support of their proposed 
nomination as Deputy Mayor be provided via email to the elected body prior to the Council 
meeting. 

To assist members to meet the Conflict of Interest requirements, it is recommended that any 
member intending to nominate as Deputy Mayor should consider declaring a material conflict of 
interest as a member wishing to nominate for Deputy Mayor and leave the chamber during 
consideration of this item. 

Nomination Process 

• The Mayor will call for nominations. 

• If there is more than one nomination, a ballot is conducted to determine the outcome. 

• Members (including the Mayor) indicate which member they wish to vote for on the 
ballot paper. 

• The method of counting will be ‘first pass the post’ majority vote 

 

6. Financial implications 

An additional annual allowance of approximately $6,117 per annum will be payable to the 
member appointed as the Deputy Mayor. 
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If the Deputy Mayor also serves as the Chairperson of the Strategic Directions Committee the 
determination of the Remuneration Tribunal does not contemplate additional allowances being 
paid for multiple roles that may be held. 

 

7. Risk and opportunity management 

Opportunity 

Identify  Maximising the opportunity  

Appointment of a Deputy 
Mayor. 

Provides continuity for meetings if the Mayor’s absence is 
unscheduled or occurs at short notice. Twelve month 
appointments provides the opportunity for up to four elected 
members to be appointed as Deputy Mayor in a term. 

 

8. Timelines  

The term for the newly appointed Deputy Mayor will commence on Wednesday 9 December 
2020. 

 

9. Attachments 

Nil 
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9.4 Strategic Directions Committee membership 

Report contact Meeting 

Therese Brunotte, Senior Civic and Elected Member Council 

Advice Officer 

8301 7228 

Approving officer Date 

Chris White, Director Corporate  8 December 2020 

 

 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to appoint the elected member membership of the Strategic 
Directions Committee. 

 

2. Recommendations 

1. That Council appoints all elected members to the Strategic Directions Committee from 
8 December 2020 until the end of the current Council term in November 2022, 

specifically: 

• Mayor Thompson 

• Councillor Bray 

• Councillor Brown 

• Councillor de Graaf 

• Councillor Eaton 

• Councillor Greaves 

• Councillor Jamieson 

• Councillor McMahon 

• Councillor O’Brien 

• Councillor Olsen 

• Councillor Peat 

• Councillor Themeliotis 

• Councillor Tonkin 

2. That Council appoints Deputy Mayor  ………… or Cr …………….. as the Chairperson and Cr 
………………….. as the Deputy Chairperson of the Strategic Directions Committee from 8 

December 2020 until the last Council meeting in December 2021. 

 

3. Executive summary 

Council at its first meeting of the new term established a strategic and development policy 

committee in accordance with section 101A of the Development Act 1993. The Terms of 

Reference (attachment 1) outline that the Strategic Directions Committee will cover all aspects of 

a ‘strategic planning and development policy committee’ and detail the purpose and delegations 

of the Strategic Directions Committee. 
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The current membership of the Strategic Directions Committee is due to expire on 8 December 
2020. 

It is proposed to continue the current membership of the Committee as a ‘whole of Council’ 
Committee until the end of the current Council term in November 2022.  This whole of Council 
membership is considered appropriate when taking into account the delegations granted to the 
Committee. 

It is proposed that Council continue to appoint the Chairperson and deputy Chairperson of 
Strategic Directions Committee annually. 

The Terms of Reference will be updated to reflect the new term of membership and Chairperson 
and deputy Chairperson. 

 

4. Background 

Community Plan 
2030 

people: connected, engaged, active, healthy 

prosperity: economically strong, environmentally thriving 

performance: accountable, efficient, inclusive, sustainable 

Policy and/or 
relevant legislation 

• Section 14 of the Local Government Act 1999 
• Section 101A of the Development Act 1993 
• Local Government (Procedures at Meetings) Regulations 2013 

Who did we talk 
to/who will we be 
talking to 

In developing this report: 

• Director Corporate 
• Chief Financial Officer 
• Manager Governance 
• Team Leader Civic and Elected Member Liaison 

 

 

5. Discussion 

As stated in the Terms of Reference: under 4 Membership. 

That the role of Chairperson of the Strategic Directions Committee shall be offered to the current 
Deputy Mayor in the first instance. If no Deputy Mayor is appointed, a preferential ballot of the 
elected members be held to determine the Chairperson and consequently the Deputy 
Chairperson. 

The Local Government (Procedures at Meetings) Regulations 2013 do not prohibit or require the 
Deputy Mayor to chair Committee meetings, therefore the Deputy Mayor may decline or accept 
to take on the role. The Deputy Mayor is not compelled to accept the position of Chairperson of 
the Strategic Directions Committee. 

The above provision in relation to the role of the Deputy Mayor chairing the Strategic Directions 
Committee will only apply should Council resolve at item 9.3 of tonight’s agenda to appoint a 
Deputy Mayor. 

Review period 

In previous years the Terms of Reference have been reviewed annually in conjunction with the 
expiry of membership of the Committee. It is proposed to extend the review period to once in 
every term, in line with the new membership period. This also reflects the review period of the 
ICT Reform Project Steering Committee and Chief Executive Officer Performance Management 
Committee. 
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As with all Council Committees the Committee may recommend any changes to their Terms of 
Reference at any time. 

Nomination process 

It is recommended that elected members wishing to nominate, should declare a material Conflict 
of Interest as a member wishing to nominate as Chairperson and leave the chamber. 

The following voting process will occur for the position of Deputy Chairperson and/or Chairperson 
of the Strategic Directions Committee: 

• The Mayor will call for nominations to the Committee. 

• If there are more nominations than positions available a ballot is conducted to determine the 
outcome. 

• All elected members present (including the Mayor) indicate which member(s) they wish to 
vote for on the ballot paper. 

• The method of counting will be ‘first pass the post’ majority vote. 

• The Mayor will then announce the membership positions which will be included in the 
resolution. 

 

6. Financial implications 

An additional allowance of approximately $6,117 per annum will be payable to the member 
appointed as Chairperson of the Strategic Directions Committee. 

If the Deputy Mayor also serves as the Chairperson of the Strategic Directions Committee, the 
determination of the Remuneration Tribunal does not contemplate additional allowances being 
paid for multiple roles that may be held. 

 

7. Risk and opportunity management 

Risk 

Identify Mitigation 

Reputation/community 
expectation 

The Terms of Reference provide clear direction and guidance 
on the Committee’s operations, membership, reporting, 
authority, responsibilities and functions. 

Compliance/legal The Committee is established in accordance with the 
Development Act 1993 and complies with all legislative 
requirements in relation to functions and membership. 

 

Opportunity 

Identify  Maximising the opportunity  

Establishment of committees 

 

Committees present an opportunity to address issues in more 
detail in an interactive way without the greater formality of 
Council meetings.  Used strategically, committees can enable 
issues to be scoped and considered collaboratively by elected 
members, communities and staff with recommendations 
going to the full Council. 
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8. Timelines and deadlines 

The next Strategic Directions Committee for 2021 will be held on Tuesday 2 February 2021. 

 

9. Next steps 

The Terms of Reference will be presented to the Committee for noting of the updated 
memberships at their next available meeting.  The Chairperson of the Committee may report 
back to Council on any recommended changes, at any time during the term of the Committee. 

 

10. Attachments 

Attachment 1 – Strategic Directions Committee Terms of Reference (6 pages) 

 

 

- END OF REPORT –  
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9.5 Australia Day Awards Committee membership 

Report contact Meeting 

Therese Brunotte, Senior Civic and Elected Member Council 

Advice Officer 

8301 7228 

Approving officer Date 

Chris White, Director Corporate  8 December 2020 

 

 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to appoint the elected member membership of the Australia Day 
Awards Committee. 

 

2. Recommendations 

That the following three members be appointed to the Australia Day Awards Committee from 

8 December 2020 until the last Council meeting December 2021: 

• Mayor as Chairperson (as per the Terms of Reference) 

• Councillor ……………………   

• Councillor ……………………   

 

3. Executive summary 

Council at its first meeting of the new term established the Australia Day Awards Committee in 
accordance with Section 41 of the Local Government Act 1999 which provides the mechanism by 
which Council can establish committees to assist in the performance of its functions. 

The Australia Day Awards Committee is appointed to consider the Australia Day Awards 
nominations and determine the recipients of the City of Onkaparinga’s Australia Day Awards.  

The current membership of the Australia Day Awards Committee is due to expire on 8 December 
2020. 

 

4. Background 

Community Plan 
2030 

people: connected, engaged, active, healthy 

prosperity: economically strong, environmentally thriving 

performance: accountable, efficient, inclusive, sustainable 

Policy and/or 
relevant legislation 

Section 41 of the Local Government Act 1999 

Who did we talk 
to/who will we be 
talking to 

In developing this report and reviewing the Terms of Reference: 

• Manager Governance 

• Team Leader Civic and Elected Member Liaison 

In appointing committee community membership: 

• Onkaparinga Youth Committee 

• Every Generation Onkaparinga Volunteer Group 
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5. Discussion 

The Terms of Reference (attachment 1) indicate that the membership of the Committee be 
comprised of: 

• Mayor as Chairperson 

• up to two elected members  

• one member of the Onkaparinga Youth Committee 

• one member of the Every Generation Onkaparinga Volunteer Group. 

It is proposed that the Australia Day Awards Committee convene on Monday 14 December 2020, 
at the Civic Centre and Council offices, Ramsay Place Noarlunga Centre, to consider and 
determine the City of Onkaparinga Australia Day Award recipients for 2021. 

The Terms of Reference will be updated to reflect the new membership. 

Nomination process 

The following voting process will occur:  

• The Mayor will call for nominations to the committee. 

• If there are more nominations than positions available a ballot is conducted to determine the 

outcome. 

• All elected members (including the Mayor) indicate which member(s) they wish to vote for on 
the ballot paper. 

• The method of counting will be ‘first pass the post’ majority vote. 

The Mayor will then announce the membership positions which will be included in the resolution. 

 

6. Financial implications 

The financial implications of the Committee are included in existing budgets. 

No additional allowance will be paid to the elected member representatives on the Committee.  

 

7. Risk and opportunity management 

Risk 

Identify Mitigation 

Reputation/community 
expectation 

The Terms of Reference provide clear direction and guidance 
on the Committee’s operations, membership, reporting, 
authority, responsibilities and functions. 

Opportunity 

Identify  Maximising the opportunity  

Establishment of committees 

 

Committees present an opportunity to address issues in more 
detail in an interactive way without the greater formality of 
Council meetings.  Used strategically, committees can enable 
issues to be scoped and considered collaboratively by elected 
members, communities and staff with recommendations 
going to the full Council. 
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8. Timelines and deadlines 

The Australia Day Awards Committee will meet on Monday 14 December 2020 at 6pm. 

 

9. Next steps 

The Terms of Reference will be presented to the Committee for noting of the updated 
memberships at their next available meeting.  The Chairperson of the Committee may report 
back to Council on any recommended changes, at any time during the term of the Committee. 

 

 

10. Attachments 

Attachment 1 – Australia Day Awards Committee Terms of Reference (4 pages) 

 

 

 

- END OF REPORT –  
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 9.6 Wearing Street Project Update  

Report contact Meeting 

Scott Ashby, Chief Executive Officer 

Matt Buckell, Manager Construction and Projects Council 

8384 0666 

Approving officer Date 

Scott Ashby, Chief Executive Officer  8 December 2020 

 

 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to detail the outcomes of the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) review 
of the Wearing Street project and present a revised Wearing Street concept plan for approval.   

 

2. Recommendations 

That Council: 

1. Note the outcomes of the Chief Executive Officer review of the Wearing Street 
project provided as attachment 1 to the agenda report. 

2. Approve Port Noarlunga Arts Centre carpark upgrade construction proceeding as 
an independent project to Wearing Street development, using Council approved 
2020-21 funding. 

3. Approve the Wearing Street revised concept plan provided as attachment 2 to the 
agenda report for detailed design and construction, with construction to proceed 
subject to: 

• external funding being secured and the land being transferred from the state 
government to council for no consideration  

• construction being staged as follows: 

Stage 1 - aquatic user group facilities  

Stage 2 - public realm including carpark and riverfront works. 

4. Approve submission of grant applications seeking external funding toward 
construction of the project. 

 

3. Executive summary 

In response to a 26 May 2020 Council resolution a CEO review of the Wearing Street project has 
been completed. 

The CEO review explored the project scope, timing and cost and was progressed in consultation 
with key community stakeholders. 

The review has resulted in development of a revised concept plan which achieves: 

• an expanded aquatic launch area (existing 310sqm to 1100sqm) with two conveniently 
located ramps providing safe access for all users, including people with restricted mobility  
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• a total of 40 carparks, plus two disability access parks, delivering an increase of 12 spaces 
compared to the current concept, while maintaining the existing parking capacity near the 
riverfront 

• reduction in open space compared to current approved plan to achieve the above gains. 

The revised plan continues to deliver a balanced outcome that supports the function and 
operations of groups and uses. 

Hydraulic modelling confirms that river velocities are sufficient to move sand particles and the 
proposed concept design, introducing a larger river bank area will likely require regular sand 
replacement to maintain a level transition from the proposed access path to the riverbank 
surface. 

A separate report was presented to the Strategic Directions Committee on 1 December in 
response to a 17 November 2020 Strategic Directions Committee Notice of Motion, that proposes 
placement of sand along the Onkaparinga River bank at the end of Wearing Street as a trial to 
monitor and assess actual erosion patterns. 

The revised concept plan is supported by aquatic user groups, responds to broader community 
feedback and achieves a greater functional balance between aquatic launch area, open space, 
carparking, riverfront amenity, revetment walling and community event space. 

Defining the balance and meeting community needs of these competing requirements is 
challenging within this relatively small land parcel and sensitive setting. 

The review found that due to the nature of the infrastructure achieving substantial cost savings is 
a challenge, particularly as the redesign has reduced soft infrastructure (e.g. irrigated open 
space) and increased engineered infrastructure such as carparking, roadways, rock revetments 
and ramps. 

Efforts will continue to focus on cost savings as part of the detailed design process and 
subsequent, competitive open tender process.  

With respect to timing, the review found that the following -staged construction approach is 
recommended: 

• Port Noarlunga Art Centre carpark proceeds as an independent project.  

• Stage 1 - aquatic user group buildings  

• Stage 2 - public realm  

The proposed staged construction of the project, and varying construction types (civil works and 
building construction) provides the opportunity for works to be packaged for procurement of 
construction in a way that will be attractive to small to medium sized, local contractors. 

The Section 23 process by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation has been 
delayed and the Premier’s decision is likely to be available by early 2021. 

Opportunities to integrate cultural considerations into the project will be explored through the 
remaining design process. This work will be carried out in collaboration with Kaurna 
representatives to explore opportunities to respect, interpret and enhance Kaurna culture and 
stories.  
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4. Background 

Community Plan 
2030 

place: green, inviting, accessible, liveable 

The Wearing Street upgrade will reinvigorate the longstanding aquatic 
recreation experience held in this location and cater for the current and 
future needs of aquatic user groups and the community. 

Policy and/or 
relevant legislation 

Development Act, 1993 

Aboriginal Heritage Act, 1988 

Coast Protection Act 1972 

Environment and Protection Act 1993 

Who did we talk 
to/who will we be 
talking to 

The CEO held discussion with the following key community stakeholders 
as part of the Wearing Street project review: 
• Port Noarlunga Business and Tourism Association  

• South Port Surf Life Saving Club  

• Surf Life Saving SA  

• Mike Arbon, local resident  

• Elected Members 

• Relevant internal staff.  

In addition, Hydrology, Landscape, Traffic and Quantity Surveyor 
consultancy advice was also sought to inform the revised concept plan. 

Since December 2017, Council has considered and approved several iterations of the Wearing 
Street Precinct concept plans in response to continued community and key stakeholder feedback.  

Resolving the ideal balance between aquatic launch area, open space, carparking, riverfront 
amenity, revetment walling and event space has been challenging within this relatively small land 
parcel and sensitive setting. 

On 26 May 2020, Council approved ‘that the CEO to conduct a review of the scope, cost and 
timing of the Wearing Street project and ongoing results of the review come back to Council 
meetings as appropriate.’ This report sets out the results of this review. 

5. Discussion 

The CEO review of the Wearing Street project specifically considers the project scope, costs and 
timing is provided as attachment 1 to this report. 

6. Financial implications 

The following table presents estimated costs and contributions that will continue to be refined as 

project planning and design continues.  

Project element Council External 
Funding 

Total 

Port Noarlunga Art Centre Car Park 
Upgrade 

$650K Nil $650K 

Detailed design $150K Nil $150K 

Aquatic Accommodation Facilities  $675K $725K $1.4M 

Public Realm 
(including car park & river front)  

$1.625M $1.625M $3.25M 

Total $3.1M $2.35M $5.45M 
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The numerous, emerging stimulus and other grant funding opportunities present a rare 
opportunity to secure external funding to support delivery of this important community project. 

Council has $3,052,000 funding identified across 2020-2021 and 2021-2022 to support delivery 
of the Wearing Street development and Port Noarlunga Arts Centre Car Park Upgrade.  

With approval to proceed, efforts will focus on delivery of planned works within this Council 
funding allocation. 

Financial summary 

Item $ Comment 

Current budget 

Current budget 
allocation 

$1.3m 2020-21 MPF funding  

Funding required $0.8m 
Upgrade of the Arts Centre carpark and 
Wearing Street detailed design 

External funding $0.5m Funding unlikely to be received until 2021-22 

Budget impact $0 
Assumes net position of $0.8m as funding 

source is yet be realised.  

FTE N/A  

Next year’s budget 

Funding required $4.65m 
Aquatic Accommodation Facilities and Public 

Realm 

Funding source $2.35m 

Funding source yet to be realised (assumes 

funding budgeted in 2020-21 is not received 

until 2021-22) 

Operating position 
$0.46m As this project is considered new/significant 

upgrade 20% of cost is to be funded by rates 

Rate rise impact 0.3%  

FTE N/A  

Long Term Financial Plan 

Debt $1.84m 
As this project is considered new/significant 

upgrade 80% of cost is to be funded by debt 

Interest $0.040m Assume interest rate of 2.2% 

Reserve N/A  

Baseline budget rate and debt impact 

Year to date 
Decisions 

Operating position Rates (next budget) Debt 

Cumulative 
Impact 

($0.055m) 0.41% $0 

This proposal $0.500m 0.3% $1.84m 

Including this 
proposal 

$0.445m 0.71% $1.84m 
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7. Risk and opportunity management 

Risk 

Identify Mitigation 

Employee welfare/public safety The revised plan improves safety of aquatic users with two 
wider, access ramps and handrails, proposed carpark layout 
slows vehicles and improves safe pedestrian movement. 

Reputation/community 
expectation 

The Wearing Street project has highlighted council’s 
willingness to listen and respond to community feedback. The 
comprehensive engagement process undertaken ensures 
community expectations are clearly understood and the 
revised plan responds to these expectations. 

Environment The Wearing Street project is designed to minimise impacts 
upon the environment and proposed landscape plantings 
complement and enhance the natural sand dune setting.  

Compliance/legal An application for Section 23 authorisation was required to 
progress the Wearing Street development. The process is 
administered by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs and 
Reconciliation and includes a robust engagement process.  

 

Opportunity 

Identify Maximising the opportunity 

Celebrate cultural significance 
and local history 

Work collaboratively with Kaurna representatives to explore 
opportunities to respect, interpret and enhance Kaurna 
culture and stories through design, materials and public art. 

Promote active recreation  

 

 

The Wearing Street upgrade will enhance this popular 
location and promote healthy lifestyle opportunities to 
undertake aquatic activities, water safety training and social 
interactions. 

Support local economy and 
tourism  

Create an iconic destination that encourages local residents 
and visitors to experience Port Noarlunga and businesses in 
the township.  

 

8. Next steps 

The attached CEO review recommends a staged project implementation plan that responds to 
the differing stages of financial capacity: 

Staged  Project component  Construction timing 

Current financial year Port Noarlunga Art Centre 
carpark 

commence in April 2021 

Stage 1 aquatic user group buildings commence in September 2021 

Stage 2 public realm subject to external funding 
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9. Attachments 

Attachment 1 – CEO Project Review (46 pages) 

Attachment 2 – Revised Wearing Street Concept Design (1 page) 

- END OF REPORT –  

  



Wearing Street Precinct, Port Noarlunga 

Project Review  

Conducted by:  

Scott Ashby, Chief Executive Officer 

November 2020 
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CEO Review Process - Overview 

The Wearing Street project review responds to the Council resolution on 26 May 2020 that: 

‘the CEO to conduct a review of the scope, cost and timing of the Wearing Street project 
and ongoing results of the review come back to Council meetings as appropriate.’  

This review addresses; 

Project Scope 

The CEO was charged to undertake a review of the endorsed concept plan including nature, 
extent and arrangement of infrastructure particularly carparking, river access and aquatic 
launch area. This was undertaken in consultation with stakeholders. 

Timing 

While no specific deadline was set by Council, the review was undertaken with a view to 
finalising a position by the end of the calendar year and initiating the project as soon as 
practical. Proposed staging of project delivery was considered as part of the review.  

Cost 

Existing estimates were reviewed and potential opportunities to reduce costs explored. The 
review also considered project improvements which could increase or decrease current 
costings dependent on their nature. 

 

Review Process 

The review process consisted of an examination of current project material, three site visits, 
a detailed site inspection, and a series of discussions with individual key stakeholders to gain 
a greater appreciation of the project objectives, scope and possible key deliverables to meet 
local community and user groups’ current and future needs. 

The CEO also met a number of times with local resident and advocate Mick Arbon, including 
a site visit, to gain a better understanding of both Wearing Street’s aquatic recreation 
history and the flow dynamics of the river at the site. 

A meeting, established by the project team, was also attended by the CEO to hear feedback 
and input from the aquatic user groups based at Wearing Street and Mr Arbon, about the 
concept plan for Wearing Street. 

Taking all of this information into account, the review has resulted in a revised concept for 
Wearing Street provided as Attachment 1. 

Background 

The Wearing Street precinct is a compact site, located in Port Noarlunga between Mann 
Street and the Onkaparinga River. The precinct consists of both council and state 
government land which encompasses the historical Sauerbier House and is further bound by 
the Saltfleet Street bridge (east) and sand dunes (west).  

The precinct consists of land currently under council and state government ownership and 
further described in land ownership plan (Attachment 2). 
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The proposed Wearing Street precinct enhancement features in the 1999 Port Noarlunga 
Master Plan and has been considered for an extended period of time. A project timeline is 
attached detailing the considerable project duration, extent of design reviews and numerous 
Council touch points (Attachment 3). 

The Wearing Street precinct has a long-standing history as a focal point for aquatic 
recreation including accommodation for aquatic user groups, Onkaparinga Canoe Club, 
South Port SLSC and the Department for Education’s Port Noarlunga Aquatic Centre which 
provides school aquatic education programs. 

Despite its popularity, the site is in a poor state of repair with multiple failing assets which 
require capital investment to meet current and future community needs. The precinct site 
has potential to be a gateway statement for those travellers entering Port Noarlunga from 
the south across the Saltfleet Street Bridge. 

The redevelopment features: 

• an upgraded riverfront public realm including shelters, new public toilet, seating, 
lawn and planting  

• new community aquatic accommodation replacing existing aging storage sheds and 
clubroom 

• a reconfigured car park to offer a combination of parking options at the riverfront 
and along Wearing Street as well as upgrading the nearby unstructured Arts Centre 
car park  

• formalising Mann Street to provide improved access to the precinct and traffic 
management for residents.  

Basis for the CEO Review 

Community feedback on the original draft concept plan was sought between 21 May and 9 
June 2018 and the designs have evolved since in response to continuing community 
feedback aimed at achieving a functional balance between aquatic use, events, open space, 
car parking and commercial use. 

Defining this balance, in consultation with stakeholders, is a central objective of the CEO 
review with development of a new, revised concept plan a key deliverable.  

The project has attracted a petition and deputations as well as a series of revised concept 
plans presented to Council meetings. This resulted is a level of uncertainty from some 
community and elected members that the optimal balance of functionality was being 
achieved. 

Below is the progressive evolution of concept plans during 2018/19 highlighting the key 
areas of change in response to community feedback.  
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Multiple design revisions have been undertaken since the original concept plan was 
presented to the community in 2018. Below is the most recent design presented to the 
aquatic user groups for feedback on 8 October 2020.  

 
 

Design changes have been guided by, and sought to respond to, community and 
stakeholder feedback on the sheoak grove land, location and capacity of carparking, 
alignment of aquatic buildings, public realm and community event space, structures 
extending into the river and improved access for aquatic users. 

A community engagement summary and response table are attached to this report outlining 
key topics, design considerations and actions identified as part of this process (Attachment 
4). 

Council’s request in May 2020 for a CEO review recognised an opportunity for the recently 
appointed CEO to conduct an impartial assessment of the process and explore project scope 
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and design changes to progress the project, optimise the site potential and functionality for 
multiple users.  

The CEO review has led to a further revised concept plan, developed in line with aquatic 
user group input and advice, offering a balanced solution to the key project objectives with 
support from the core aquatic user groups (Attachment 1). 

 

Review Outcomes 

This section sets out the various project components, key objectives and how the CEO 
review and proposed design will respond to these considerations. 

1. Project Scope 

Objective: To clarify the project scope and determine the extent to which the project could 
be simplified or staged. 

Background: It was clear from the outset of the review that the project as then designed 
was complex involving aquatic sports requirements, tourism and events components, parking 
management for both the aquatic precinct and also nearby retail/arts area, Kaurna heritage 
issues, and environmental management issues. 

The proposed project site is physically constrained by the river to the south, the major DIT 
transport corridor and bridge to the east, housing on Wearing Street and the State-owned 
culturally sensitive sheoak grove to the north, and the sand dune complex to the west. These 
very real physical constraints meant that the project design when altered, had flow on effects 
impacting on other component(s) of the project. 

Considering these complexities together, it was not surprising to find mixed messages in the 
public domain, confusion around project scope amongst stakeholders, and a general lack of 
clarity as to the purpose of the project. Throughout the review, the CEO has sought to simplify 
the project scope, remove areas or contention and/or confusion, and to focus the project 
outcomes. 

Put simply, my finding is that we were attempting to do and fit too much into a constrained 
site, and as such, the project outcome needed to be simplified if the project was to progress.  

Fundamentally the project is an upgrade of the aquatic sports and recreation precinct; not 
primarily a multi-functional space. The early efforts to have the site designed as a multi-
purpose arts/events/aquatic sports facility, while worthy of consideration, drove the need for 
large grassed open space areas, resulting in minimal car parking: an unacceptable outcome 
to aquatic users (including people using kayaks, canoes, other water craft) and other 
stakeholders.  

To address this car parking issue, more parks were designed to the north and west of the 
entry road, subsequently leading to proposed encroachment into the western sand dune area 
and the sheoak grove (more discussion below in 2.). Again, an unacceptable outcome for 
some stakeholders, including Kaurna representatives. 

Removing the need for the large grassed events space provided the opportunity to remove 
the sheoak grove out of the project area, leaving it unimpacted. This in turn removes any 
threat to this area which is significant to the Kaurna community.  

CEO Review Outcome: Simplify the project scope with the outcome being the upgrade of 
the aquatic sports and recreation precinct. 
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CEO Review Outcome: Acknowledge the removal of the sheoak grove area from the 
proposed project area to avoid impacting a site of cultural significance. 

 

2. Safe Use of the Site  

Objective: Improve the public safety and functionality of the riverfront area for users. 

Background: The current car park and foreshore area currently generate a number of public 
safety issues. 

The existing, informal car park does not have formal vehicle lanes, marked parking bays and 
defined pedestrian pathways.  This when added to people loading and unloading canoes, surf 
skis and kayaks from trailers and vehicle rooftops creates a potentially high-risk environment.  

There is little space to unload aquatic equipment from vehicles, except onto the existing 
informal car park or the river bank. 

The surface of much of the river bank is a clay base and is often slippery for users, particularly 
those carrying kayaks and other water craft. 

The pathway from the car park to the beach launching area is undermined and requires repair 
or replacement (which is underway). The river access ramp is narrow and at times, crowded. 

CEO Review Outcome: That, in designing the precinct, improving user safety in the car 
park area be considered a priority. 

CEO Review Outcome: That the design include at least two access points to the river bank 
and areas to place unloaded kayaks and water craft.  

 

3. Car Parking 

Objective: Provide suitable car parking to cater for visitors, school groups and other 
aquatic sports people at Wearing Street and the broader Port Noarlunga township 
businesses. 

Background: The existing riverfront car park accommodates approximately 40 vehicles.  

The original draft concept plan proposed eight riverfront parking spaces with additional off 
street and on street car parking along Wearing Street. Trailer parking was also 
compromised, as was bus drop-off for school groups.  It was also important to recognise 
that many vehicles are carrying water craft (canoes, kayaks etc) requiring sufficient parking 
and unloading space. 

The decision to exclude the State-owned sheoak grove, off Mann Street, due to cultural 
significance as well as concerns that the proposed car parks would impact the sand dunes, 
has redirected car parking to the Port Noarlunga Art Centre (discussed below), the riverfront 
and, to a lesser degree, along Wearing Street. 

A riverfront car park study, involving a review of time lapse camera footage during peak 
summer months (November 2018 – March 2019), was undertaken and based on the findings 
the subsequent concept plan offered 16 riverfront car parking spaces.  

Outcome: The revised concept plan now offers 40 riverfront carparking spaces (plus two 
disability access) by a reduction in the grassed open space area. Overall the total amount of 
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carparking in the broader Wearing Street precinct totals 65 parks (plus three disability 
access). 

The revised plan now offers a 42% increase in car parking compared to the current plan and 
maintains the existing capacity of 40 carparking spaces near the riverfront. Additional 
capacity for trailer parking is also provided by removing a section of the central landscaped 
isle within the carpark area.  

This allocation for car parking is considered appropriate based on the level of aquatic activity 
and growth in popularity as a result of the redevelopment. 

CEO Review Outcome: Maximise the car parking area, with appropriate access and parking 
for vehicles with watercraft, including trailers and bus drop off capability, while providing for 
the safe flow of pedestrian traffic across the area. 

 

4. Port Noarlunga Arts Centre Car Park 

Objective: Progress opportunities to provide convenient parking to support Wearing Street 
activities, local businesses, arts, events and the broader Port Noarlunga township. 

Background: The initiative to upgrade the unmade retail/arts centre carpark is directly 
linked and funded by $650K council funding as part of the Wearing Street project. Carpark 
designs progressed following a community engagement process in support of the upgrade 
and construction was scheduled during winter 2020.  

 

 
 

The delays associated with progressing the concept design has meant the car park 
redevelopment has been on hold. Council’s decision for the CEO to review the Wearing 
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Street project has provided the opportunity to reconsider the Art Centre carpark project link 
with the broader Wearing Street project, including being funded from the same budget. 

In discussions with the CEO and engagement with the Port Noarlunga Business and Tourism 
Association, it was agreed that the car park redevelopment should be excised from the 
broader project and construction commenced. More recently the business and tourism 
association indicated a preference for construction work on this car park to proceed in April 
2021 after the busy summer trading period. Project funding is available if supported by 
Council, to undertake construction works during 2020/21. Letters of support provided as 
Attachment 5. 

CEO Review Outcome: Given the high community and business support for improved 
carparking in the broader Port Noarlunga township, it is recommended the retail/Art Centre 
carpark upgrade progress independent of the Wearing Street project.  

 

5. Aquatic riverfront   

Objective: Provide a larger aquatic launching area with improved access to the river and 
improved public safety. 

Background: The existing rock revetment wall is failing and needs replacement.  The wall 
provides an important flood mitigation role for the land and properties to the north.   

Through the design process, some stakeholders have sought to increase both the launch 
area and the beach to maximise its value for aquatic sport users. However, it should be 
recognised that repositioning the wall to create a larger launch area impacts car parking and 
open space. 

Hydrology modelling and assessment has been completed in discussion with ward members, 
key users and residents to understand site complexities, tidal movement, flood risks while 
also seeking to minimise disruption to natural river flows, erosion and ongoing maintenance. 

The assessment recommends a rock revetment wall to adequately absorb the ongoing river 
impacts, manage erosion, provide protection from localised flooding and offer structural 
longevity. 

As a key stakeholder, Mr Arbon’s extensive local knowledge and information about the river 
and broader precinct, including photos and videos, has also informed options throughout the 
process. 

CEO Review Outcome: The revised concept plan incorporates the recommended 
revetment wall position and achieves; 

• An additional 490sqm of river bank aquatic launching space, bringing the total 
area available to 800sqm 

• a significantly (158%) larger aquatic launching space compared to existing area 

• improved beach access with two conveniently located, 2.5 metre-wide ramps to 
provide safe access with one ramp offering accessibility for people with 
restricted mobility. 
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A suggestion was considered to replace the rock revetment with a single steep concrete 
retaining wall structure.  However, advice confirmed the use of rocks is a superior solution 
to better absorb river flow and tidal surge impacts and reduce water rebound which can 
increase erosion. 

6. Sand Replenishment 

Objective: Provide a safe aquatic launching area for our community that considers the 
sensitivities of the river system. 

Background: The movement and erosion of sand in certain areas along the riverbank has 
been noted and raised as a concern by some aquatic users and members of the community. 
The size and replenishment of the beach has been an ongoing issue, differing at times with 
strong views being put. 

Hydraulic modelling confirms that river velocities are sufficient to move sand particles which 
is evidenced by active onsite erosion. This is not disputed, although the amount of erosion 
acknowledged by parties differs.  While views vary, advice suggests that the proposed 
concept design (or any design for that matter) will likely require regular sand replacement to 
maintain a level transition from the access path to the riverbank surface. 

In hindsight, this is part of the cost of having and maintaining a launching beach at this site 
and should have always been anticipated and acknowledged as part of the project.  

The cost to replenish sand along the significantly larger Wearing Street river frontage is 
estimated to be approximately $15,000. A new revetment wall will include sand 
replenishment a part of its construction cost. 

The frequency of sand replenishment is undetermined at this point in time but is expected to 
be ongoing requirement and cost to Council. Therefore sand should be added and monitored 
to determine future replenishment needs. If Council wishes to maintain this site as a high 
quality aquatic precinct, replenishment costs will need to be factored into future 
maintenance budgets. 

CEO Review Outcome: Place sand on the new, expanded riverfront area as a trial as part 
of the Wearing Street development.  Sand movement will be monitored to determine the 
success of the initiative before consideration is given to the merit of further sand 
replenishment. 
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7. Open Space 

Objective: Provide functional open space and amenity to support the users of Wearing 
Street aquatic precinct.  

Background: Engagement with stakeholders as part of the CEO review reinforced the need 
to meet the increasing demand for aquatic recreation facilities and provide convenient car 
parking to support community participation. It also re-emphasized the need to focus on 
aquatics as the main use of the precinct, rather than as a multi-use site.  

Areas of consolidated green open space in the high demand areas for aquatic users being 
the riverfront and linking Sauerbier House remain an important element of the project. 

CEO Review Outcome: The revised plan continues to deliver a balanced outcome that 
supports the operational needs for multiple aquatic uses including, kayak loading and 
unloading and congregation space for water safety instructions. 

While the revised design provides greater emphasis and support for aquatic activities, it still 
offers flexible open space that can be used for events (including potential road closures for 
large events) to expand the arts and community experience at Council’s Sauerbier House 
Cultural Exchange facility. 

 

8. Aquatic Buildings 

Objective: Replace aging shed and clubroom structures with quality community facilities to 
meet current and future needs while being sympathetic to the sand dune environment. 

Background:  

The current facilities at the site are all in relatively poor condition, and some are well beyond 
their “use-by” date.  They are individually and collectively of poor quality, poor visual 
amenity and no longer fit for purpose. 

South Port Surf Life Saving Club (SLSC) 

Over several years, the club (with approximately 500 members) has fund raised and secured 
State Government Emergency Services funding towards the construction of its gym, training 
room, storage and change room facilities.  

The club and Surf Life Saving SA confirm that this funding is now in jeopardy if construction 
is further delayed. The ongoing delay is causing frustration for the Club who have an 
increasing need to offer quality community facilities to deliver emergency services and 
attract membership.  

This as a high risk that needs immediate mitigation action to avoid a lost opportunity for our 
community. 

Onkaparinga Canoe Club  

The Canoe Club requires funding support to replace its aging and cramped facilities. 

Unfortunately, on 10 September 2019, the Onkaparinga Canoe Club received confirmation 
from the Office of Recreation, Sport and Racing that its funding application for new 
accommodation facilities was unsuccessful. 
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Department for Education (DE) 

The Department’s facility is old, in a poor state of repair, a visual blight located in the centre 
of the current aquatic precinct, and importantly, not at all functional for the number of 
students utilising it annually.  

The Department would self-fund the construction of its new aquatic facility in conjunction 
with the other aquatic facilities and is progressing its internal approval process to expend 
secured funds. 

It is important that Council supports this DE internal bid. As such, I suggest that a letter 
from City of Onkaparinga CEO to Chief Executive, Department for Education be sent, setting 
out the broader benefits of the project and welcoming DE’s construction to enhance the 
experience for school children. 

Location of buildings 

A summary of key design changes is attached to this report (Attachment 6). 

The initial single alignment of the new aquatic buildings was divided and reconfigured to 
effectively minimise impacts to the existing Norfolk Pine trees and sand dunes in this area.  

 

 

Proposed alignment of new buildings with current buildings is outlined in red.   

CEO Review Outcome: The sheds and built structures be demolished and rebuilt to 
modernise and upgrade the site, to improve the appearance, functionality and longevity of 
the aquatic and associated facilities at the precinct. 

CEO Review Outcome: That any new structures do not encroach further upon the sand 
dunes to the west. 

CEO Review Outcome: A letter be sent from the CEO to Chief Executive, Department for 
Education setting out the broader benefits of the project and welcoming DEC’s construction 
to enhance the experience for school children. 
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Cost Review  

An interrogation of project costs was undertaken as well as an updated cost report based on 
the revised plan for the public realm component including the riverfront, revetment wall, 
access ramps, footpaths, roadway, toilet, shelters and open space areas. 

The review confirms an overall project cost total of $5.45M representing a $50K increase 
which reflects modifications to the concept plan. 

Concept Public 
realm 

Aquatic 
buildings 

Art Centre 
carpark 

Estimated 
total 

Current plan (2019) $3.35M $1.4M $0.65M $5.4M 

Recommended plan 
(2020) 

$3.4M $1.4M $0.65M $5.45M 

 

If supported by Council, opportunities for project cost reduction will continue during the 
detailed design stage including in the following areas: 

• extent of concrete and permeable paving, reduction of path widths 

• use of proprietary products over bespoke for park shelters, toilets and furniture  

• landscaping 

• retest aquatic buildings, retaining wall heights and materials 

• art centre carpark cost efficiencies.  

The cost reports, prepared by external consultants, are based on the proposed concept plan 
that contains limited construction detail which attracts a high level of contingency cost to 
manage financial risk exposure. 

Project progression from conceptual to detailed design will increase certainty, reduce risk 
and could potentially lower the overall project cost. 

The review identified potential for significant cost savings is limited due largely to the nature 
of the infrastructure and proposed reduction in soft infrastructure (e.g. green open space) 
and increased carparking (85%), roadways, rock revetments and ramps.  

Ultimately, a tender process in the competitive market with opportunities for contractors to 
present additional value added and cost-effective solutions is expected to deliver value for 
money. 

As flagged through previous reports delivery of this project relies on securing external 
funding. In the current climate of additional stimulus funding, there are now more 
opportunities to attract greater external funding to this project that before. 

External Funding Opportunity 

A 2019-20 DIT Open Space grant application seeking 50% shared funding for the public 
realm was unsuccessful. DIT feedback confirmed the submission was very competitive.  

The review identified the opportunity to access stimulus grant funding for ‘shovel ready’ 
community projects. A decision to progress the project into detailed design would increase 
its readiness and improve the chances of a favourable funding application outcome. 
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CEO Review Outcome: Actively pursue external funding opportunities, including the 
Planning and Development Fund Open Spaces for People grant, to deliver the project and 
reduce council cost. Applications for this grant program close on 19 February 2021 further 
increasing the need for a Council decision. 

 

Timing /Staging  

Given the constraints and complexities, the review explored the most effective delivery 
approach for the Wearing Street project and noted that timing is largely driven by the 
various funding sources and funding availability. 

The review considered the current status of various funding streams associated with the 
project, including: 

• Council’s current 2020/21 funding allocation 

• South Port SLSC facility – council, state, club funding available  

• Department for Education – solely self-funded premises  

• Onkaparinga Canoe Club – 50% unfunded  

• Public realm – 50% unfunded. 

Subject to confirmation of funding components, it is considered that Council proceed to 
construction of aquatic facilities as soon as possible. 

 

CEO Review Outcome: 

It is recommended the project be staged in line with financial capacity; 

Stage  Project Element  Timeframe Comment 

1a Port Noarlunga Art 
Centre carpark 

commence April 2021 Fully funded project in 
council’s 2020/21 budget with 
high community expectation 
for delivery.  

1b aquatic user group 
buildings 

commence September 
2021 

All aquatic facilities should be 
demolished, and new 
buildings constructed 
concurrently to maximise cost 
efficiencies and enable public 
realm works to proceed. 

This timing mitigates non-
compliance with state 
government funding 
timeframe constraints in 
relation to the SLSC.  

2 public realm subject to external 
funding 

Seek external funding 
opportunities, including the 
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2021 Open Space Grant 
program administered by DIT.  

 

Section 23 Application  

The Wearing Street precinct is known to be significant in local Aboriginal culture through its 
proximity to the Onkaparinga River, its links with the Port Noarlunga sand dunes and the 
nearby Tjirbruki/Tjilbruke spring site.  

The cultural significance of the locality highlighted the importance of engagement with 
Kaurna through the Kaurna Nation Cultural Heritage Association (KNCHA) on the Wearing 
Street plans to ideally build understanding and support for the project as well as 
opportunities to integrate Kaurna heritage and culture in the project elements. 

Engagement with KNCHA on this project via two workshops did not result in their input into 
the concept designs as hoped. 

A Section 23 application under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988 (the Act) was required and 
approved by Council to progress the project. 

Our application, submitted over 12 months ago, has been further delayed by the 
Department of Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation (AAR) with an outcome expected in 
December 2020. 

The initial intention to re-engage with the Kaurna community, following the completion of 
the Section 23 application, to integrate Kaurna heritage and culture in the project design is 
no longer feasible due to substantial delays with the processing of our application.  

CEO Review Outcome: Discussions need to re-commence with local Kaurna 
representatives as a matter of priority.  

 

State Government land transfer  

The transfer of State Government land to Council, at no cost, continues to progress through 
the Department for Environment and Water’s process with the Section 23 outcome being a 
key consideration to a final determination. The Ministerial approval process is anticipated to 
be completed in early 2021. 

 

Key Recommendations of this Report: 

1. The Port Noarlunga Arts Centre carpark upgrade proceed to construction 
independent of the Wearing Street project utilising Council’s 2020/21 allocated 
funding. 

2. Approve the revised concept plan to proceed to detailed design and staged 
construction in accord with available funding, including prioritising construction of all 
aquatic building facilities as one single stage providing the highest value for money. 

3. Re-engage with the local Kaurna community to address and integrate Kaurna 
heritage and culture into the project. 
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Attachments: 

Attachment 1 revised concept plan 

Attachment 2 land ownership plan 

Attachment 3 project history timeline 

Attachment 4 community engagement summary and response  

Attachment 5 letters of support for Art Centre carpark upgrade 

Attachment 6 summary of key design changes from consultation 
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PORT NOARLUNGA : WEARING STREET PRECINCT  

PLANNING AND CONCEPT DESIGN TIME LINE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

August 2004 
Concept Plan revised having regard for outcomes of community engagement 

Implementation of the Wearing Street Concept Plan deferred until 2006/07 or until such time as the 
refurbishment of the Port Noarlunga Foreshore is complete September 2005 

Strategic Directions Committee resolved that an alternative concept plan for community engagement 
incorporate shared facilities and potential repositioning of commercial operator. Approval granted to pursue 
external funding and land transfer 

March 1999 

Draft Port Noarlunga Master Plan developed - presented for community engagement 

 Provides broad guidelines for development within the Port Noarlunga precinct 

 Recognises an aquatics focus for Wearing Street 

 Identified need for an Aboriginal Cultural & Community focus within the area 

15 June 1999 

19 February 2002 

Draft Wearing Street Precinct Concept Plan developed  
Aim: 
 Create a southern ‘vista’ gateway to Port Noarlunga township 
 Improve physical environment (image & amenity) 
 Improve area functionality (building & land use, design & location of built form) 

December 2000 

Council resolved that: 
 Draft Port Noarlunga Master Plan did not require amendment post community engagement 
 Detailed Concept Plan for the Wearing Street Precinct be developed 

Council resolved that: 

 Concept Plan be revised having regard for outcomes of the community engagement 

Council resolved that Draft Wearing Street Precinct Concept Plan be released for public engagement 

Plan released for community engagement mid October 2001 concluding 18 January 2002 20 March 2001 

21 May – 9 June 2018 Community feedback including an information session conducted on revised draft concept plan 

Strategic Directions Committee resolved that a revised concept plan that responds to community feedback 
including further targeted stakeholder engagement be brought back for approval 

4 September 2018 

October 2013 

April 2014 

Previous precinct planning and input from agreed outcomes with respect to Sauerbier House informing 
development of broad concept plan for the upgrade of the Wearing Street Aquatics Precinct (Concept Plan 
2013) 

Wearing Street concept 2013 including proposal to upgrade Sauerbier House presented as part of Elected 
Members briefing, illustrating intended scope and scale of development opportunity (included site visit) 

5 December 2017 

2 July 2019 
Strategic Directions Committee approved revised concept plan for detailed design & construction with 
increased beach & ramps subject to section 23 approval, external funding and land transfer. Approval to 
seek section 23 authorisation, remove Casuarina trees & EOI for commercial operator. 

16 July 2019 
Council meeting considered deputations from Georgina Williams, Lisa Harms & Buster Turner and excluded 
the Casuarina Grove site from the project. Council advocate for sensitive site management & in consultation 
with Aboriginal community and elders. 

Strategic Directions Committee considered deputations from Mike Arbon and Mary-Anne Stacey and 
approved the revised concept for preliminary design. Detailed design on hold pending section 23 outcome 
with revetment wall and quantum of parking to be determined. 

Council approved revised concept plan for detailed design pending section 23 outcomes with revetment wall 
to be determined.  Construction is subject to external funding and land transfer with final detailed design 
provided to elected members at a Council meeting.  
 

19 May 2020 
Notice of Motion 
Council resolved that CEO conduct a project review of the scope, cost and timing.   
 

3 December 2019 

10 December 2019 



Community engagement summary and response 

Car parking / traffic 

Key Feedback  Design Consideration Recommended Action  

Improve car park and 
traffic design 
 
Increase capacity and 
functionality of river 
edge car park and 
turning areas 

Provide better access and increased 
number and range of parking closer to 
riverbank 
 
Consider bus, car, cycle and pedestrian 
manoeuvrability within car park area  

Analyse current traffic and car parking 
demands to inform bus, car and trailer 
parking design 
 
Consult with user groups during the 
detailed design phase 

Minimise sand dune encroachment, 
retaining walling and impact to residents 
as part of the proposed north-western 
car park 

Review design and positioning of the 
north-western carpark to minimise 
impact upon sand dunes and 
neighbouring properties 
 
Provide updates to local residents during 
the detailed design and construction 
phase 

 

River access 

Improve riverbank 
access and safety 
through review of 
proposed structures   

Reconsider functionality and positioning 
of proposed decking to ensure river 
access and safety of watercrafts  is 
improved for groups, beginners and 
people with a disability 
 
Ensure the ability for multiple watercraft 
launching is maintained  
 
Future designs to consider users 
preference for continued beach access 
to launch watercraft  

Review riverbank design including 
structures to improve access and safety 
 
Consult with targeted user groups 
including DECS, Onkaparinga Canoe 
Club, SLSC during the detailed design 
phase 
 
 
 

 

Environment and 
landscape 

Preference for a 
natural, less formal, 
landscaping design 
that embraces the 
unique natural setting 
 
 

Explore opportunities for landscape 
designs to complement and be in 
keeping with the natural setting 

Landscape design development to 
consider opportunities to reinforce the 
natural setting of the precinct  

Design to consider different plant 
species including native and extent of 
grassed area 

Tree species to be determined as part of 
the detailed design phase  

Maximise the relationship and linkages 
between open grassed area, aquatic 
accommodation, car parking and event 
space 
 

Assess the current and future use needs 
of the precinct to determine relationship 
of spaces and activities 
 
Consult with user groups during the 
detailed design phase 

  



Community engagement summary and response 

Environment and 
landscape 

Opportunity for 
additional park 
amenities 
 

Consider children’s play space, BBQ, 
shaded picnic tables and bins  
 

Assess the needs of the precinct to 
provide passive recreation and event 
space in consideration of existing 
facilities eg. the Port Noarlunga 
Adventure playground  

Designs need to cater 
for flooding 

Analyse extent of flooding and 
determine design parameters 

Design to avoid or withstand the known 
flooding environment of the precinct 

Concern of potential 
impact of car park and 
retaining walling on 
sand dunes  

Review environmental impact of 
proposed retaining wall and north-
western car park 
 

Review design and positioning of the 
north-western building and carpark to, 
where possible, minimise impact upon 
sand dunes and local residents 

Concern Crown Land is 
dedicated as Open 
Space and car parking 
was an incompatible 
use  

DPTI confirmed that the open space 
dedication was revoked in 1980 and no 
longer applies to the site.  

No further action 

 

Aquatic 
accommodation 

Concern regarding 
aquatic 
accommodation 
layout and access to 
facilities 

Accommodation to provide access to 
shared gym, toilets, showers and 
meeting space by the user groups and 
cater for current and future needs 
 
Design to consider provision of boat 
wash down facility 

As part of the detailed design stage, 
continue to fine tune aquatic 
accommodation layout with user groups 

 

Commercial 
operations 

Diverse comments on 
need for a commercial 
operation within the 
precinct 

Explore opportunity to provide a 
commercial operation within the 
precinct  
 
Re-confirm optimal position of a 
potential commercial operation   

Conduct an expression of interest 
process to determine market interest 
and preferred location to provide a 
commercial operation 
 
Current commercial operator be 
encouraged to participate in expression 
of interest process 

 
Cultural 

Incorporate Kaurna 
and European history 

Explore opportunities to incorporate 
Kaurna and European history into 
designs and public art elements 

Consult with Kaurna Nation Cultural 
Heritage Association (KNCHA) during the 
detailed design phase 
 
Research local European history and 
explore opportunities for incorporation 
during detailed design phase 

 



I CITY OF ONKAPARINGA 

ZTLUNGAI/BUSINESS 
AND TOURISM ASSOCIATION 

25 JUN 2020 
NOARLUNGA 

STAY LONGER, VISIT OFTEN 

2 6 t h  June 2020 

Attention Scott Ashby 
Chief Executive Officer 
City of Onkaparinga 

Proposed extension to  the Port Noarlunga Art Centre Car Park 
Feedback f rom the  Port Noarlunga Business and Tourism Association 

Please find attached endorsements from local businesses for the proposed carpark layout as indicated on 
Drawing No 2019 - 131 SK100 B 

Brief History 

• Community consultation requested project be completed during winter months. 

• Commencement was to start July 2020 with completion before summer 
• Carpark funding is part of the Wearing Street Project 

• Councillors motioned the Wearing Street Project be placed on hold awaiting section 23 
and for CEO to review 

It is understood by the association and members that construction 

• Project is ready to go 
• Project could recommence from 1st August 2020 

• Two parts to the project: 1. Arts Centre reconfiguration 2. Sealing of carpark extension 

• 2 months required to complete each section. A total of 4 months 

Carparking is the no.1 issue in Port Noarlunga and businesses have contributed to the car parking fund. The long- 
awaited completion of this project car park is part of the solution. Therefore, on behalf of the Port Noarlunga 
Business & Tourism Association Members the association request the follow 

1. That the CEO recommend recommencing the project on 15t August 2020 or sooner 
2. That both components of the project be completed once commenced 
3. That business interruption be at a minimum 
4. Extra staff and equipment be allocated to the project to complete in 4 months or less 
5. That businesses be informed before any changes to road traffic use. 
6. That a temporary carpark be arranged with DIPTI on the land East of  Gray Street during construction 
7. That the CEO meet with the association at Port Noarlunga to discuss and walk through a wholistic view to 

solutions presented to council to address current and future car parking to accommodate the growth of 
visitors to Port Noarlunga and the City of Onkaparinga. 

Kind regards, 
Jeanette Howell 
CHAIRWOMAN 
Port Noarlunga Business & Tourism Association 
0407706776 
waterfront@winecoastvillas.com.au 

Version: 1, Version Date: 29/06/2020
Document Set ID: 5217286



Postscript 

We appreciated your meeting with myself and Rob Bosley Public Officer of the Port Noarlunga Business and Tourism 
Association on Thursday 18th June 2020. 

We enclose for your information a copy of the Port Noarlunga Master Plan that was endorsed at a Council Policy 
meeting on 151h June 1999. 
It is interesting to note that: 

• under 3.3.3 Development Staging, Priority stage 1 for the year 2000/2001 was "Art Centre Park, closure of 
Gray Street, Development of Gray Street car parks ..... 

• and 3.3.4 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Investigation, remain relevant for the Wearing Street Project 

As discussed, the Port Noarlunga Business and Tourism Association uses the Port Noarlunga Master Plan as its source 
document, enabling the tracking of the status of the various projects in Port Noarlunga, whether complete or 
ongoing 

Version: 1, Version Date: 29/06/2020
Document Set ID: 5217286
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I3ECKSAp 
Daniel Beck 
Becks Bakehouse Port Noarlunga PTY LTD 
0421 461920 
becksbakehouse@adam.com.au 

Attention Scott Ashby - CEO City of Onkaparinga 

Proposed extension to the Port Noarlunga Art Centre Car Park 
Recommendation to prioritise recommence and complete the 
Art Centre Car Park Drawing No 2019 - 131 SK100 B 

MEMBERSHIPS 
Port Noarlunga Business & Tourism Association 
ON Business Program Member 

• Business SA Member 

As a member of the Port Noarlunga Business & Tourism Association and an employer in the City of 
Onkaparinga we write to you to support the associations request that the long awaited Art Centre 

car park project recommence on the 15t August 2020 or sooner. 

As you would be aware the town ship itself has grown over the late 3 years exponentially. Car parking 
is an increasing issue and from my own experience and the position of the bakery is one of the more 
fortunate. The feed back I consistently receive is the town is now getting bypassed because the lack 
of parking. 

I am aware that the cost of construction is not relative to the amount contributed by several 
businesses to the car park fund however as a business we committed these funds with the 
assumption that improvements would be made. At this point in time there has only been a 
reduction of spaces. 

My understanding is the reasoning for the risk of the car parks reservation is the funding is linked to 
the wearing street project and as devastated as this community is that this project is now being 
reviewed surely the funding can be re allocated or portioned to support the demand that is 
desperately needed. 

Car parking is the no.1 issue in Port Noarlunga and completion of this project car park is part of the 
solution and we request the following: 

1. That the CEO recommend recommencing the project on 15t August 2020 or sooner 

2. That both components of the project be completed once commenced 

Version: 1, Version Date: 29/06/2020
Document Set ID: 5217286



3. That business interruption be at a minimum 

4. Extra staff and equipment be allocated to the project to complete in 4 months or less 

5. That businesses be informed before any changes to road traffic use. 

6. That a temporary carpark be arranged with Dl P11 on the land East of  Gray Street during 
construction 

1. That the CEO meet with the association to discuss a wholistic view to all the solutions 
presented to council to address current and future car parking to accommodate the growth 
of visitors to Port Noarlunga 

Thanking you for your time and 

Yours Sincerely, 

Dan Beck 

Becks Bakehouse Port Noarlunga 

0421 461920 

Version: 1, Version Date: 29/06/2020
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Ryan Thorpe 
Port Burger 
0456062 186 
rthorpie82@gmail.com 

Attention Scott Ashby - CEO City of  Onkaparinga 

Proposed extension to the Port Noarlunga Art Centre Car Park 
Recommendation to prioritise recommence and complete the 
Art Centre Car Park Drawing No 2019-131 SK100 B 

Port Burger Employing in the City of Onkaparinga 

MEMBERSHIPS Port Noarlunga Business & Tourism Association 
• ON Business Program Member 
• Business SA Member 
• Other 

AWARDS 
• Best start up business 
• Best customer experience 

Port Burger has catered for approximately 50,000 patrons in the past year and we would like to 
increase that figure with the aid of more parking available for our customers. Not only for them, but 
when Port Noarlunga is packed with visitors our staff have trouble finding space for themselves 
creating a stressful experience daily. As we have contributed into the mandatory carpark fund, we 
would have assumed that it would increase the carpark capacity but we have only seen a decrease in 
rthorthroughout the peak tourism seasons of the year. 

As a member of  the Port Noarlunga Business & Tourism Association and an employer in the City of 
Onkaparinga we write to you to support the associations request that the long awaited Art Centre 

car park project recommence on the 15t August 2020 or sooner. 

Carparking is the no.1 issue in Port Noarlunga and completion of this project car park is part of the 
solution and we request the following: 

1. That the CEO recommend recommencing the project on August 2020 or sooner 
2. That both components of the project be completed once commenced 
3. That business interruption be at a minimum 
4. Extra staff and equipment be allocated to the project to complete in 4 months or less 
5. That businesses be informed before any changes to road traffic use. 
6. That a temporary carpark be arranged with DIPTI on the land East o f  Gray Street during 

construction 
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1. That the CEO meet with the association to discuss a wholistic view to all the solutions 
presented to council to address current and future car parking to accommodate the growth 
of visitors to Port Noarlunga 

Thanking you for your time and 

Yours Sincerely, 
Ryan Thorpe 
Port Burger Team 
rthorpie82@gmail.com 
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H U N G R Y  COUSINS PTY LTD. T / A  HARVEST OF I N D I A  PORT NOARLUNGA 
24 Saltfleet Street, Port Noarlunga, SA 5167 Tel. No.: 08-8326 8832 
E-mail: hoi.pn2015@gmail.com ABN 94 606 305 864 

June 22, 2020 

Attent ion Scott Ashby - CEO City o f  Onkaparinga 

Proposed extension t o  the  Port Noarlunga Ar t  Centre Car Park 
Recommendation t o  prioritise recommence and complete the 
Art Centre Car Park Drawing No 2019 - 131 SK100 B 

'Harvest o f  India' Employing in the City o f  Onkaparinga 

MEMBERSHIPS 

• Port Noarlunga Business & Tourism Association 

• Business SA Member 

As a member o f  the Port Noarlunga Business & Tourism Association and an employer in the City o f  Onkaparinga we 
write t o  you t o  support the associations request that the long awaited Art Centre car park project recommence on 
the 15t August 2020 o r  sooner. 

Carparking is the no.1 issue in Port Noarlunga and completion of  this project car park is part o f  the solution and we 
request the following: 

1. That the CEO recommend recommencing the project on Vt August 2020 or sooner 
2. That both components o f  the project be completed once commenced 

3. That business interruption be at a minimum 

4. Extra staff and equipment be allocated t o  the project t o  complete in 4 months o r  less 

5. That businesses be informed before any changes t o  road traffic use. 
6. That a temporary carpark be arranged with DIPTI on the land East o f  Gray Street during construction 

7. That the CEO meet wi th the association t o  discuss a wholistic view t o  all the solutions presented t o  council 

t o  address current and future car parking t o  accommodate the growth o f  visitors t o  Port Noarlunga 

Thanking you for  your t ime and 

Yours Sincerely, 

Tarun Kumar 
Director 
Harvest o f  India Port Noarlunga 
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4? 

The Flour Store 
Daniel Platten 
The Flour Store Pty Ltd 
0432989347 
management@theflourstore.com 

Attention Scott Ashby - CEO City of  Onkaparinga 

Proposed extension to the Port Noarlunga Art Centre Car Park 
Recommendation to prioritise recommence and complete the 
Art Centre Car Park Drawing No 2019 - 131 SK100 B 

'The Flour Store' Employing in the City of Onkaparinga 

MEMBERSHIPS 
• Port Noarlunga Business & Tourism Association 
• ON Business Program Member 

As a member of  the Port Noarlunga Business & Tourism Association and an employer in the City of 
Onkaparinga we write to you to support the associations request that the long awaited Art Centre 

car park project recommence on the 15t August 2020 or sooner. 

Over the past 5 years we have seen a continual eroding of the car park numbers in the Mid Coast 
Ward but specifically Port Noarlunga. As a local business owner who has paid into the Council Car 
park fund it is incredibly frustrating to have our potential business stifled by the continued deferral 
of planned car park infrastructure projects. 

Carparking is the no.1 issue in Port Noarlunga and completion of this project car park is part of the 
solution and we request the following: 

1. That the CEO recommend recommencing the project on 11t August 2020 or sooner 
2. That both components of the project be completed once commenced 
3. That business interruption be at a minimum 
4. Extra staff and equipment be allocated to the project to complete in 4 months or less 
5. That businesses be informed before any changes to road traffic use. 
6. That a temporary carpark be arranged with DIPTI on the land East of  Gray Street during 

construction 
1. That the CEO meet with the association to discuss a wholistic view to all the solutions 

presented to council to address current and future car parking to accommodate the growth 
of visitors to Port Noarlunga 

Thanking you for your time and 

Yours Sincerely, 
Daniel Platten 
The Flour Store 
0432989347 
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waterfront@winecoastvillas.com.au 

From: Ben Mann <ben@roofandrender.com.au> 
Sent: Thursday, 18 June 2020 11:21 AM 
To: mail@onkaparinga.sa.gov.au; Amanda.Rishworth.MP@aph.gov.au; 

premier@sa.gov.au; Katrine Hildyard MP 
Cc: waterfront@winecoastvillas.com.au; becksbakehouse@adam.com.au 
Subject: Port Noarlunga Wearing Street Upgrade ENOUGH IS ENOUGH 

To the CEO of Onkaparinga Council, Members of Parliament and the Port Noarlunga Business and 
Tourism Association, 

I'd like to bring your attention to a situation occurring in Port Noarlunga, South Australia. Please 
click HERE for more details. 

I live 50m away from this proposed project (7 Wearing Street, Port Noarlunga) and I am  100% in 
support of this project proceeding. 

I have just been made aware that a small group of outspoken people, most of  whom d o  not live 
in Port Noarlunga, have been opposing this project and as a result, it may not proceed. 

This project has been in planning for many years and Onkaparinga council has already spent 
considerable money up until now on the designs, engineering, public consultation etc. 

The project would significantly assist our local Hospitality, Arts, Recreation, Aquatics Education 
and Sporting Club industries a t  a time when w e  need it most. 

I urge you to proceed with the project and not bow down to the minority groups that oppose 
progress and change. 

Whilst I agree that public consultation in necessary and important to understand any concerns 
and suggestions, it is absolutely absurd to scrap the entire project as a result of a minority groups 
unwanted issues. 

I understand the area as I live there and I have personally meet the people and discussed their 
concerns. Their concerns are minor and only their opinion. 

The Business and Tourism Association has consulted with the local businesses and far as I'm aware, 
everyone is in favour of the project proceeding. 

Please, Please do  not let the opportunity to create a fantastic precinct for our entire business 
community and public users be lost as a result. 

I believe it's the Councils responsibility to step up and take control of this situation and make the 
final decision on the project and put the wider community first. 

I am happy to be contacted for further discussions regarding this project. I am  also happy to 
facilitate any request to liaise with the local groups if required. 

I am  also happy to create a petition and rally the local community in favour of this project if you 
require further support. 

Please respond to me via email a t  your earliest convenience so I can update the local 
Associations, Clubs, Businesses, Groups etc. 
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I Appreciate your assistance and consideration and hope the Onkaparinga Council can lead by 
example and proceed with this project. 

Kind Regards, 

Ben Mann 
4th Generation Director 

Mobile 0424 680 486 
Office (08) 8326 9696 
Email ben@roofandrender.com.au 
Address 2/22 O'Sullivan Beach Rd, Lonsdale SA 5160 
Web www.roofandrender.com.au 

-0010 

Roof& RenderSA 
SA Family Business Since 1921 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail and any attachment are confidential and may be privileged and are intended only for the 
authorised recipients of the sender. The information contained in this e-mail and any attachment(s) must not be published, 
copied, disclosed, or transmitted in any form to any person or entity unless expressly authorised by the sender. If you have 
received this e-mail in error, you are requested to delete it and advise the sender by return email. 

The views and opinions expressed in this email are those of the sender and not Roof & Render SA Pty Ltd. Roof & Render SA Pty 
Ltd does not warrant the accuracy of any information supplied or that the email or any attachment is virus-free. It is the 
reader's responsibility to implement proper Internet and e-mail security measures. Roof & Render SA Pty Ltd accepts no 
responsibility for any damage or remedial action needed in respect to your use of this e-mail. 
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CITY CF oNKAPArNGA 
AGENDA FOR THE POLICY MEETING TO BE HELD ON 15 JUNE 1999 

3.2 PORT NOARLUNGA MASTER PLAN 

This report outlines the results o f  the Port Noarlunga Master Plan Consultation 
Strategy which endorsed the Plan in its current format  and  proposes a staging 
plan f o r  the refurbishment o fPort  Noarlunga. 

Report Author : Des Fowles, Team Leader Area Planning 
Kerry Hallett, Social Planner 

General Manager : Debra Just, General Manager Strategy and Policy 
Contact Number : 8384 0596 

File Reference : A'0384 (4) 

Attachments : 2 (28 pages) 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Port Noarlunga Master Plan community consultation phase has been 
successfully completed. It is now appropriate for Council to consider 
community responses and how these should be assessed in terms o f  possible 
amendments to the Plan. The Plan will not be ready for implementation until 
other investigations (such as an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage assessment) are 
complete and capital works receive funding. However, a staging plan has been 
devised to offer Council a better appreciation o f  the resourcing required to 
substantially implement the Master Plan. 

2. BACKGROUND 

Council, at its Special Meeting on Tuesday 23 March 1999 resolved: 

"1. That the draft Port Noarlunga Master Plan be endorsed as the Council's 
preferred proposal f o r  the f inal  stages o f  community consultation. 

2. That the methods f o r  consultation be determined by the Area Planning 
Branch under the direction o f  the General Manager, Strategy and  Policy. 

3. That the results o f  community consultation and  Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 
investigation be reported back to Council before the draft Master Plan is 
deemed to be operative. 

4. That a budget f o r  Aboriginal Cultural Heritage investigation be assembled 
through cross-departmental budget revision commitment. 

5. That Council acknowledge that the undergrounding o f  power-lines funded 
through this financial year's budget may need to commence prior to conclusion 
o f  the community consultation process, albeit in a manner which is designed to 
best accommodate possible Master Plan refinements. 

6. That a marketing theme f o r  Port Noarlunga be developed as par t  o f  the draft 
Port Noarlunga Master Plan." 
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CITY OF ONKAPARINGA 
AGENDA FOR THE POLICY MEETING TO BE HELD ON 15 JUNE 1999 

Accordingly, the draft Master Plan was released for public consultation on the 
19 April 1999. The consultation program associated with the release o f  the Plan 
was designed to involve ratepayers and other key stakeholders in refining and 
'signing off' the refurbishment plans for Port Noarlunga (as per Resolutions 1 
and 2). 

Resources were identified to progress the Aboriginal cultural heritage 
component (as per Resolution 4). Accordingly, in response to a Tjilbruke 
Dreaming Forum recommendation, Dr. Neale Draper o f  the Australian Cultural 
Heritage Management organisation, has been appointed to undertake the 
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage investigation in Port Noarlunga. Dr. Draper's 
report and associated recommendations will be submitted for Council's 
consideration as soon as they become available (as per Resolution 3). 

However, in light o f  the Port Noarlunga community's interest in seeing a start to 
refurbishment work, as well as to respond to Council's 1999/2000 budget 
planning process, a staging plan has been devised and is submitted for Council's 
consideration. Approved Aboriginal Cultural Heritage recommendations can be 
addressed in the detailed design phase that will follow. 

The following report examines the results o f  the consultation program, identifies 
modifications made to the Master Plan in light o f  consultation outcomes and 
proposes a staging plan. In addition, the report proposes a marketing theme for 
Port Noarlunga and recommends an approach for developing a Port Noarlunga 
logo (refer to Resolution 4). 

3. DISCUSSION 

3.1 Relevant Council Policies and Objectives 

"Enhance Urban Form A n d  Amenity" is one o f  the key future directions for the 
City o f  Onkaparinga identified in the "Creating our Future" document. The Port 
Noarlunga Master Plan integrates economic, environmental, social and physical 
land use objectives. The Plan is designed to combine functionality with good 
design and to enhance linkages and linear trails. Port Noarlunga is also 
specifically identified as a candidate for a local area plan in one o f  the "Creating 
our Future" strategies. 

The Master Plan incorporates good planning practices and urban design that 
responds to the needs and aspirations o f  the Port Noarlunga community and as 
such is consistent with the lead policy "Land Use and Built Form ". 

Integrated Local Area Planning and Ecological Sustainable Development 
principles underpin the Master Plan as defined in Council's "Area Planning" 
policy. In addition, the Plan is designed to create an environment that is safe, 
stimulating and provides a sense o f  place for the community as prescribed in 
Council's "Urban Design" policy. 
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CITY OF ONKAPARINGA 
AGENDA FOR THE POLICY MEETING TO BE HELD ON 15 JUNE 1999 

The Master Plan is designed to enhance the capacity for businesses to grow in 
Port Noarlunga without compromising social, cultural and environmental values 
and objectives. Implementation o f  the Plan will enhance the overall 
functionality and aesthetics o f  the area and contribute to the net economic wealth 
o f  the City, as prescribed in Council's "Economic Development" lead policy. 

Council's Environmental Management lead policy is addressed in the Master 
Plan through provisions to develop wetlands, protect sand dunes and to protect 
and enhance the aquatic precinct. 

The Plan, recognises, protects and enhances Port Noarlunga's heritage and 
character as a coastal township, in accordance with the "Coastal Management" 
policy. It will secure Port Noarlunga's environmental, recreational, cultural, 
scientific and economic assets, which in turn will contribute to the well being of 
the region. In addition, the Plan protects and restores the fragile, and in specific 
locations, degraded coastal environment at Port Noarlunga. 

The implementation o f  the Port Noarlunga Master Plan is consistent with the 
"Open Space" lead policy because the Plan ensures a network o f  open spaces in 
the township area that will serve current and future generations. 

Council's "Governance" lead policy as well as the "Community Relations and 
Consultation" policy have been addressed through the process used to develop 
the Master Plan and to obtain a 'sign o f f  from the Port Noarlunga community in 
relation to refurbishment proposals. 

3.2 Consultation 

The 'Port Noarlunga Master Plan Consultation Report" attached as Appendix 
1, details the process and results o f  the consultation strategy which included: 

• a Public Display o f  the draft Master Plan conducted at the Noarlunga 
Community Arts Centre from 26 April to 19 May 1999; 

• staffing the Display at advertised times and days over the course o f  the 
consultation period to address individual enquires and to provide additional 
information; 

• an Information Line that operated throughout the course o f  the consultation 
period so that people could obtain additional information and/or register 
comments; and 

• a Community  Survey o f  ratepayers and other stakeholders. 

(a) Elected Members 

Elected members have been consulted and informed through previous 
reports to Council and in particular the presentation o f  the draft Master 
Plan to the Special Meeting o f  Council on the 23 March 1999. 
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CITY OF ONKAPARINGA 
AGENDA FOR THE POLICY MEETING TO BE HELD ON 15 JUNE 1999 

The subsequent Consultation Strategy was circulated to the Mayor and 
all Elected Members for comment on the 1 April 1999. In addition, a 
copy o f  correspondence sent to ratepayers was forwarded to the Mayor 
and Elected Members on the 15 April 1999. 

(b) Community 

2,300 letters were sent to ratepayers in the Port Noarlunga postcode area 
as well as other stakeholders such as business proprietors, government 
departments and environmental groups. A copy o f  the Master Plan, 
information about how people could 'Have-A-Say" and a Community 
Survey was enclosed with every letter. 

292 survey forms were returned by the 19 May 1999. Respondents 
indicated their overall opinion about the draft Master Plan as follows: 

• 86.6% o f  Community Survey respondents 'signed o f f  on the draft 
Master Plan by either registering an "Excellent" (23.6%), "Very 
Good" (43.5%) or "Satisfactory" (19.5%) response; and 

• 11% considered that the Plan was either "Not Satisfactory" (7.2%) or 
"Unacceptable" (3.8%). (2.4% did not select any o f  the available 
options.) 

The results o f  the Community Survey clearly reflect a community 'sign 
o f f  on the draft Master Plan for the refurbishment o f  Port Noarlunga. 
Community Survey respondents indicated that the strengths o f  the Master 
Plan related to the eradication o f  through traffic, improved pedestrian and 
cycling routes, improved traffic management in the township area, better 
tourism and leisure opportunities, the 'greening' o f  the township through 
streetscape, landscaping and the creation o f  parks. 

Disagreement with the Plan was primarily due to dissatisfaction with the 
lack o f  progress on upgrading the bridge and/or Dyson, Murray and 
Commercial Roads (matters which rest with Transport SA) projects. The 
lack o f  progress on upgrading the bridge was the single most disliked 
feature o f  the Master Plan. 

The public display o f  the draft Master Plan received a high level of 
community interest however the telephone information line received only 
12 calls. 

(c) Staff 

Staff from Strategy and Policy, Infrastructure Services, Economic 
Development and Community Services have been involved in the 
preparation o f  the Plan. 

The staging plan has been prepared in close consultation with 
Infrastructure Services. 
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CITY OF ONKAPARINGA 
AGENDA FOR THE POLICY MEETING TO BE HELD ON 15 JUNE 1999 

(d) Other Agencies 

90 letters were sent to a range o f  stakeholders including Members of 
Parliament, business proprietors, government departments and 
community and environmental groups, inviting them to participate in the 
consultation process. 

A written response from David Bain, Project Manager Transport SA, 
identified a range o f  technical considerations that can be addressed in the 
detailed design phase. 

Heather Webster, Executive Director o f  the Passenger Transport Board 
highlighted a need to address the current poor location o f  Bus Stop 73 
and that the design o f  new median strips and protuberances should 
incorporate requirements for bus traffic. 

The Office o f  the Minister for Human Services returned a completed 
survey to Council responding that the Plan was "Very Good". 

3.3 Particulars of Issue 

With the consultation process and outcomes already described, the particulars of 
the issue that follow focus primarily on 'where to from here?' 

3.3.1 Amendment to the Plan 

The consultation findings have been collated and arranged under topic headings 
where possible. 

Given that the Plan has received a high level o f  support, 'dislikes' should only 
result in changes where the issue is shown to have substance. In general, dislikes 
should be weighted according to the number o f  respondents expressing the same 
view. The aim is to avoid amending the Plan in response to dislikes which are 
sporadic, so that the general level o f  community support already invested in the 
Plan is not heavily eroded. 

It is therefore recommended that dislikes accruing 5 or more concurring 
responses should be given serious consideration. With this in mind, 
consideration has been trimmed to the following issues (the comments and 
recommendations are those o f  the report author):- 

1. Salifleet Street Bridge - 6 9  respondents.- 

Issue: The bridge across the Onkaparinga River should be replaced or 
modified to improve its size and safety 

Comments: Transport SA has clearly stated its intention to build a new bridge 
immediately upstream o f  the existing bridge within the next 10 
years. The southern roundabout on the bypass road is positioned 
to take account o f  existing and future road alignments. Whilst the 
Master Plan does not reiterate Transport SA's  bridge replacement 
proposals, the functionality o f  the Plan as it relates to the 
township o f  Port Noarlunga does not alter. 
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CITY OF ONKAPARINGA 
AGENDA FOR THE POLICY MEETING TO BE HELD ON 15 JUNE 1999 

Recommended 
Action: N o  changes to the Master Plan are required, but a note to reiterate 

Transport SA's  proposals will be added. 

2. Dyson, Murray and Commercial Roads upgrade - 18 respondents. 

Issue: The need to up-grade Commercial Road has received a reasonable 
level o f  comment (10 respondents). Other respondents have said 
that Murray Road is too narrow and that 
Saltfleet!BritainlWeatherald intersections with Commercial Road 
need modification, along with the Dyson/Murray Road corner. 

Comments: These issues essentially relate to Transport SA responsibilities 
and are beyond the scope o f  the Master Plan. However, there 
have been recent Government press releases announcing works 
will be commencing next financial year, as the first stage to an 
estimated 6 year up-grading programme for Commercial Road. 

Recommended 
Action: N o  changes to the Master Plan are required. 

3. The Esplanade and Foreshore 40 respondents. 

Issue 1: The main issue is the design o f  the Esplanade and the need for 
better traffic management. 

Comments: The Esplanade will continue to be a fairly heavily trafficked road, 
carrying volumes shared reasonably equally with Witton Road. 
However, more can be done to separate traffic streams so that 
Witton Road forms a link to Beach Road which functions 
primarily as a convenience route, while the Esplanade carries 
tourist/browser traffic as a scenic route. This separation o f  traffic 
streams needs to be pursued through traffic calming measures 
along the Esplanade emphasising a low speed environment. 
Visual amenity and other functional improvements (eg 
pedestrian/cycle) should all be pursued through the design o f  the 
Esplanade as one integrated package. 

Recommended 
Action: That investigations for traffic calming and other improvements 

along the Esplanade be regarded as a high priority for 
consideration in future budgets. 

Issue 2: Another issue which attracted some attention (5 respondents) is 
the need for better facilities on the beach (including change 
facilities). 

Comments: This issue has already been acknowledged by Council and is 
being managed via the Property and Assets Section. It is an issue 
which requires a response through detailed consideration beyond 
the scope o f  the Master Plan. 
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CITY OF ONKAPARINGA 
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Recommended 
Action: No changes to the Master Plan are required. 

4. Relocation of the Caravan Park - 2 2  respondents. 

Issue: General disagreement with the relocation o f  the Caravan Park due 
to the proposed new site being too far from the beach, too close to 
the river etc. Also it has been suggested that the existing site 
revert to public reserve i f  the Caravan Park is relocated. 

Comments: The viability o f  retaining a caravan park at its current location is 
highly questionable and is likely to result in its closure. The 
establishment o f  a new 'Holiday Park' adjoining River Road is 
nothing more than a suggestion inviting investigation at this stage. 
Similarly, the conversion o f  the existing caravan park to an 
alternative use will require investigation and local community 
consultation, given that the land is understood to be a public 
reserve. (Refer to 3.3.2 Further Design Development). 

Recommended 
Action: No changes to the Master Plan are required. 

5. Environmental Protection - 3 0  respondents. 

Issue: The predominant issue relates to the better protection o f  the 
estuary and coastline, given the likely increase in tourist numbers 
and recreational activities. 

Comments: All o f  the Master Plan elements that relate to environmentally 
sensitive areas should be regarded as having provisional status 
only and should be subject to further environmental testing before 
being implemented. Council's impending Coastal Management 
Plan should be able to assist in this regard. Walkways through 
dune areas should be predicated on specialist advice. 

Recommended 
Actions: Reinforce and highlight the 'best practice' statement that relates 

to the management o f  these areas. 

6. Other Comments 
Many other individual comments came forward and these have 
been aggregated into topic headings as best they can be. 
However, these comments, even within their topic headings, are 
fairly fragmented and dispersed to the point where they do not 
generate a single issue o f  sufficient gravity (by weight of 
numbers) to justify amendments to the Master Plan. 
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CITY OF ONKAPARINGA 
AGENDA FOR THE POLICY MEETING TO BE HELD ON 15 JUNE 1999 

3.3.2 Further Design Development 

The purpose o f  the Master Plan is to determine the general spatial 
arrangement and patterning o f  Port Noarlunga, with development and 
landscape themes applied to various precincts. 

Accordingly, the Master Plan provides a template for further design 
refinement and concept development, rather than being definitive at all 
levels. 

Within some precincts, more detailed concept plans will need to be 
produced as development funding becomes more imminent eg. foreshore 
plaza and Wearing Street precincts. 

In other locations, such as the existing caravan park site, the Master Plan 
recommends that further investigations be conducted in order to - 
determine a development theme. 

In some areas, however, the Master Plan is quite definitive and progress 
can shift more directly into construction design. This is especially so 
with 'Stage One' which will need to roll-out upon completion of 
Transport SA's  by-pass road construction. 

3.3.3 Development Staging 

The scale o f  investment attached to the Master Plan dictates that works 
will need to be staged. (see Staging Plan forming Attachment 2) 

Priority will need to be assigned to elements which have a traffic 
management function flowing on from the construction o f  the by-pass 
road. For example, when the by-pass road is in operation the junction of 
Gray Street onto Gawler Street adjacent the Community Arts Centre will 
need to be closed due to its close proximity to the northern round-about. 
This is also an area where the undergrounding o f  power-lines is about to 
commence with subsidy from the PLEC scheme, which carries with it an 
expectation that streetscape works will soon follow. Accordingly, Stage 
One focuses around Gawler Street and Ward Street in the commercial 
heart o f  Port Noarlunga. 

The next highest priority for traffic management purposes moves to the 
reconfiguration o f  the Saltfleet Street/Gawler Street junction, creating the 
focus for Stage Two. 

It is important to follow through with the implementation o f  traffic 
management related works within the tightest timeframe possible. 

Other elements o f  the Master Plan can be viewed as precincts 
constituting 'stand-alone' projects. The areas around the Witton Centre, 
Wearing Street and the wetlands can all be regarded this way. Each of 
these projects will progress on their own merit according to the 
availability o f  funds. Generally however, with the exception o f  the 
wetlands, these sites do not carry the same urgency as  the in-road 
modifications required to improve vehicular, cycle and pedestrian safety. 
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CITY OF ONKAPARINGA 
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The staging plan outlined below recognises these priorities and assigns 
costs to general 'in-road' and. streetscaping works, rather than the stand- 
alone project sites that will gain their funding via separate program 
streams. 

Funding for 1999/2000 has not been assumed at this stage. Should 
Council provide adequate funds for Stage One works in 1999/2000 
through budget deliberations, the program can accordingly be brought 
forward one year. The timing o f  the completion o f  the by-pass should be 
a major consideration in this regard. It is not certain whether Transport 
SA have this programmed for 1999/2000 or 2000/2001 at present. 

Stage Year (Preliminary Actions 
(recommended) Estimate) 

2000/2001 $275,000 Arts centre park, closure of 
Gray Street, Development 
o f  Gray Street car parks, 
narrowing o f  Gray Street 
entrance from Saltfleet 
Street, paving and on 
street car parks for Gawler 
Street from the bypass to 
Konrad Street, Gray Street 
and eastern part o f  Ward 
Street and landscaping 

l a  2000/2001 $100,000 Paving and on street parks 
for Gawler Street from 
Konrad Street to Witton 
Road and western portion 
o f  Ward Street, 
landscaping, village green, 
realignment o f  Ward Street 

2 2001/2002 $190,000 Witton Road / Gawler 
Street / Saltfleet Street 
intersections, paving and 
on street car parking, 
realignment and 
improvements to levels, 
narrowing o f  road width, 
landscaping 

2a 2001/2002 $115,000 Saltfleet Street from the 
hotel car park to the 
bypass, paving and on 
street car parking, 
landscaping 
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$200.000 I Saltfleet Street 
Gawler Street to the 
Esplanade (not including 
SLSC and Car park), 
paving, on street car 
parking, changes to levels, 
landscaping bus bays and 
plaza 

A plan showing the physical extent o f  each o f  the stages forms 
Attachment 2 to this report. 

3.3.4 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Investigation 

A consultancy for an archaeological/anthropological investigation o f  the 
area is about to commence and will validate or recommend changes to 
the Master Plan in the light o f  Aboriginal cultural heritage issues. 

Whilst this form o f  investigation adopts a conventional approach to the 
assessment o f  Aboriginal cultural heritage risks, with reference to the 
requirements o f  the Aboriginal Heritage Act, 1988, there is some opinion 
emerging within the Kaurna community that this approach needs to be 
supplemented with a more concerted approach to Aboriginal cultural 
development. 

The Aboriginal Cultural Development Foundation has become a main 
advocate for this approach. In essence, it is focused on moving on from 
the documentation o f  'dead heritage' through the identification o f  relics 
into development o f  a 'living heritage' which integrates Aboriginal 
cultural beliefs into new design and development concepts. 

In 'European' terms, this would be synonymous to looking beyond the 
preservation o f  heritage relics, such as old buildings, to incorporating 
cultural expression in new urban design, which o f  course, is common 
practice within the non-Aboriginal community. However, to date, there 
is little equivalent opportunity in an Aboriginal or cross-cultural sense. 

This issue is mentioned because the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Survey 
will address the normal requirements o f  the Aboriginal Heritage Act, 
1988, but may not satisfy all Kaurna interests in terms o f  contemporary 
Aboriginal cultural developments. 

This is also an issue which applies to a myriad o f  other project sites 
across the City o f  Onkaparinga, suggesting that Council will need to 
consider this matter more f i l ly  in the near future. 

3.3.5 Marketing Theme 

Council's resolution at the Special Meeting held on 23 March 1999 
called for the development o f  a marketing theme as part o f  the draft Port 
Noarlunga Master Plan. 
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The Port Noarlunga Master Plan was released under the banner "Port 
Noarlunga - A Great Place to Live, A Great Place to Visit." This banner 
was supported by a theme statement in relation to the area's "unique 
environment and history as well as its focus  on the arts, recreation, and 
niche shopping and dining." 

This catch-phrase and theme statement could be adapted for marketing 
purposes, but was not intended to do any more than evoke passing 
interest in the Master Plan during its public consultation phase. 

The public display o f  the Master Plan included an invitation to comment 
about a marketing theme for Port Noarlunga but no specific comments 
were received in this regard. However, a new business proprietor in the 
township has approached Council in relation to forming a traders 
association. In the event that such an association is formed, it is 
considered that this group would be ideally placed to further develop a 
marketing theme and associated logo concept. 

It should be noted that a marketing theme is not normally utilised to 
shape the development character o f  an area, but to symbolise an area's 
strengths in a promotional sense, say, in a phrase or logo. 

As a result, urban or land-use planning at a rudimentary level such as the 
Master Plan, does not derive its purpose from a marketing theme (the 
marketing theme follows from area development, rather than leads area 
development). However, it is important to differentiate between a 
marketing theme and development themes, which do shape the character 
o f  the area. 

Development themes have been very much part o f  the thinking behind 
the Master Plan. These development themes will become more apparent 
in successive phases o f  design which go beyond basic 'structure 
planning' into the sorts o f  architectural treatments that feature as part of 
streetscaping work. 

Many o f  these themes needs to be  pre-empted in order to confirm the 
directions set by the Master Plan. 

Specialist input from a Landscape Architect, Urban Designer and 
Heritage Architect was combined with Council's own knowledge o f  the 
area to produce an outline o f  development themes. 

The notion o f  Port Noarlunga as three main parts is a starting point ie. the 
foreshore/esplanade, the village behind the old dune line and the 
river/estuary as a conservation area. 
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In terms o f  built form, a vibrant 1920's/1930's nostalgic theme is 
envisaged, reflecting an area which was very influential in shaping the 
character and popularity o f  the town. White and blue reflects the seaside 
feel along the foreshore, while gelati colours set the tone within the 
village precinct. The jetty structure with its bleached heavy section 
timbers can be reflected in new landscape structures, bollards, fencing 
and the like. Bright, breezy, nautical, historic, environmental, relaxed and 
friendly are all descriptions which fit the development themes rolled into 
the Master Plan 

3.4 Economic, Social and Environmental Implications 

(a) Economic 

A wide array o f  economic benefits will accrue from general improvement 
o f  Port Noarlunga. 

(b) Social 

The demonstrated level o f  community support indicates a positive social 
outcome. A previously mentioned, Aboriginal cultural heritage may be 
an issue that produces some complexity, but it is too early to read how 
this situation might unfold at present. 

(c) Environmental 

Environmental sensitivity will be an issue around the margins o f  the 
township. Those parts o f  the Master Plan which propose development 
encroaching into sensitive environments will be subject to further rigour 
before works are implemented. 

3.5 Financial Implications 

(a) Current Year 

Works within the current financial year have already been funded 
(undergrounding o f  power-lines in Gawler/Ward Streets). 

(b) Future Years. 

Works in future years will be subject to budget deliberations. The staging 
plan previously described offers some appreciation o f  the commitment 
required to implement the 'streetscape' elements o f  the plan. 
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3.6 Conclusion 

The Master Plan has received strong community support and requires virtually 
no amendment at this stage. It is still contingent on the results o f  Aboriginal 
Cultural Heritage investigation and environmental checks where works are 
proposed in sensitive locations. Stage One capital works funding is under 
consideration as part o f  the current budget deliberations. In this regard, it should 
be remembered that Council's commitment to Stage One needs to be linked to 
the Transport SA's  timeframe for the completion o f  the by-pass road, which may 
occur next financial year or in 2000/2001. 

RECOMMENDATION 

1. T h a t  Council  adopt  the  position tha t  t he  d r a f t  P o r t  Noarlunga Mas te r  Plan 
does no t  requi re  amendment  in the  light o f  community consultation results, 
a p a r t  f rom the  need to exercise ca re  where  works  a r e  proposed in 
environmentally sensitive locations. 

2. T h a t  t he  d ra f t  Mas te r  Plan still remain  contingent on the results of 
Aboriginal cultural  heritage investigations. 

3. T h a t  Council  endorse the proposed Staging Plan  as appropr ia te  f o r  the 
purpose  o f  budget  and  long te rm financial p lan  deliberations. 

4. T h a t  t he  development themes devised to da te  be  reflected in final design 
treatments. 

5. T h a t  t he  progression o f  a marketing theme be  channelled through a local 
t r ade r ' s  association, should such a group b e  formed. 

6. T h a t  traffic management  investigations f o r  the  Esplanade a n d  Wit ton Road 
be  regarded as a high priority for  future  budget  deliberations. 
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PORT NOARLUNGA MASTER PLAN - GENERAL - SUMMARY 
Port Noarlunga Master Plan covers the area from Witton Bluff in the north to 
south of  the Onkaparinga River 
The 1999 Port Noarlunga Master Plan, developed by Woodhead, identifies 
potential improvements most of which have been completed, under construction 
or being considered. 
Port Noarlunga Business and Tourism Association request Comments 
Master Planning, 1999 Woodhead Plan (that has been adopted by Council) for Port 
Noarlunga needs to be resurrected. Master Planning for the William Hunt Reserve 
and River needs to be done 
City of Onkaparinga response through Elected Members 
Most has been implemented in some form (except for Wearing Street and Witton Agree Status 
Base Trail which are underway) confirmed 
WM Hunt Reserve has been well discussed lately and is likely to compete worth on Precincts 
other city-wide priorities it could wait until Wearing was completed breakdowns 
Master Plan items broken down into Precincts 
Foreshore 
Coastal Link - Witton Bluff Base Trail (in forward planning and subject to funding) ongoing 
Pt Noarlunga Foreshore —Witton Centre restaurant redevelopment, foreshore Complete 
plaza, public art, upgrade aquatic and SLSC amenities and car parking 
Aquatic 
Upgrade Saubier House - arts centre established Complete 
Wearing St aquatic precinct (planning phase) Ongoing 
Sandhill - environmental management focus by Biodiversity team Ongoing 
River 
South Port riverfront - upgraded pedestrian beach access to SLSC Complete 
Jubilee Park Playground and carparking Complete 
FAP 2 - improved pedestrian / cycle link between jetty and river (and beyond) Complete 
Port Noarlunga Sports Ground Building Redevelopment (in forward planning) Ongoing 
Village 
Traffic calming to Gawler / Witton / Saltfleet corner completed along with traffic Ongoing 
calming on full length of  Witton (Through Parking Sub- Group) 
Upgraded roundabouts with flagpole Complete 
Promotional entry signage before roundabout Ongoing 
Upgraded Arts Centre with associated car parking (Through Parking Sub-Group) Ongoing 
Undergrounding of power via Plec and Port Noarlunga streetscape upgrade Complete 
including up Murray Road 

Other 
Aboriginal significance 
Port Noarlunga Business and Tourism Association acknowledges that Port Ongoing 
Noarlunga is located along the Tjilbruke Dreaming Track ( where Tjilbruke cried) 
and there are a number of significant Aboriginal sites.(attending cultural 
awareness sessions) 
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 9.7 External Funding Sources for Infrastructure and Projects 

Report contact Meeting 

Matt Buckell, Manager Construction & Projects 

Morgan Ellingham, Manager Assets & Technical Services Council 

8384 0666 

Approving officer Date 

Kirk Richardson, Director City Operations  8 December 2020 

 

 

1. Purpose 

To seek Council’s approval of projects proposed to be submitted for funding from: 

• the extension of the Australian government’s Local Roads and Community Infrastructure 
Program (LRCI program) 

• the state government local government Infrastructure Partnership Program (LGIPP program), 
and 

• the Planning and Development Fund Open Space and Places for People Program. 

 

2. Recommendations 

That Council: 

1. Approve the projects listed in Recommended Project List (attachment 2 to the 
agenda report) being submitted for funding through the Australian Government 
Local Roads and Community Infrastructure Program Extension (LRCI Program 
Extension), the State Government Local Government Infrastructure Partnership 
Program and the Planning and Development Fund Open Space and Places for 
People. 

2. Delegate authority to the Chief Executive Officer to amend and submit alternative 
projects for funding through the LRCI program should any of the identified 
projects be ineligible under the grant funding guidelines. 

3. Note the projects listed in Recommended Projct List (attachment 2 to the agenda 
report) being submitted for funding through the Special Local Roads Program, 
Black Spot Program and Roads to Recovery Program 

 

3. Executive summary 

On 22 May 2020 the Australian government, in response to COVID-19, announced a $500 million 
Local Roads and Community Infrastructure Program (LRCI) to support employment, the local 
economy and councils delivering priority projects. Considering the strong community and local 
government support the LRCI Program received, the government announced a $1 billion Program 
Extension through the 2020-21 Budget with funds accessible from 1 January 2021. 

On 30 October 2020 council received notification that we will receive an additional $6,166,316 
with funds available from 1 January 2021 with the program being extended until the end of 2021 
(attachment 1). 
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While information has been provided about the LRCI Program Extension and requirements, the 
final funding conditions and guidelines for the program extension are yet to be announced by the 
Federal Government. The expectation is that project eligibility will be based on similar criteria to 
the initial instalment of the program. 

Given access to the funding will be available from 1 January 2021, with the expectation that 
projects be brought forward (in addition to current work programs) and completed by 31 
December 2021, Council direction is sought to ensure the projects nominated for funding align 
with Council priorities and considers the resources required to plan, design and deliver the 
approved projects. 

In addition to the LRCI program the South Australian Government has also recently announced 
the Local Government Infrastructure Partnership Program (LGIPP program) which will support 
Councils to accelerate spending on community infrastructure projects that contribute to the 
future economic growth of their region. 

The South Australian Government has committed $100 million to the LGIPP program. Projects 
must cost of $1 million (ex GST) or above. Councils will be required to fund 50% of the project 
through either through reserves or borrowings. 

Like the LRCI program, projects submitted to the LGIPP program cannot be included in Councils 
current 12-month budget.   

The Planning and Development Fund provides investment into the planning and improvement of 
open space and public realm in South Australia through two grant programs - Open Space and 
Places for People. This program aims to provide quality public open spaces which offer a range of 
activities that support safe, healthy, connected communities. 

The objectives of the Open Space Grant Program are to improve the conservation, enhancement 
and enjoyment of public open spaces to provide community access to quality, green public open 
space for positive health and wellbeing outcomes. 

The objectives of the Places for People Grant Program are to create or revitalise public spaces 
that are important to the social, cultural and economic life of their communities. 

This report also seeks authority for the CEO to amend projects nominated for funding should any 
of the proposed projects be ineligible under the final funding conditions. Elected Members will be 
updated should this occur. 

 

4. Background 

Community Plan 
2030 

people: connected, engaged, active, healthy 

place: green, inviting, accessible, liveable 

prosperity: economically strong, environmentally thriving 

performance: accountable, efficient, inclusive, sustainable 

The projects nominated support the delivery of many different aspects 
of the Onkaparinga 2035 Community Plan. 

Policy and/or 
relevant 
legislation 

N/A 

Who did we talk 
to/who will we be 
talking to 

Projects have been identified through a variety of means including 
asset management plans and strategic guiding documents that have 
been engaged on with our community and stakeholders. 
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5. Discussion 

Local Roads and Community Infrastructure Program 

Through the current LRCI Program, the City of Onkaparinga obtained funding to deliver 19 
projects equating to $2,463,485. 

Many of the projects have either commenced or completed construction and for the projects 
where construction has been completed, signs have been installed advising the community that 
the project was delivered through the LRCI Program. 

Currently there is a projected surplus of approximately $300,000 across the projects. The surplus 
has been generated as many of the initial budgets were based on estimates only and costs have 
reduced on some projects following detailed design development or competitive pricing as part of 
procurement processes. 

Whilst a surplus is projected it is proposed that as surplus funds are confirmed and become 
available they will be allocated to expansion of the following previously approved projects and 
programs delivering additional community benefit and able to be completed by 30 June 2021: 

• installation of additional irrigation at the Morton Road Reserve ($200,000) 

• refurbishment of gazebos, shelters and fencing at Chapman Reserve, McLaren Vale 

($50,000) 

• refurbishment of gazebos, shelters at Perrys Bend River Road, Port Noarlunga ($40,000) 

• construction of footpath along Aldinga Beach Road fronting WinWest ($10,000) 

Local Roads and Community Infrastructure Program Extension 

The Federal Government recently announced an extension to the LRCI Program allowing the City 
of Onkaparinga to deliver additional local road and community infrastructure projects, creating 
local job opportunities, particularly in sectors where employment has been negatively impacted.  

We have been informed the Program Extension results in the City of Onkaparinga receiving an 
additional funding allocation of $6,188,316 (attachment 1). 

Key criteria: 

• funding is available from 1 January 2021 following program approval 

• projects must be completed by 30 December 2021  

• projects must be on council owned land  

• projects must be brought forward and not be part of Council’s current budget. 

Program Guidelines and Grant Agreements are currently being drafted and will be issued to 
Councils in the coming weeks with the criteria expected to be similar to the intial program, which 
details the following type of road projects as being eligible: 

• traffic signs 

• traffic control equipment 

• street lighting equipment 

• a bridge or tunnel 

• a facility off the road used by heavy vehicles in connection with travel on the road (for 

example, a rest area or weigh station) 

• facilities off the road that support the visitor economy  
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• road and sidewalk maintenance, where additional to normal capital works schedules. 

Eligible community infrastructure projects are projects that involve the construction, maintenance 
and/or improvements to council-owned assets (including natural assets) that are generally 
accessible to the public. These projects must deliver benefits to the community, such as 
improved accessibility, visual amenity, and/or safety. Examples of eligible works include: 

• closed Circuit TV (CCTV) 

• bicycle and walking paths 

• painting or improvements to community facilities 

• repairing and replacing fencing 

• improved accessibility of community facilities and areas 

• landscaping improvements, such as tree planting and beautification of roundabouts 

• picnic shelters or barbeque facilities at community parks 

• playgrounds and skate parks (including all ability playgrounds) 

• noise and vibration mitigation measures 

• off-road car parks (such as those at sporting grounds or parks). 

To identify projects that will provide our community with the benefits as outlined by the previous 
LRCI extension guidelines staff have reviewed  

• Project and Capital Works Program (PCW) priorities. 

• Previous Council resolutions. 

• EM workshop actions. 

• Strategic Direction Committee minutes. 

Through this process, staff have identified many projects that could be considered as part of the 
LRCI program. Further, more detailed consideration has also been given to the status, progress 
and complexity of these projects to determine those best placed and that we have capacity to 
deliver by the expected 31 December 2021 completion requirement. 

This has meant some highly technical and complicated projects that require significant planning, 
scoping, survey, engagement and design have not been recommended for funding.  

Given the program requirement that projects be brought forward (in addition to current work 
programs) and completed by 31 December 2021, Council direction on allocation of this funding is 
required to ensure appropriate focus of resources on planning, design and delivery of approved 
projects. 

Authority is also sought for the CEO to amend the list of projects put forward for funding should 
any of the proposed projects be deemed ineligible under the final funding conditions. Elected 
Members would be updated should this be required. 

Given the prescriptive nature of the federal and other grant programs we’ve focussed the LRCI 
on low risk, priority projects that still meet the aspirations of the community. Other funding 
applications (such as Office of Recreation and Sport grants including the grass roots program) 
are still open and staff are also working through priority projects for these programs.  

The list of recommended projects are as follows, with full descriptions and locations available in 
Attachment 2 Recommended Project List and Attachment 3 - Recommended Project Locality  

• Air-conditioning & Ceiling Tiles - Hill Rec Centre $150,000 

• Air-conditioning Renewal - Positive Ageing Centres $230,000 
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• Air conditioning - Aberfoyle Hub Rec Centre $200,000 

• Babbacombe playground upgrade (Moana) $260,000 

• Changeroom Renewal - South Port SLSC $200,000 

• Chilcomb playground upgrade (Huntfield Heights) $181,016 

• Southern Districts Baseball Club Diamond 2 Fencing $67,300 

• Happy Valley Bowling Club concrete surrounds renewal $147,000 

• Happy Valley Drive Trail Stages 2 and 3 $380,000 

• Happy Valley Oval Irrigation upgrade (2) $150,000 

• Hastings Reserve Redevelopment (stage 1) Sellicks Beach $400,000 

• Irrigation Extension Program - 5 sites $100,000 

• Kangarilla Oval interceptor drainage $55,000 

• Manning Road and Dinton Farm Dog Parks Lighting $110,000 

• McLaren Flat oval irrigation upgrade $150,000 

• Moana Pioneers Hall Disability Discrimination compliance access upgrade $240,000 

• Morphett Vale Bowling Club concrete surrounds renewal $188,000 

• Noarlunga Aquatic Centre - change facilities $300,000 

• Old Noarlunga practice cricket net upgrade $170,000 

• Gemmel Tassie Reserve, McLaren Vale path $70,000 

• Ridgway Drive school crossing upgrade $150,000 

• Seaford Rise Primary School crossing upgrade $120,000 

• Shelters - new & renewal $75,000 

• Skate Facility Repairs $70,000 

• Stillwell playground upgrade (Hackham) $210,000.00 

• SUNA court reconstruction (12 courts) $1,700,000.00 

• Willunga Basin Trail works $30,000.00 

• Weymouth Oval Irrigation upgrade $85,000.00 
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6. Financial implications 

Financial summary 

Item $ Comment 

Current budget 

Current budget 
allocation 

$0  

Funding required $3.094m  

External funding $3.094m 
Local Roads and Community Infrastructure 

Program Extension 

Budget impact ($3.094m) 

As funding is considered untied it will be 
considered operating in nature and 
therefore have a favourable impact on the 
operating position 

FTE N/A  

Next year’s budget 

Funding required $3.094m  

Funding source $3.094m 
Local Roads and Community Infrastructure 

Program Extension 

Operating position 

($3.094m) As funding is considered untied it will be 

considered operating in nature and 

therefore have a favourable impact on the 

operating position 

Rate rise impact N/A  

FTE   

 

State Government Local Government Infrastructure Partnership Program  

The South Australian Government has announced the Local Government Infrastructure 
Partnership Program (LGIPP) which will support councils to accelerate spending on community 
infrastructure projects that contribute to the future economic growth of their region, support the 
Government’s Growth State agenda, or improve local infrastructure facilities for businesses and 
community organisations to enable them to grow in the future. 

The South Australian Government has committed $100 million which is intended to leverage at 
least $200 million investment in local government infrastructure. Eligible infrastructure projects 
may include construction or major renewal, replacement or upgrades to community facilities 
including: 

• improved road access 

• energy, water and storm water infrastructure 

• tourism facilities 

• arts and cultural facilities (performance spaces, museums and galleries) 

• affordable housing that supports attracting key workers 

• community centres (civic centres, libraries, lifelong learning facilities) 
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• early childhood and family support facilities (child care and preschool) 

• education facilities 

• health facilities (community aged care, rehabilitation, primary care, private, diagnostics and 

screening) 

• sport and recreation facilities (indoor and outdoor spaces and facilities including gyms, 

swimming pools, park infrastructure and walking and cycling paths). 

Under the program, the state government will provide grants to councils for up to 50 per cent of 
the cost of approved infrastructure projects. Councils will need to fund their contribution either 
through existing reserves or borrowings. Infrastructure projects can include other funding 
partners, including the Commonwealth Government and/or local businesses.  

The following types of infrastructure projects will not be eligible for program support: 

• projects that are included in a council’s 2020-21 budget 

• projects that have commenced or are scheduled to substantially commence before 30 June 

2021 

• projects that are for routine asset maintenance 

• projects relating to council administrative premises 

• projects which largely result in commercial profits to private parties (e.g. construction of a 

retail shopping centre). 

Final decisions as to which projects will be supported are expected in March 2021.  

Staff have identified the following projects that pending Councils endorsement of the 
recommendations in this report will be submitted for funding through this program: 

• Aldinga Willunga Cycleway $3,000,000. 

• Port Noarlunga Sports and Community Club Upgrade $1,650,000. 

• SUNA 6 new netball courts $500,000. 

• Southern Regional Equestrian Facility $600,000. 

Next year’s budget 

Funding required $11.5m 

It should be noted a number of these 

projects are currently included in the long 

term financial plan in out years 

Funding source $5.75m 
State Government Local Government 

Infrastructure Partnership Program 

Operating position 

$1.15m As per council’s funding policy, these 

projects will be 20% rates funded as they 

are new/significant upgrade of assets 

Rate rise impact 0.85%  

FTE   
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Long Term Financial Plan 

Debt $4.6m 

As per council’s funding policy, these 

projects will be 80% debt funded as they 

are new/significant upgrade of assets 

Interest $0.101m 2.2% 

Reserve N/A       

 

Planning and Development Fund Open Space and Places for People 

The state government is committed to urban greening and climate change resilience by 
supporting projects that improve the way public spaces function, making them more sustainable, 
more accessible, safer and healthier. 

The Planning and Development Fund enables a state-wide approach to implement open space 
and public realm projects through direct investment in local government projects, co-investment 
opportunities and via two grant programs (Open Space and Places for People). 

Councils may apply for grants to assist with the planning, purchase and enhancement of public 
open space, supporting the following outcomes: 

• Facilitate the integrated delivery of quality public open space particularly in areas of growth 
and renewal. 

• Provide a diverse range of high quality public open spaces that offer a range of active and 
passive opportunities. 

• Improve the way our places function, making them more sustainable, more accessible, 
safer and healthier. 

• Promote urban greening and climate change resilience. 

• Create an interconnected network of high-quality green spaces that join destinations, public 
transport and growth areas. 

Submission will need to adhere to the following guidelines to receive funding: 

• At least a 50% funding contribution from council. 

• Projects must be undertaken on public land with free public access (no fee or charge levied 
to use the space or ongoing exclusive use - this includes applications for land purchases). 

• Able to be completed within 18 months of grant funding approval. 

• Able to commence within two months of grant funding approval. 

• No outstanding acquittals for overdue projects that may lead to an application for the 
current grant program not being assessed. 

• Funding is only available for new work and is not available for anything undertaken prior to 
grant funding approval. 

The following types of works are not eligible for funding though the Planning and Development 
Fund Open Space and Places for People: 

• Commercial operations and buildings, including club rooms. 

• Road works including routine upgrading of footpaths kerbs and car parks. 

• Council administration and project management costs associated with delivery of the 
proposed project. 
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Staff have identified the following projects that with Council approval, will be submitted for 
funding through this program: 

• Port Willunga North Coast Park $2,100,000. 

• Wearing Street Public Realm improvement works $1,700,000. 

 

FINANCIAL SUMMARY 

Item $ Comment 

Next year’s budget 

Funding required $7.6m 

It should be noted these projects are currently 

included in the long term financial plan in out 

years 

Funding source $3.8m 
Planning and Development Fund Open Space 

and Places for People 

Operating position $0.76m 

As per council’s funding policy, these projects 

will be 20% rates funded as they are 

new/significant upgrade of assets 

Rate rise impact 0.56%  

FTE   

Long Term Financial Plan 

Debt $3.04m 

As per council’s funding policy, these projects 

will be 80% debt funded as they are 

new/significant upgrade of assets 

Interest $0.067m 2.2% 

Reserve N/A  

 

Other funding Sources 

The following, additional external funding programs have been provided by the state and federal 
governments to councils to deliver technical infrastructure projects. 

These projects are generally maintenance, reconstruction or renewal in nature and address asset 
management objectives or safety concerns. In the interest of transparency, they been included 
for Council’s noting in this report as their application for funding is strictly prescribed and 
controlled by the guidelines in the grants themselves. 

Special Local Roads Program 

Special Local Roads Program (SLRP) funding is available annually as the Local Government 
Transport Advisory Panel calls for submissions. The grant funding is awarded on a 50/50 funding 
arrangement and proposals are assessed considering the road function, whether the road is fit 
for purpose, project costs and project benefits. Council funds its 50% contribution through its 
annual allocation within the Roadworks PCW category. Staff have earmarked the following 
projects for applying to this fund: 

• Gulf Parade reconstruction from Old Coach Road to Broadview Street $735,160. 

• Malpas Road Guard Rail $60,000. 
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Black Spot Program 

Black Spot funding is coordinated by the Federal Government and provides grant funding for 
projects which aim to improve road safety at locations that have a proven and documented 
history of road crashes: Staff have earmarked the following project to be applied for 100% 
funding through this fund: 

• Piggott Range Rd safety improvements $1,550,000. 

 

Roads to Recovery Program 

Roads to Recovery is also coordinated by the Federal Government and provides grant funding on 
an annual basis to support maintenance and safety of local road infrastructure assets. Staff have 
earmarked the following projects for applying to this fund: 

• Evans Street, Aldinga, reconstruction entire length $484,000. 

• Taylors Avenue, Morphett Vale, reconstruction by school oval and bend $651,000. 

• Sandow Crescent, Coromandel Valley, reconstruction adjacent reserve $615,000. 

• Monaco Boulevard, Sellicks Beach, reconstruction and kerb and gutter $781,000. 

• Richards Road, Willunga, reconstruction of northern strip $455,000. 

• Tripoli Road Happy Valley, reconstruction of Northern end $444,000. 

• Heather Road, Happy Valley, reconstruction $660,000. 

 

Baseline budget rate and debt impact 

Year to date Decisions 
Operating 

position 
Rates (next 

budget) 
Debt 

Cumulative Impact ($0.055m) 0.41% $0 

This proposal 

 

LRCI Extension 

LGIPP 

OS & PforP 

 

 

 

($3.094m) 

$1.15m 

$0.76m 

 

 

0.00% 

0.85% 

0.56% 

 

 

$0m 

$4.6m 

$3.04m 

Including this proposal ($1.239) 1.82% $7.64m 
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7. Risk and opportunity management 

Risk 

Identify Mitigation 

Employee welfare/public 
safety 

Introduction of further funding toward numerous 
community projects will result in increased workload 
across several areas of Council.  We will work through 
these impacts and redirect existing resources to ensure 
projects are delivered in line with grant timing 
expectations. 

 

Potential need to increase resourcing to the asset 
planning, design, project and construction teams to 
ensure effective and timely delivery. 

Reputation/community 
expectation - timing of 
funding allocation with 
annual budget community 
engagement process could 
create perception of a lack of 
transparency 

Development of marketing material for social media 
platforms and other communication channels to ensure 
the community is engaged and informed as projects 
progress. 

Ongoing meetings to be held with key stakeholders to 
discuss concerns and agreed approach for project 
delivery. 

Political Reasoning for project inclusion to be clearly documented 
when funding application is being administered. 

Risk of perception of inequity across political divides and 
boundaries. 

Financial/business 
sustainability 

Given several the projects are renewal in nature there 
will be an improvement in the asset sustainability ratio. 

Some projects will add value to existing asset portfolios, 
requiring the whole of asset life costs (maintenance and 
renewal) to be budgeted for in the future 

Opportunity 

Identify  Maximising the opportunity 

Deliver additional projects, 
including those brought 
forward in our works 
program to directly benefit 
the local community and 
stimulate the economy 

The grant programs represent an opportunity to 
deliver additional, much needed community 
infrastructure, stimulating the economy whilst 
reducing the cost burden on Council and rate payers. 

 

Federal funding  

Enhance our communities’ 
sense of vibrancy and 
develop economic resilience 

Provision of liveable, 
connected and green places 
with new infrastructure 
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Timelines and deadlines 

LRCI Program Extension 

• Funding expected to be available January 2021. 

• Expected project completion deadline December 2021. 

LGIPP Program  

• Applications close 30 January 2021. 

• Funding expected to be available March 2021. 

• Project start deadline March 2022. 

Open Space and Places for People 

• Grant applications due 19 February 2021. 

• Funding expected to be announced June 2021. 

• Expected project delivery deadline December 2022. 

SLRP 

• Funding expected to be available August 2021. 

• Expected project delivery deadline – open, however annual progress reports are required. 

Black Spot Program 

• Funding expected to be available April 2021. 

• Expected project delivery deadline April 2022-2023. 

Roads to Recovery Program 

• Funding expected to be available – Quarterly. 

• Expected project delivery deadline within six months of receving payment. 

 

8. Next steps 

The Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and Communications will be 
consulting with local government organisations to finalise implementation arrangements for the 
LRCI Program Extension. 

Council will then be asked to agree to the program arrangements and identify local projects in 
their area. It is likely that this process will the same as the previous round of LRCI funding. 

Pending Council’s endorsement of the recommendations in this report, staff will begin preparing 
applications for the LGIPP, Open Space and Places for People, SLRP, Black Spot and Roads to 
Recovery. 

 

9. Attachments 

Attachment 1 – LRCI Program Extension form Federal Government (2 pages) 

Attachment 2 – Recommended Project List (7 pages) 

Attachment 3 – Recommended Project Locality Map (1 page) 

- END OF REPORT –  
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Attachment 1 
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Attachment 3 
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 9.8 Submission on revised draft Planning and Design Code 

Report contact Meeting 

Clare Wright, Senior Development Policy Officer Council 

08384 0157 

Approving officer Date 

Renee Mitchell, Director Planning and Regulatory Services  8 December 2020 

 

 

1. Purpose 

The State Planning Commission has received substantial feedback from local government, the 
building industry and the community on the State’s new planning system. The Commission has 
provided an additional six-week consultation period (from early November to 18 December) to 
allow additional feedback on the revised draft Planning and Design Code. This report has been 
prepared to provide information about how Council’s earlier feedback has been incorporated into 
the revised draft Code and an opportunity to highlight matters that warrant further feedback.  

 

2. Recommendations 

1. That the Council approves the draft letter and attachments prepared in response 
to the State Planning Commission’s draft Planning and Design Code - Phase 3, as 
contained in attachments 1, 2 and 3 to the agenda report  

OR  

2. That the Council approves, subject to the following amendments (…..), the draft 
letter and attachments prepared in response to the State Planning Commission’s 
draft Planning and Design Code - Phase 3, as contained in attachments 1, 2 and 3 
to the agenda report. 

 

3. Executive summary 

The proposed planning reforms in the Code represent major changes to how all developments are 
managed in our cities and neighbourhoods. 

At its meeting of 18 February 2020 meeting (item 9.3) the Council approved a submission on the 
draft Planning & Design Code. Since then, staff have been collaboratively working with Planning 
and Land Use Services – Attorney Generals Department (PLUS) to assist with the transitioning 
(like for like) of our Development Plan into the format of the new Code. 

In seeking to overcome concerns of and in response to industry, local council and community 
feedback, the State Government has now provided more time to understand the updated Code, to 
prepare and become business ready before the new Code is implemented, and to identify issues 
for the City of Onkaparinga regarding the proposed changes.  

The revised draft Planning and Design Code is available on the PlanSA portal providing the 
opportunity for stakeholders to see how their feedback has been incorporated and to provide any 
further submissions (by 18 December 2020) before the Code is submitted to the Minister for 
consideration. While the State Government are running the consultation, we have created a Your 
Say page together with social media alerting our community to the opportunity to review the 
proposed changes to the draft Code and direct feedback to the PlanSA website portal. 

https://www.onkaparingacity.com/Council/Council-and-committees/Agendas-and-Minutes/Council-and-special-council-meetings/Council-18-February-2020
https://consult.code.plan.sa.gov.au/
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4. Background 

Community Plan 
2030 

place: green, inviting, accessible, liveable 

The report supports the above theme as it directly relates to the 
planning for liveable areas within the council area. 

Policy and/or 
relevant legislation 

Onkaparinga Development Plan 

Development Act 1993 

Development Regulations 2008 

Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016 

Draft Planning and Design Code 

Who did we talk 
to/who will we be 
talking to 

This report has been prepared with input from Development Services 
(Planning and Development Policy teams). Feedback has drawn on 
earlier discussions with staff across council and ongoing discussion with 
PLUS staff. 

 

 

5. Discussion 

The State Government has been pursuing the introduction of a new planning system since 2015. 
In the new system being proposed, there are two key elements: 

• the Planning and Design Code is the central component of the new system and will 
replace all local government Development Plans with a single planning ‘rule book’ 

• new technology will allow development applications to be processed online – this 
computer-based program is referred to as ePlanning. 

The State Planning Commission received substantial feedback from local government, industry 
and the community on the State’s new planning system from the initial five-month public 
consultation (1 October 2019 to 28 February 2020). Due to the extent of concern, the deadline of 
1 July 2020 for the full implementation of the Code was initially delayed until September 2020 to 
allow for refinement and iterative changes to Code policy, including more time for ‘road-testing’ 
and its transition to the ePlanning platform.   

The Code was further delayed, until ‘not before Christmas 2020’. It is expected the Code will now 
be introduced in early 2021.  

The key changes and proposed improvements to the revised draft Code are highlighted in the 
“Summary of Post-Consultation Amendments” document, which has been prepared by the 
Commission to explain what has changed in response to the feedback obtained as part of the 
initial consultation period.  

The Commission are providing a suite of online educational information, webinars and references 
during the six-week consultation period.  These are published on the Have Your Say page of the 
PlanSA portal, which highlights the key changes and improvements that have been made to the 
revised draft Code along with details on how to review the Code and submit comments.  

Property owners and the local community will not be directly engaged on the amended version of 
the Code due to the COVID-19 situation, but advertising on social media, in the newspaper and 
on radio will be utilised to advise of the engagement period and amended version of the Code. 
The community will be able to familiarise themselves with, and comment further on, the revised 
planning policies for their area via the on-line portal. This will also be the final opportunity for 
people to have their say on the draft Code before its implementation in 2021.  

https://plan.sa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/744018/Phase_Three_Code_Summary_of_Post_Consultation_Amendments.pdf
https://yoursay.sa.gov.au/decisions
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Following the close of consultation, the Commission will consider the sumissions and make a final 
recommendation to the Minister, the Honourable Vickie Chapman MP, to implement the State’s 
new planning system early next year.  

Council has invested significant resources since the release of the draft Code on 1 October 2019 
in attempting to understand, compare and provide comments to the Department on the first 
version of the draft Code. Council’s first submission highlighted many significant zone and policy 
changes that required further consideration or that were contrary to the initial objective of 
retaining a ‘like for like’ policy transition with our Development Plan.  

Key changes to Code 

The following summarises the most important changes which have occurred post-initial 
consultation. These comments are also supported by attachments 2 and 3 which include a more 
detailed comparative analysis and discussion of the existing and proposed policy criteria: 

• Review of a range of technical matters such as revision of public notification 
requirements, the review of overlays, streamlining of assessment pathways and the role 
of restricted development. 

• Recognition of existing site constraints and creation of new zones and overlays that 
recognise local character variations. Several zones and overlays have also been renamed, 
which together with additional policy refinement, is supported. This also has the inclusion 
of six new concept plans for specific areas within council, such as Hackham and Seaford 
Heights, where it is important for the provision of infrastructure and staging of 
development. 

• Improvement to design standards and assessment criteria through additional Technical 
and Numeric Variations (TNVs) comprising minimum allotment sizes, building height and 
setbacks.  

In the first iteration of the draft Code, the General Neighbourhood and the Suburban 
Neighbourhood Zones covered most of the existing residential areas. These zones had 
limited capacity for TNVs and policy specific detail that set numeric standards. In the 
revised draft Code, the TNVs have been applied more widely following consultation to 
afford greater alignment with council Development Plans and are more location specific as 
identified in the South Australian Property and Planning Atlas (SAPPA mapping). 

• Transition of contributory items to the draft Code, to be individually identified as 
“representative buildings”. Also considered, as a result of significant community concern, 
is the retention of demolition controls in historic areas, including proposals for public 
notification for demolition.  Further improvements also include enhanced Historic Area 
and Character Area Statements. These describe what is important and better reference 
the valued attributes of a particular area. The statements are partially supported by 
additional detail in relation to matters such as architectural and built form, fencing types 
and the siting and design of buildings, to ensure local context and historic values are 
considered.  

However, the failure to consider the integration of new and future development within the 
historic context and the lack of policy provided in the Heritage Overlays in relation to 
‘representative buildings’ is concerning, as is their late introduction into Code policy. 
Greater articulation of local policy must be considered in more detail to provide sufficient 
guidance for applicants, council and practitioners in relation to assessment concerning 
these buildings.   

• In response to industry concern, inclusion of residential infill policy including stormwater 
management, the planting of trees and urban heat island impacts resulting from more 
intense development, has been re-considered. The key policy improvements include the 
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requirement for new tree(s) to be planted and rainwater tanks to be installed with all new 
houses including a component of detention. We are concerned that the application of this 
policy only applies to infill areas with a heavy focus on semi-detached dwellings and not 
for other forms of infill development, such as group dwellings or residential flat buildings. 
Similarly, application of this policy, or similar, for master planned/greenfield or rural areas 
is needed.    

• Significant refinement of policy for State and Local Heritage Places, including Heritage 
and Character Area overlays and the spatial capture of adjacent sites to heritage places 
via the new Heritage Adjacency Overlay, Historic Area Statements and Character Area 
Statements, and as above, the recent inclusion of demolition controls for contributory 
items/representative buildings. However, reference of these heritage statements in the 
overlays is crucial to ensure appropriate assessment can be undertaken.  

• Creation of additional zones and sub-zones to recognise strategic employment areas or 
areas that have specialised functions or strategic value, such as Port Stanvac and the 
existing Serafino winery and tourism complex in McLaren Vale, although noting that some 
policy refinement is necessary. 

• Comprehensive revision of flood mapping, creation of two hazard related overlays and 
improvements to flood policy detail.  

• Policy provisions relating to native vegetation, landscape protection, biodiversity and 
climate change have been strengthened within the revised draft Code. Significant 
additions to policy for the Hills Face, Conservation and Open Space zones are supported 
and address previous concerns raised.  

• Revision of Activity Centre policy and policy requirements for shops outside of these 
zones.  

• Confirmation of corrected TNVs, Code drafting and editing improvements including 
resolution of inconsistencies in content   

Key outstanding concerns 

The following discussion provides an outline of the key areas of the Code where we have 
concerns and seek further change. 

Desired Character Statements 

Desired Character Statements provide a full understanding of the desired development outcome 
for an area relating to land use distribution, history, character, built form, and the values of an 
area. Council has previously raised concerns regarding the loss from the Code, of these character 
statements, and in turn the loss of local responsive policy that has stemmed from extensive 
community consultation and Council’s substantial investment in their creation over many years. 
Their exclusion results in a loss of planning direction and vision for local areas and their transition 
into the draft Code remains an important concern, particularly for our townships.   

Townships 

A significant change to the Code has been the addition of a new Township Neighbourhood Zone 
which covers the residential areas of our townships where commercial land uses are not 
envisaged. For the most part, the Township Neighbourhood Zone is considered a better ‘fit’ over 
these areas to ensure the continued homogenous residential land use character.  

Council staff have proactively encouraged this policy change and drafted policy to be considered 
by the Commission in order to acknowledge existing policy, the township context and desired 
future streetscape character for these areas. However it is concerning that much of the 
suggested detail and desired character policy for the future development of our rural townships, 
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including the physical design parameters contained within this new zone, has not been taken up 
by the Department and will not be transferred into Code development policy.   

Our requests to include the current prescriptive/numerical characteristics have been 
acknowledged and local TNVs that reflect the Development Plan parameters have been added 
(i.e TNVs for site areas, site frontages, side setbacks, site coverage and height). However, we 
strongly suggest that greater emphasis on the detail and policy intent that better aligns with the 
key policy areas, precincts and desired character statements is provided.  

Shops and Non-Residential Land Uses 

The draft Code has shifted away from homogenous residential land use zoning and has 
introduced a much broader mix of land uses in residential areas.  The revised draft Code 
proposes an increase in non-residential land uses in residential and open space zones, including 
shop land uses of increased scale in many zones.  

 In the Code’s ‘neighbourhood’ zones, shops are ‘Deemed to Satisfy’ (DTS) from 50 to 200 sqm 
and are ‘restricted’ when over 1000 sqm. However, proposed shops of a scale in between would 
be ‘performance assessed’ and if approved, could have implications on the existing character and 
sensitive environment and amenity of our residential areas.  

This flexibility for the assessment of shop development ranging from 50-200 sqm and 1000 sqm 
is not always appropriate, resulting in the policy allowing for a much larger scale of retail 
premises in locations where previously no or only local shops were considered appropriate. The 
range in floor area up to 1000 sqm is still considered an excessively large threshold in the 
context of a residential zone, weakens our centre hierarchy, and still enables development that 
would not be possible under the current policy. This policy would also undermine the ability to 
concentrate retail services in strategic locations, creates land use and amenity conflicts, and 
facilitates ad-hoc development across the council area.  

Urban Tree Canopy Overlay 

A new Urban Tree Canopy Overlay has been added to the revised draft Code to direct the 
planting of trees for many new forms of residential development. This is a positive outcome and 
has the potential to resolve the challenge of increasing tree canopy cover on private land.  

However, this policy overlay is only applicable to residential development and relies on tree 
planting occurring only on private land. Although private land has the lowest percentage canopy 
cover, the policy should be strengthened to ensure that tree planting also occurs on both private 
and public land in areas such as reserves, open space and streets, taking into consideration other 
forms of land uses to further support the intent of the overlay.  

We note the recommended discounts for the retention of existing trees on sites and the exclusion 
of the Urban Trees Fund from the revised draft Code, but we note the initiative of an Offset Fund 
being added to policy which is to be administered by the state government. This still enables 
payment into an off-set fund when a tree is unable to be planted and generally aligns with our 
current policy where we negotiate with an applicant on whether a replacement tree is planted 
on-site or a payment is made to our Urban Trees Fund for regulated or significant trees. 
However, the process for council access to these funds is not clear and given that the onus falls 
on council to plant additional trees and include the requirement for payment of an annual 
administrative cost, this is particularly concerning.  

Similarly, with the transition of much of our residential areas to the General Neighbourhood Zone 
and consequent reduction in minimum allotment area from 325 sqm to 300 sqm, the mandatory 
one tree planted per allotment proves more difficult. Smaller allotments also make retention of 
trees more difficult. 

Additionally, this new overlay does not contemplate the planting of the tree at the time of the 
dwelling completion to avoid councils having to undertake compliance actions, nor does it 
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consider the planting of an appropriate tree species chosen for the relevant planting area to 
avoid impacts as a result of reactive soils, footing costs or setbacks. Policy requiring tree 
selection being hardy and adaptable to the urban environment should also be considered.  

We also note the slight variations in qualitative criteria which varies from the current 
Development Plan policy, regarding the specific criteria for tree planting which is directly related 
to allotment size. The policy does not acknowledge ‘deep soil zones’ but uses the terminology of 
the ‘soil around the tree’. There is potential that a lack of soil preparation and care taken in the 
planting of the tree may arise due to the ground being disturbed as a result of the building 
process, which is then often shallow and of poor quality. Policy to require ‘deep-soil zones’ should 
be established to support the growth of the required tree to a mature size and improve 
infiltration of surface water.  

There have also been slight changes in tree classification (i.e. small, medium, large). Policy now 
requires a lower maximum tree height from 6 metres to 4 metres with a reduced canopy spread 
from 2 metres to 1.5 metres for a ‘small’ tree. Despite these small changes to mature tree height, 
we recognise that setbacks and open space areas for dwellings are often smaller and more 
restricted for space on infill allotments, but the trees will still offer benefits to the community and 
environment. We also note that there is no maximum height or maximum canopy spread of trees 
nominated as in current policy. 

It is disappointing that this overlay predominantly considers infill development and not outer 
greenfield areas where there has been a trend over the past decade to smaller allotments. While 
acknowledging that this can be considered at the land division stage, where consideration of 
undergrounding powerlines, stormwater harvesting, utilisation of WSUD principles, use of tree 
inlet pits, root barriers, rain gardens, planted swale verges and the like, the policy should be 
amended to adequately address these matters and furthermore the application to our greenfield 
areas.  

Sub-Zones 

Two new sub-zones have been tailored for the areas of McLaren Vale and Seaford Heights. 
Previously council was not offered any sub-zones, which are the policy layer that caters for local 
variations and reflects nuanced local requirements for new development. In the revised draft 
Code, new sub-zones have now been created for the following zones: 

• Tourism Development Zone – Winery Experience Sub-Zone 

• Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone – Emerging Activity Centre Sub-Zone. 

Winery Experience Sub-Zone 

Previous concerns regarding the failure to consider the maximum height of buildings and 
recognition of the unique nature of the subject site and complex in McLaren Vale, have now been 
addressed. Proposed policy now closely aligns with the Development Plan and supports viticulture 
and tourist accommodation together with the production, storage, distribution, sale of wine and 
tourist accommodation. The addition of a TNV limiting the building height to two-storeys, and an 
added Performance Outcome (PO) encouraging the retention of the existing native vegetation 
and significant stands of trees on the site, further acknowledges current policy objectives, as well 
as the existing winery complex and its rural character setting that is envisaged for this area of 
McLaren Vale.  

Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone  

The Commission proposes to merge the Master-Planned Suburban Neighbourhood and Greenfield 
Suburban Neighbourhood zones into a single ‘Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone’. This new 
zone proposes to cover greenfield development areas where new activity centre(s) are envisaged 
but the location of such centres has not been determined through zoning yet. 
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Although the zone’s policies do not use TNVs, a new accepted pathway (no planning consent 
required) is proposed for new houses in master planned areas where they are consistent with 
setback and height policies within a previously approved Building Envelope Plan (BEP).  

The intent of this new zone will result in a more streamlined approach to achieving desired 
development outcomes and is supported. However, application of this zone and sub-zone over 
those areas identified as growth areas within our council (i.e. Aldinga and Sellicks Beach), is 
concerning in that these areas are not urban settings that accept substantial areas of medium or 
high-density development. Further clarity on the use of BEP’s and consideration of their 
permanency of their application across these greenfield areas has also not been considered.  

We are highly concerned about the references to high density development, three-storey and/or 
more building height limits, and the Deemed to Satisfy (DTS) floor area for non-residential land 
uses. It is considered that the policy content is not appropriate to all areas where the BEP could 
be applied and that a means of implementing density provisions is required. Accordingly, staff 
have provided recommendation to the department for the application of a new ‘masterplan 
overlay’, which can be applied instead to achieve the intended objectives of the BEPs and 
accepted development assessment pathways. This would enable a suitable underlying zone to be 
applied including density provisions suitable to the area in question. The ability to apply suitable 
residential density provisions enables the community vision and principles developed through the 
structure planning process to be carried forward into development policy. Doing so not only 
provides certainty to our community, but also to developers from an investment perspective and 
infrastructure providers from a forward planning perspective. 

Following the above, we are also extremely concerned that many of the development principles 
prepared for Aldinga in the structure plan by Renewal SA through consultation with the 
community and council, will not be transferred into development policy under such a zone. It is 
understood that this zone would likely be applied in future to greenfield development areas such 
as Hackham and Sellicks Beach. We consider that many of these principles established by 
structure plans such as the Aldinga Structure Plan could be captured in policy via a sub-zone. We 
also consider that Concept Plans should be broader in their application than just identifying key 
infrastructure, but should also include land use, interface buffers and key movement corridors. 

Emerging Activity Centre Sub-Zone 

We note that the subzone only applies at Seaford Heights at this stage, where there is an 
existing centre type zone. While we support the intent of this new sub-zone, we note that the 
hierarchy of centres has not be acknowledged. In this instance, where buildings do not adjoin a 
residential property, building height of up to six-storeys (22 metres) is a Deemed to Satisfy (DTS) 
benchmark. This is not considered appropriate at Seaford Heights which, at present, only 
comprises a small Neighbourhood Centre Zone.  It is our recommendation that the policy should 
be amended to reflect the existing hierarchy of centres, stipulating that this sub-zone only apply 
in the Suburban Activity Centre Zones and where it aligns with current policy.  

Restricted Land Use Tables  

The separation of incompatible land-uses and site suitability are fundamental planning issues and 
we consider that the structure of the draft code does not support this intent as highlighted by the 
limited use of the ‘restricted land use’ category. We note a significant shift in assessment 
pathways for a wide variety of impacting land uses which will now become performance assessed 
in many zones. Previous concerns on the significant change to the assessment pathways for land 
uses that are considered as impacting land uses in several zones have not been taken up by the 
Commission.  

Concerns in our original submission still remain as this does not represent a ‘like for like’ 
transition of policy. Currently, each zone lists land uses which are perceived by council and the 
community as not being envisaged or encouraged within an area, due to their negative impacts 
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and inconsistency with the objectives of the relevant zone or the character desired for that area. 
This significant change results in a weakening of the overall intent and objectives for our zones 
given the perceived view that these are now reasonable.  

Land uses proposed for a restricted pathway, where they have the potential to impact 
significantly on the protection of our sensitive natural, scenic and conservation areas within the 
council area, have been significantly reduced in the conservative Hills Face, Conservation and 
Open Space Zones.  Many land uses will have greater potential for adverse impacts and will now 
progress through a less intensive and less rigorous assessment process. The zones are now open 
to a wide variety of forms of development using the performance assessed pathway setting an 
expectation that they may be reasonable in the future. The proposed system opens up 
opportunity for accumulative negative impacts of inappropriate land uses and the shifting of the 
assessment and decision to council instead of the State Planning Commission. We strongly urge 
the state government to clearly signal through the Code, those land uses that are clearly not 
suitable for a zone and apply a rigorous process for any exceptions. 

Flooding 

Council staff previously expressed concerns about the approach to development in flood prone 
areas and have expressed concern over the loss of the Development Plan policy in the transition 
of the Code, including for those properties that sit outside of the Hazard (Flooding) Overlay. Staff 
have sought to retain the current level of flood protection policy and have advocated for the 
implementation of more detailed policy to sufficiently address mitigation of risk rather than by a 
single performance outcome initially provided.  

The revised draft Code has significantly updated the policy with the addition of two new Flooding 
Hazard Overlays. Council staff have also provided council’s flood mapping data to the 
Department of Infrastructure and Transport (DIT) for consideration in the development of this 
policy and to review the spatial mapping. In response to concerns raised, policy has been 
amended to acknowledge the different flood risk levels by splitting the Hazards (Flooding) 
overlay into two separate overlays. These are: 

• Hazards (Flooding) Overlay – covers areas which experience high or extreme flood risk 
(>300mm water depth) 

• Hazards (Flooding-General) Overlay – covers areas where only low risk inundation is 
expected. 

Policy for the Flooding – General Overlay has also been amended to simplify assessment 
pathways for more common development types such as dwellings and outbuildings subject to 
compliance with minimum floor level criteria.  

The new version of the Code now seeks to impose flooding policy provisions to all development 
including commercial and industrial land uses. However, we note that this new policy approach 
only considers depth and not velocity of flow. As hazard is considered as a combination of depth 
and velocity of flow this issue requires further consideration.  

Closely related, the Department has also introduced the Coastal (Flooding) Overlay which has 
been applied to areas where they have been identified as being prone to flood hazard, storm 
surge, sea level rise and coastal retreat. This would apply to areas such as in Moana along the 
Esplanade and Nashwauk Crescent.  

Council staff have also been advised that the department has obtained funding to commence 
more detailed investigations into flooding across the state and the need for updated mapping for 
the Code. We welcome these additional investigations into how this complex issue can be 
addressed and support the positive policy work undertaken to date.  
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6. Financial implications 

Financial summary 

There is no direct financial impact to the City of Onkaparinga arising from the Code policy 
discussed in this report. 

 

7. Risk and opportunity management 

Risk 

Identify Mitigation 

Reputation/community 
expectation 

By not providing a submission on the revised draft Planning 
and Design Code and having a say on the revised planning 
policies and assessment pathways of the Planning and Design 
Code, opportunity is lost to ensure that the proposed 
planning policy is the best and most appropriate fit for future 
development of our council area. 

Environment A ‘one size fits all’ approach could result in the loss of local 
character or identity for our communities. By providing 
additional commentary on the suggested amendments and 
improvements that reiterate our desire for policy to better 
align with existing Development Plan policy and to ensure 
alignment to the themes of the Community Plan 2030, council 
is able to advocate for our community and convey a message 
that represents our residents’ shared vision for strong, 
vibrant communities. 

 

Opportunity 

Identify  Maximising the opportunity  

Providing a clear position to 
the state government in 
relation to the structure and 
policy content on the revised 
draft Planning and Design 
Code to better reflect Council’s 
current policy and the 
Development Plan. 

The submission contained in attachments 1-3 provides a 
clear position of the administration on the revised draft 
Planning and Design Code. Further collaboration with the 
state government will ensure our concerns are heard and 
considered before the final version of the Code is 
implemented. These positions have also been developed in 
alignment with Council’s Community Plan 2030, cross-
organisational input and drawing on the shared experiences 
and expertise of the administration. 

 

8. Timelines and deadlines 

The consultation period and opportunity to provide feedback on the revised draft Planning and 
Design Code commenced on 4 November and concludes on 18 December 2020.  
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9. Next steps 

Following close of consultation, the Commission will consider the submissions and feedback and 
make a recommendation to the Minister to implement the State’s new planning system in the 
metropolitan areas in early 2021.  

 

10. Attachments 

Attachment 1 – Draft response to State Planning Commission (7 pages) 

Attachment 2 – Zone Conversion Table (13 pages) 

Attachment 3 – Detailed Anlaysis and Commentary (47 pages) 

Attachment 4 – Correspondence from Michael Lennon – Chair of State Planning Commission 
(2 pages) 

Attachment 5 – Plan SA Transition Table – City of Onkaparinga (6 pages) 

Attachment 6 – Plan SA Matrix for Onkaparinga (2 pages) 

 

- END OF REPORT –  
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9.9 Proposal to close portion of a legal and open (but unmade) 
Public Road at Sellicks Hill to enable sale 

Report contact Meeting 

Bernadette Lee, Property Officer Transactions Council 

8384 0016 

Approving officer Date 

Renee Mitchell, Director Planning and Regulatory Services  8 December 2020 

 

 

1. Purpose 

This report seeks Council approval to commence a Road Process to close a portion of the legal 
(but unmade and unnamed) Public Road that protrudes into Allotment 32 in Deposited Plan 
55920 at Sellicks Hill, to enable sale of the subject closed road to the adjoining landowner. 

 

2. Recommendations 

That for the portion of legal and open (but unmade and unnamed) public road 
bordered in red on the aerial photograph at attachment 1 to the agenda report, 
Council:  

1. Declares that the subject portion of road is surplus to our road network 
requirements and suitable for closure and disposal.  

2. Approves the commencement of the road closing process, including public 
consultation in accordance with the provisions of the Roads (Opening and 
Closing) Act 1991. 

3. Resolves that the subject road to be closed bordered in red on Attachment 1 to 
the agenda report will be excluded from the classification of community land at 
the time of closure.  

4. Approves the sale of the subject road to the adjoining landowner of CT Volume 
5846 Folio 62, comprising Allotment 32 in Deposited Plan 55920, at no less than 
the market value of the land, subject to all costs associated with the Road 
Process, sale, transfer and consolidation of the closed road with the adjoining 
landowner’s land, being met by the adjoining landowner.  

5. Resolves that if any objections or applications for easements are received during 
the public consultation phase of the proposed road closure, a further report will 
be tabled for Council’s consideration and determination of the matter. 

6. Authorises the Chief Executive Officer to sign any documentation necessary to 
finalise the road closing process, sale and transfer of the subject road to the 
adjoining landowner and the consolidation of the subject land with the 
adjoining landowner’s land. 

7. Approves the proceeds from the sale of the subject road to be assigned to the 
Community Investment Fund (CIF) to be used strictly in accord with Council’s 
approved use of that Fund. 
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3. Executive summary 

Council’s Property Transactions Team has received an application from Groundwork Plus on 
behalf of the adjoining landowner (Southern Quarries Pty Ltd) to close and purchase a portion of 
unmade and unnamed road for consolidation with its land. The subject portion of road is 
approximately 4,640 m2 (bordered in red on attachment 1) and is fully fenced in with Allotment 
32 in Deposited Plan 55920 (bordered in blue on attachment 1), owned by Southern Quarries.  

Southern Quarries has advised that the application to close and purchase the subject road land is 
to remove the anomaly and fencing issues of a dead-end ‘finger’ of road protruding into its land 
and to avoid engineering around the road finger in any future expansion options.  

Expansion options (in part) may see the land comprised in Allotment 32 in DP 55920 (which 
surrounds the subject unmade road) being proposed for use as an overburden storage area 
(storage of spoil which is excess fill taken from their expanding quarrying operations on the 
adjoining land to the west of Old Sellicks Hill Road). 

Overburden (also called spoil or waste) is the topsoil above the materials being mined that is not 
suitable for sale as part of the quarry operations.  The proposed overburden area will be 
designed and contoured to enable substantial revegetation post completion, including the 
planting of at least 2,500 trees per annum on the overburden area.  

The intention is to only close and dispose of the finger portion of the Public Road that protrudes 
into Southern Quarries’ land.  The balance of the Public Road (bordered in green along the 
southern boundary of the quarry land) will remain a legal and open public road due to its 
potential for future connectivity along the escarpment to Mount Terrible Road (should it ever be 
required). 

This proposal to close and dispose of the subject portion of unmade Public Road does not impact 
on the existing Old Sellicks Hill Road corridor which will remain completely intact.     

 

4. Background 

Community Plan 
2030 

Prosperity – Closure and disposal of the subject portion of road is 
consistent with Council’s objective to manage its land portfolio in the 
most financially prudent manner.  This includes the requirement to 
continually review any legal (but unrequired) roads and to consider 
disposal options when the roads are identified as surplus to road 
network requirements.  

Disposal provides income to the Community Investment Fund (CIF) for 
Council’s use on other prioritised projects. 

Policy and/or 
relevant legislation 

Roads (Opening and Closing) Act 1991 

Disposal of Council Land and Other Assets Policy 

Who did we talk 
to/who will we be 
talking to 

Internal investigations and consultation were undertaken with relevant 
officers within Council. 

A site inspection was undertaken by Council’s Property Transactions 
Officer, Senior Natural Areas Conservation Officer and staff from 
Groundwork Plus to discuss the environmental and vegetation impacts 
of the proposed road closure and the quarry expansion plans more 
broadly. 

Following support from Council’s Land Assessment Group (CLAG), 
Elected Members of the Southern Vales and South Coast Wards were 

https://www.onkaparingacity.com/Council/Publications/Policy-and-Procedure
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notified on 17 November 2020 of the proposal prior to the matter being 
considered by Council. 

Public advertising in accordance with the legislative requirements will 
occur as part of the Road Process and as outlined in Item 9 of this 
report (if Council approves to proceed as recommended). 
 

 

5. Discussion 

The Site 

The subject legal (but unmade and unnamed) road (bordered in red on Attachment 1) is 
approximately 20 metres wide and approximately 232 metres long, with a total area of 
approximately 4,640 m².  The subject portion of unmade road has a very steep topography, 
descending from the ridgeline down into a gully and partially up the other side of the gully.  The 
subject portion of road terminates with a dead end and is fully fenced into the adjoining 
landowner’s property.  

Biodiversity  

Following a site inspection, our Parks and Natural Resources Team has advised that although 
very little remnant vegetation remains on this site due to its previous grazing and previous 
clearance of native vegetation (many decades ago), more recent revegetation activities 
undertaken in the late 1990s have resulted in the establishment of significant vegetation cover.  

The revegetation efforts have been reasonably successful although the overall condition of the 
remaining remnant vegetation is poor and the biodiversity value low.  Although well established, 
the revegetation within the road corridor is neither diverse nor structurally complex when 
compared to a natural, healthy native vegetation community. However, when considered in the 
context of the overall landscape, scale, vegetation cover and connectivity, the unmade road 
vegetation is part of an extensive area of revegetation that provides habitat value for local 
wildlife within an extensively cleared region.   

However, the Parks and Natural Resources Team has confirmed that it is very difficult to justify 
its retention in Council ownership from a biodiversity or practical land management perspective.  

Council Land Assessment Group (CLAG)  

This proposal was considered by the Council Land Assessment Group at its meeting on 4 
November 2020 and, via minutes, referred to the Director’s Group at its meeting on 16 November 
2020.  The proposal has received support to present a report to Council to consider commencing 
the Road Process to close the subject portion of unmade road to enable it to be disposed of to 
the adjoining landowner. 

Ward members 

The subject legal and open (but unmade and unnamed) road is located in the Southern Vales 
Ward.  The Elected Members for Southern Vales and South Coast wards were notified on 17 
November 2020 that the proposal will be considered by Council at this meeting. In this instance, 
Ward members were not offered the opportunity for a site inspection with council officers due to 
the topography (steep gully) of the subject dead end unmade road and the fact that vehicle 
access is necessary via the District Council of Yankalilla route.  

Internal Investigations  

The subject proposal has been reviewed extensively by various council officers of differing 
expertise. 
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Council’s environmental and biodiversity staff initially raised concerns as outlined in the 
biodiversity section above, however it was ultimately determined that should the quarry’s plans 
proceed, then the subject portion of road (in isolation) will have low biodiversity value and would 
therefore be preferable for closure and disposal. 

Council’s Road Network Planner has confirmed there is no impact to the road network as there is 
no operational need to retain the finger of road corridor which terminates at a dead end and is 
surrounded by privately-owned land. The subject road does not form part of council’s future road 
network plans. 

The subject portion of road does not form part of council’s Trails and Cycling Strategic 
Management Plan. 

Council does not have any infrastructure located within the proposed road to be closed.  

Zoning 

The subject road and the adjoining landowners’ land are in the Hills Face Zone in the 
Development Plan (consolidated 2 July 2020). The road and adjoining land are also in the 
McLaren Vale Character Preservation District.  

In accordance with Council’s Disposal of Land and Assets Policy, the subject road will be 
consolidated with the adjoining landowner’s title to form a single titled allotment.  

 

6. Financial implications 

Financial summary 

Staff costs associated with administering the Road Closing and disposal process will be contained 
within existing Property Transactions staff resources.   

Consistent with other application-based road closings and disposals, a condition of the road 
closing, sale and transfer (if approved by Council) will be that the adjoining landowner pay no 
less than the market value of the land and meet all costs associated with completing the road 
closing process and consolidation of the subject closed road with its land to form a single 
allotment. 

Proceeds from the sale of the closed road (if approved by Council) will be assigned to the 
Community Investment Fund to be used strictly in accordance with Council’s approved use of 
that Fund. 

Scope of impact 

As outlined above, all costs incurred by Council to undertake the road process will be reimbursed 
by the adjoining landowner.  

The ultimate financial benefit to Council that will result from the proposed road closure and 
disposal will not be known until a valuation report prepared by a independent professional land 
valuer is obtained near the end of the road closing process. 
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7. Risk and opportunity management 

Risk 

Identify Discussion 

If Council approval is not 
granted, Council will remain 
the owner of the unmade, 
dead-end road, fenced into 
the adjoining private land.   

Council manages its land ownership portfolio in an 
efficient and sustainable manner by continually reviewing 
its land holdings and considers disposal options where 
there is little or no community benefit to be gained from 
retention of the land. 

As there is no strategic or operational requirement for 
the land to remain in Council’s ownership and the subject 
road has been identified as surplus to road network 
requirements, closure and disposal is recommended in 
this report. 

If disposal is not progressed, it will be necessary for 
Council to either fence and maintain the road (to 
physically exclude it from the adjoining land) or enter 
into a formal authorisation and permit with the adjoining 
landowner (due to the road being fenced in with that 
property currently), both of which will require long term 
maintenance and administration obligations that may not 
result in beneficial community outcomes. 

Environmental impacts 
associated with the 
overburden area proposed to 
be created as part of the 
quarry’s expansion. 

The applicant has confirmed that the proposed 
overburden area will be submitted to the Department for 
Energy and Mining (DEM) to facilitate the approval 
processes under the Mining Act 1971. Specifically, the 
document is required to meet the requirements of 
Ministerial Determination 002 – Minimum information 
required to be provided in a program for environment 
protection and rehabilitation (PEPR) for an extractive 
minerals lease (EML) and any associated miscellaneous 
purposes licence (MPL). 

Should the Road Process proceed, then the portion of 
road proposed for closure will be included in the 
proposed overburden area as indicated on the plans in 
Attachment 2. Should Council not approve the Road 
Process, then the proposed overburden area may still be 
created, albeit with the finger portion of road excluded 
from fill and with vegetation intact. This will require a 
substantial change to the preferred positioning and may 
negatively impact on the resultant contours and fill 
stability profile. 
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Opportunity 

Identify Maximising the opportunity 

The road is declared surplus 
and suitable for disposal.  

Consistent with all proposed land and road disposals, the 
subject land is first assessed against a range of strategic 
and operational criteria prior to being classified as 
surplus to Council’s needs and suitable for disposal. 

In this particular case, the Road Network Team has 
advised that this dead-end unmade finger of road is not 
required for council’s future road network.  Further, the 
subject road is not required for any future strategic or 
operational use including trail linkages, therefore 
disposal is recommended rather than retention.  

Disposal will provide council with additional income to be 
assigned to the Community Investment Fund, to be 
subsequently allocated to other prioritised projects as 
approved by Council. 

Removes Council’s risk 
management and 
maintenance liabilities. 

As the owner of the unmade road, council is responsible 
to manage public liability risks and maintenance, which is 
an issue for council as the subject portion of road is very 
steep and hazardous should any member of the public 
attempt to walk along it. There have also been several 
cars historically dumped in the gully where the road 
terminates, indicating a history of dangerous behaviour 
in this area. The closure and disposal of the subject road 
would end council’s risk management and maintenance 
liabilities in relation to the subject land. 

Better environmental 
outcomes if the portion of 
road is disposed and included 
in the quarry’s proposed 
future overburden area. 

Any proposed overburden area will need to be approved 
by the DEM under the Mining Act 1971. The quarry’s 
plans for the overburden area will entail substantial 
revegetation, including the planting of at least 2,500 
trees per annum on the overburden site if approved 
(consistent with its past revegetation plantings).  

Should Council approve the Road Process, then the 
subject portion of road will be consolidated with the 
adjoining landowner’s title so that it can be included in 
the proposed overburden area. Whilst this will result in 
the clearance of the existing planted vegetation on the 
subject portion of road together with resultant fill, this 
provides Southern Quarries with an improved landfill 
profile and the opportunity to better revegetate the 
whole site in a sustainable manner. 

It will also be a more aesthetic outcome as it will be less 
visually intrusive and will represent a safer initial 
construction site option and long-term stability option. 
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8. Timelines and deadlines 

No specific timelines or deadlines apply as the road closure and disposal processes can take up to 
12 months to complete. If Council supports the proposed closure, a Preliminary Plan and 
statement of persons affected must be deposited with the Surveyor-General to enable the Road 
Process to be commenced and initially advertised. 

 

9. Next steps 

If Council approves the proposal, public notification will be undertaken as part of the Road 
Process and in accordance with the requirements of the Roads (Opening and Closing) Act 1991 
(the Act) and subordinate regulations. As per the Act and Council’s usual processes, a surveyor 
will be engaged to: 

• prepare and lodge a Preliminary Plan with the Office of the Surveyor-General 

• through the Surveyor-General, place notice of the proposal in the South Australian 
Government Gazette, including details about the proposal and how any objections or 
requests for easements may be submitted 

• through the Surveyor-General, place notice of the proposal, including the Preliminary 
Plan, on the State Government website for the advertisement of all proposed road 
opening and closing proposals 

• write to all affected persons (as determined in accordance with the Act) to advise them of 
the proposal and advise how any objections or requests for easements may be submitted 

• write to all prescribed public utilities and authorities (as determined in accordance with 
the Act). 

If any objections or applications for easements are received during the 28 day public notice 
phase of the proposed road closure, a further report will be tabled for Council’s consideration and 
determination of the matter. 

In the event that no objections or applications for easements are received, a market valuation 
will be obtained and the surveyor will be instructed to carry out the survey, prepare the final 
survey plan, road process order and agreement for transfer document to enable completion of 
the road closure and disposal. 

 

10. Attachments 

Attachment 1 – Aerial photograph of portion of road to be closed (1 page)  

Attachment 2 – Proposed overburden plans (3 pages) 

- END OF REPORT –  
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 9.10 Grants and Sponsorship Program review 

Report contact Meeting 

Dale Sutton, Team Leader Engagement, Grants and Events Council 

8384 0623 

Approving officer Date 

Julia Grant, Director Strategy and Engagement  8 December 2020 

 

 

1. Purpose 

To provide an update on the Grants and Sponsorship Program review, and seek approval of the 
draft Grants Policy and the deferral of the 2021-22 funding round to July 2021. 

 

2. Recommendations 

That Council: 

1. Approves the draft Grants Policy, attachment 1 to the agenda report. 

2. Approves the deferral of any further grant rounds until July 2021 to allow the 
completion of the review, with the exception of the Every Generation 
Onkaparinga (EGO) Grants and the next round of ON Business Grants. 

3. Notes the proposed process and timeline for the Grants and Sponsorship Program 
review as outlined in the agenda report. 

 

3. Executive summary 

An internal grants audit was conducted by KPMG with the findings presented to the Audit, Risk, 
Value and Efficiency Committee (ARVEC) in 2017.  Since then, minor improvements have been 
made to the Grants and Sponsorship Program with the main review and recommendations being 
addressed in 2020. 

The review of our Grants and Sponsorship Program (the review) will now address the complete 
audit findings as well as suggestions and feedback from elected members, grants officers, and 
our communities in two stages: 

• Stage 1 (the subject of this report) – establish a policy position for our grants 

• Stage 2 – streamline and simplify our grants program and processes, while ensuring our 
grants are strategically aligned. 

The review commenced with a survey of elected members in September 2020 to shape the draft 
Grants Policy (attachment 1) and to influence the direction of the review. The draft policy was 
also tested with grants officers and key managers. 

An overview of the review was presented to ARVEC on 12 October 2020, with Committee 
members providing feedback, and resolving that our grants program be subject to a further 
internal audit. 

An elected member workshop was held on 10 November 2020 to: 

• provide an update on the review and the proposed review process and timeline 

• explain the impact of COVID-19 on our 2020-21 grant round  
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• seek feedback from elected members on: 

− the draft Grants Policy  

− a proposed grants structure under the pillars of the Community Plan 2030 with a 
reduced number of grants 

− the deferral of any further grant rounds until July 2021. 

The draft Grants Policy (attachment 1) has been updated based on feedback from the workshop, 
and is presented in this report for approval. 

This report also seeks approval to defer our 2021-22 funding round to July 2021 to allow for the 
completion of the review, and to bring our grant round in line with our annual Budget process. 

A further report will be presented to ARVEC in February 2021, followed by a report to Council in 
March with the recommendations from Stage 2 of the review. 

We will communicate with past funding recipients to inform them about the review, including (if 
approved) the new Grants Policy and the delay in the 2021-22 funding round to July 2021. 

 

4. Background 

Community Plan 
2030 

people: connected, engaged, active, healthy 

place: green, inviting, accessible, liveable 

prosperity: economically strong, environmentally thriving 

performance: accountable, efficient, inclusive, sustainable 

Our grants support the delivery of our strategic outcomes across the 
Community Plan themes of People, Place and Prosperity. 

The theme of Performance is relevant to all grants, as we must ensure 
our eligibility, assessment and funding allocation processes are fair, 
inclusive, equitable, transparent and accountable. 

Policy and/or 
relevant legislation 

There are currently no policies and procedures governing our Grants 
and Sponsorship Program, however the proposed Grants Policy 
attached would rectify this. 

Who did we talk 
to/who will we be 
talking to 

September 2020 – survey of elected members 

September-November 2020 – internal engagement with grants officers 
and key staff 

12 October 2020 – ARVEC report to provide an overview of the review 

10 November 2020 – elected member workshop  

8 December 2020 – Council report (this report) 

Mid-December 2020 – email to past grant recipients to notify them of 
the review, and (if approved) the new Grants Policy and the updated 
timeline for our 2021-22 grants round 

February 2021 – ARVEC report to seek feedback on the outcomes of 
Stage 2 of the review 

March 2021 – Council report to seek approval of the outcomes of Stage 
2 of the review. 
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5. Discussion 

The Grants and Sponsorship Program includes a broad range of funding opportunities that we 
make available to our communities. The review aims to ensure that our 32 funding programs 
(grants, sponsorship and donations) totalling more than $1 million annually will continue to 
support and strengthen our communities.  

While individual grants have been reviewed from time to time, this will be the first wholistic 
review of the program. 

Stage 1 of the review (the subject of this report) will provide the policy basis which we can use 
to guide the more detailed, delivery-oriented Stage 2.  

Stage 1 – establish a policy position 

An elected member survey conducted in September 2020, feedback from grants officers, and 
input from the 10 November 2020 elected member workshop have provided direction for the 
proposed policy positions outlined in the draft Grants Policy (attachment 1). 

The draft Grants Policy will provide improved transparency and consistency in how we provide 
grants, and once finalised will inform all other aspects of the grants review. The draft policy 
clarifies council’s position on long standing issues, and where possible directly reflects priorities 
and preferences indicated by the majority of elected member survey respondents and discussions 
in the elected member workshop. 

Key aspects of the draft policy as informed by elected members include: 

• the purpose of our grants program, along with the principles that underpin it, and the 
outcomes we want to see delivered through our grants 

• the role of elected members in grant assessment panels 

• all grants should come to the chamber for approval 

• we should not provide multi-year (‘seed’) funding for new events 

• we should continue to provide ongoing funding for established activities, with a preference 
for larger events to receive less funding each year 

• we should continue seeking to attract key events. 

While elected members were aligned on most policy positions, there were differing views on the 
maximum number of grants an organisation should be able to receive annually. The draft policy 
(section 8.12) proposes that applicants are able to submit applications to separate funding 
programs (one application per program) providing that the applications are for different activities. 
As suggested by elected members in the workshop, we will ask applicants to list their preferences 
for which of their grant applications they would like to see prioritised so that this can be 
considered in the assessment process. 

Elected members also discussed possible policy positions on: 

• providing grant funding to schools and businesses 

• organisations making a profit (in particular for businesses). 

However it was deemed appropriate for these matters to be addressed through the relevant 
grant guidelines. 

Stage 2 – streamline, simplify and strategically align our grants 

The second stage of the review will align the program to our Community Plan 2030 pillars of 
People, Place and Prosperity as well as the Grants Policy, and will consider the type and number 
of grants, funding distribution across those grants, and the tools and processes we use to deliver 
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the program. This will be informed by the input received from elected members, feedback from 
grants officers based on their experiences, and feedback received from grant applicants.  

The 10 November 2020 elected member workshop indicated broad support for aligning our 
grants (with the potential for additional categories) with the Community Plan 2030 pillars of 
People, Place and Prosperity. 

Suggestions from the workshop will be considered in Stage 2 of the review, including: 

• an ‘indemnity arrangement’/model for businesses applying for funding 

• sharing resources for items purchased through our grants (e.g. marquees) 

• bulk purchase arrangements for commonly purchased items (e.g. defibrillators). 

Proposed deferral of the 2021-22 funding round to July 2021 

With the exception of the EGO grants that need to be allocated before the ‘positive ageing’ 
celebrations in October and the next round of the ON Business Grants that have already been 
promoted, we are seeking to delay any further funding rounds until the completion of this review. 
This would allow elected members to consider an updated grants structure and guidelines for 
each of our grants before any further funding is allocated. Deferring our next funding round to 
July 2021 will also align our grants with our budget process, ensuring 2021-22 grant funding is 
not advertised or allocated prior to the 2021-22 budget being approved by Council. 

A number of grant recipients have cancelled their planned 2020 activities due to COVID-19.  
Those wanting to do so have retained our grant funding so that their activities can be delivered 
in 2021. This will mean a lot of organisations will not be seeking funding for 2021-22 projects. 
With many groups putting their activities on hold, this is the ideal time for us to conduct the 
grants review and postpone any further funding rounds until the review has been completed. 

 

6. Financial implications 

There are no financial implications as a result of this report. 

 

7. Risk and opportunity management 

Risk 

Identify Mitigation 

Reputation/community 
expectation 

Service delivery 

Our communities will likely expect us to promote and open our 
funding round in late January as per usual. However, we 
propose deferring our 2021-22 grants to July 2021 in order to 
complete the review and to bring our grants in line with our 
Budget timing.  

To ensure our communities are aware we will email past grant 
recipients to notify them of the review. 
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Opportunity 

Identify  Maximising the opportunity  

Provide clarity on key policy 
issues relating to grants 

Establishing a Grants Policy will provide clarity on key policy 
issues, such as our assessment and approval processes, 
eligibility, and continued (ongoing) funding etc. 

Ensure our grants are 
strategically aligned 

The review provides an opportunity to ensure the grants we 
offer are clearly aligned with the new Community Plan 2030 
and our strategies. 

Make it easier for our 
communities to understand 
and apply for funding 

The review provides an opportunity to ensure the grants we 
offer are easier for our communities to understand, and the 
application process is easy to navigate. 

Ensure consistency in our 
grants processes and the 
advice provided by grants 
officers 

The review provides an opportunity to establish consistent 
processes for the way we administer our various grant 
programs, and consistency in the advice and support we offer 
to grant applicants. 

Create efficiencies by 
streamlining our grants 
processes and also by 
reducing the number of grants 
we administer 

The administration costs to deliver more than 30 funding 
programs could be reduced commensurately with reducing the 
number of grant programs we offer. 

Align our grant funding rounds 
with our budget process 

Currently the majority of our grants are advertised, and 
applications are open from late January to mid-March each 
year. This effectively pre-allocates our grants before the 
upcoming budget has been approved by Council. 

Shifting our funding round to July each year would ensure that 
no funding processes are undertaken prior to the grants 
budget being approved. 

 

8. Timelines and deadlines 

Review timeline 

September 2020 
Elected member survey 

Internal engagement with key managers and grants officers 

12 October 2020 
Outline of the review provided to the Audit, Risk, Value and Efficiency 
Committee (ARVEC) 

10 November 2020 Elected member workshop 

8 December 2020 
Council report (this report) to seek approval of the draft Grant Policy 
(concludes Stage 1 of the review) 

Mid-December 2020 Email to past grant recipients to provide information on the review 

February 2021 

(exact date TBA) 
ARVEC report to present final grant structure and all guidelines for 
feedback 
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March 2021  

(exact date TBA) 
Council report to present final grant structure and all guidelines for 
approval (concludes Stage 2 of the review) 

April-June 2021 

Updated grants are built into SmartyGrants system (or equivalent) and 
guidelines are uploaded to our website 
(www.onkaparingacity.com/grants) 

Promotional material is developed to re-launch our grants program and 
communicate any changes with our communities  

Review is concluded 

July 2021 Proposed relaunch of our grants program 

 

9. Attachments 

Attachment 1 – Draft Grants Policy (14 pages) 

 

- END OF REPORT –  
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9.11 Annual Review of Confidential Orders 

Report contact Meeting 

Sue Hammond, Council and Committee Meeting Coordinator Council 

8384 0747 

Approving officer Date 

Chris White, Director Corporate  8 December 2020 

 

 

1. Purpose 

This report provides the annual review of items that have remained under a confidentiality order 
for over 12 months as at the end of 2019. 

 

2. Recommendations 

1. That, having undertaken a review of confidential orders as at 31 December 2019 
as detailed in attachment 1 to the agenda report, Council is satisfied that the 
orders remain relevant. 

2. That Council revoke the following confidential order: 

 Item 15.2 – Personal affairs, 1 April 2014 Council meeting, point 3: That item 
having been considered in confidence under Section 90(2) and 90(3)(a) of the 
Local Government Act 1999 an order be made under the provisions of Section 
91(7) and (9) of the Local Government Act 1999 that the discussion of the 
subject matter and all minutes and attachments of Council, be kept confidential. 

 

3. Executive summary 

Ninety six (96) confidential orders remain in confidence to the end of 2019. Ninety five (95) of 
the confidential orders are recommended to remain in confidence and one is recommended to be 
released from confidence. 

All confidential items and subsequently released confidential items can be found on the 
Confidential Reports Register on Council’s website here. 

Council has adopted a best practice approach by developing the Confidential Reports Register on 
the website, together with a quarterly report to Council that summarises all items held in 
confidence and details those released since the previous quarterly report. 

 

4. Background 

Community Plan 
2030 

performance: accountable, efficient, inclusive, sustainable 

Policy and/or 
relevant legislation 

Section 90(3) of the Local Government Act 1999 sets out the instances 
that allow Council to consider matters in confidence and Section 91 sets 
out the ability for councils to resolve an order to keep relevant reports, 
documents and discussions confidential. 

https://www.onkaparingacity.com/Council/Council-and-committees/Confidential-Reports-Register
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Who did we talk 
to/who will we be 
talking to 

All report authors were consulted and required to provide information 
on whether the relevant confidential item had reached its trigger for 
release, (generally a date or event). 

 

5. Discussion 

Section 90 of the Local Government Act 1999 (the Act) provides that a Council or Council 
Committee may order the public to be excluded from attendance at a meeting. 

Section 90(3) of the Act sets out the instances that allow Council to consider matters in 
confidence (refer attachment 2). 

Section 91 of the Act enables a Council to order that documents or part of a document relating to 
matters considered in confidence be kept confidential. Where Council makes such an order it 
must specify the duration of the order, or the circumstances in which the order will cease to 
apply, or a period after which the order must be reviewed. 

Orders that have either reached the date or event stated on a confidential order are released 
from confidentiality in accordance with the approved date and event and are accessible through 
council’s Confidential Reports Register on our website. 

However, a confidential order that operates for more than 12 months must be reviewed annually. 
The purpose of the review is to ascertain whether the original circumstances and reason for 
confidentiality remain, as such the confidentiality order should remain.  

If the expiration date or event on the original order is approaching and there remains a need for 
Council to keep the matter confidential a new order must be made. There are no items that 
require re-making. 

The details of the confidential orders reviewed are listed in attachment 1 to this report. 

Item recommended for release 

Item 15.2 – Personal affairs, considered at the 1 April 2014 Council meeting is recommended for 
release.  The item was a Motion without Notice considered in confidence and does not have an 
accompanying agenda report. The confidential order made over this item did not include a date 
or event for the item to be released.  There is minimal information included in the minutes of the 
item and is therefore the confidential order is recommended to be revoked and released from 
confidence. 

The confidential information in relation to this item can be viewed by elected member in the 
minutes for the Council meeting held on 1 April 2014, item 15.2 available on the EM Website. 

 

6. Financial implications 

Financial summary 

There are no financial implications related to the review of confidential orders. 
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7. Risk and opportunity management 

Risk 

Identify Mitigation 

Compliance/legal Section 91(9) of the Local Government Act 1999 sets out that 
the Council or committee must specify the duration of an 
order or the circumstances in which the order will cease to 
apply and that any order that operates for a period exceeding 
12 months must be reviewed at least once in every year. 

 

Opportunity 

Identify  Maximising the opportunity  

Transparency The public are able to view the Confidential Reports Register 
on the website which shows all items currently held in 
confidence.  The Confidential Reports Register also provides 
a link to any item that has been released from confidence. 

Any released confidential items are also published on 
Council’s website, where the relevant agenda and minutes 
are displayed.  

 

8. Timelines and deadlines 

Not applicable. 

 

9. Next steps 

The next Annual Review of Confidentiality Orders will be presented to Council in December 2021. 

Update reports of items released and items held in confidence are presented quarterly each year. 

 

10. Attachments 

Attachment 1 – Confidential items as at 31 December 2019 (28 pages) 

Attachment 2 – Extract from the Local Government Act 1999 - Section 90(3) (1 page) 

 

 

- END OF REPORT –  
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Attachment 2 
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9.12 Council and Committee Reporting Schedule 

Report contact Meeting 

Sue Hammond, Council and Committee Meeting Coordinator  Council 

8384 0747 

Approving officer Date 

Chris White, Director Corporate  8 December 2020 

 

 

1. Purpose 

This report provides an update on the reporting for upcoming Council and Committee meetings. 

 

2. Recommendations 

That Council note the agenda report and Reporting Schedule (attachment 1 to the 
agenda report). 

 

3. Executive summary 

This report is provided as per the following resolution of Council at its meeting of 21 March 2017: 

That the item “Updated Work Program” from the agenda of the Strategic Directions Committee 
be duplicated as a monthly agenda item for Council meetings. 

As the Reporting Schedule is a guide only and subject to change, members are encouraged to 
utilise the Elected Member website for an up to date version of the Reporting Schedule. 

 

4. Discussion 

Unscheduled elected member sessions 

Fees and Charges – Council resolution 16/6/20 “That Council review and adopt the proposed Fees 
and Charges for 2020–21 as included in attachment 1 to the agenda report effective from 1 July 
2020 with the exception of the nine fees related to burial plot renewals, niche wall renewals and 
rose garden memorial renewals fees which are to be discussed at a workshop to be held as soon 
as possible”. 

This session will be included in an upcoming EM session. 

Organisational Expo 

Postponed from 10 November 2020 – planned to be rescheduled March 2021 pending COVID 
restrictions at the time. 

 

5. Attachments 

Attachment 1 – Reporting Schedule to March 2021 (2 pages) 

- END OF REPORT –  
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9.13 Flat to Vale Trail – Community Engagement 

Report contact Meeting 

Jamie Quilliam, Project Leader 

Andrew Queisser, Team Leader Community Assets (Acting) Council 

8384 0666 

Approving officer Date 

Kirk Richardson, Director City Operations  8 December 2020 

 

 

1. Purpose 

To provide an update on the Flat to Vale Trail including: 

• Outcomes of the community engagement process (attachment 1).  

• Federal Government and future Council funding. 

 

2. Recommendations 

1. Council note the Community Engagement Feedback Report (attachment 1 to the 
agenda report). 

2. Council approves progress of landowner negotiations and acquisition of 
easements to support development of the Flat to Vale Trail ‘Alignment 2’. 

3. Council approves proceeding to detailed design and construction of Flat to Vale 
Trail ‘Alignment 2’ as supported by 92.4% of the community as reported in the 
Community Engagement Feedback Report (attachment 1 to the agenda report). 

4. Subject to approval of the confidential report Flat to Vale Trail – Private 
landowner negotiations provided at item 14.1 of this agenda, Council approve 
allocation of the additional funding (estimated to be $230,000) required to 
construct the Flat to Vale Trail ‘Alignment 2’ through the Project and Capital 
Works Multiuse Trails category as part of the 2021-2022 budget process. 

 

3. Executive summary 

The Flat to the Vale Trail Community Group (Group) has actively advocated for a shared use path 
connection between McLaren Flat and McLaren Vale. 

In accord with the 6 October 2020 Strategic Directions Committee (SDC) resolution, community 
engagement was undertaken between 10 October and 9 November 2020. 

The Flat to Vale Trail Your Say page recorded 1200 visits and 600 downloads of the proposed 
trail alignment(s) map (attachment 2). The engagement also elicited 215 survey responses of 
which 92.4% supported Alignment 2. 

Alignment 2 traverses eight individual parcels of land under the ownership of seven different 
landowners. Meetings have occurred with all affected landowners to discuss the trail alignment 
and the associated impacts on their land.   

On 12 October 2020 the outgoing Finance Minister Mathias Cormann announced $1.5M funding 
toward the Flat to Vale Trail as advocated for by Rebekah Sharkie MP. 
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Alignment 2 is 3.6km long and located on the northern side of Pedler Creek. Initial concept cost 
estimates suggest construction of the Flat to Vale Trail based on alignment 2 is approximately 
$1.73M (plus GST), however final costs will depend on alignment, setbacks and design 
considerations. 

Costs associated with acquisition of easements and associated conveyancing, surveying and 
compensation to landowners are additional to this and are the subject of a confidential report, 
item 14.1 on tonight’s agenda for consideration. 

It is proposed that the balance of funding for the construction of the trail (estimated to be 
$230,000) be funded through the Trails category of the Project and capital Works category as 
part of the 2021-22 budget process.  

 

4. Background 

Community Plan 
2030 

place: green, inviting, accessible, liveable 
The proposed alignment supports the Place objectives: 

• a well-planned, managed and maintained green city that enables 
and promotes sustainable and healthy lifestyles  

• A liveable and connected city with a rich mix of destinations, 
activities and experiences. 

• A fun, safe and inclusive city that is attractive to live in, work in 

and visit. 

It also supports and improves our trails connections and support a 
unique lifestyle for our residents, attract visitors 

Policy and/or 
relevant legislation 

Trails and Cycling Strategic Management Plan 

The inclusion of the Flat to the Vale Trail was tested as part of the 
Trails and Cycling Strategic Management Plan (TCSMP) engagement 
and received very strong support. Consequently, the TCSMP identifies a 
future shared path link between the McLaren Vale Spots Ground and 
McLaren Flat. 

Who did we talk 
to/who will we be 
talking to 

• Department of Planning Transport and Infrastructure 
• Kangarilla Country Fire Service 
• McLaren Vale Sports Complex 
• Private Landowners with land affected by the proposed trail 

alignment 
• Flat to Vale Trail Community Group 
• McLaren Vale Grape Wine and Tourism Association (namely 

Phylloxera & Biosecurity working group) 
• Vinehealth Australia/ PIRSA 

 

Internal stakeholders: 

• Traffic & Transport Coordinator 
• Vegetation Assessment Officer 
• Stormwater Asset Planner 
• Maintenance Officer 
• Property Transactions Team 
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The Flat to the Vale Trail Community Group aims to have a shared use path from McLaren Flat to 
McLaren Vale for families, riders, runners, tourists in this generation. The group has actively 
advocated for the pedestrian and cycle connection has a Facebook page.  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2052989641592813/  

At the 6 October 2017 SDC meeting, a report seeking approval to undertake community 
engagement was presented. SDC subsequently resolved the following at the same meeting 
(item 7.7): 

“That the Strategic Directions Committee:  

1. Notes the draft Flat to the Vale Trail concept plan showing option 1 and option 2 
(attachment 1 to the agenda report).  

2. Approves the Flat to the Vale Trail proceeding to Community Engagement in accordance with 
the Community Engagement Plan (attachment 2 to the agenda report).  

3. Notes that once the community engagement process has been completed and assessed, a 
further report be presented to Council on the community engagement findings and status of 
landowner negotiations.” 

 

5. Discussion 

Community Engagement 

Community engagement on the Flat to Vale Trail took place between 10 October and 
9 November 2020. A snapshot of the engagement outcomes is provided below with more detail 
provided in the Community Engagement Feedback Report (attachment 1); 

• 1200 people viewed the Flat to Vale engagement page 

• 600 downloaded a document/link 

• 223 engaged (215 submitted surveys and seven questions asked) 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2052989641592813/
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Alignment 2 has been identified as the preferred alignment with 92.4% of respondents 
supporting this option. The overwhelming response identifies that the community embrace the 
Flat to Vale Trail as it provides an opportunity to strengthen the region as a cycling tourism 
destination further supporting and enhancing the wine, food and tourism experience. 

Landowner Engagement 

Discussion with the landowners have been positive and all are generally supportive and 
committed to the project. 

The preferred trail Alignment 2 traverses eight individual parcels of land under the ownership of 
seven different landowners. Meetings have occurred with all affected landowners to discuss the 
trail alignment and associated impacts on their land.   

Landowners support the granting of the required easements in favour of Council, subject to the 
impacts to their properties being appropriately managed and adequate compensation being 
offered for the easement rights and associated negative impacts to their land and operations. 

To determine the value of the compensation applicable to each landowner an independent 
property valuer was engaged to prepare a comprehensive valuation report which is the subject of 
the confidential report on tonight agenda. 

 

6. Financial implications 

Federal Funding 

On 12 October 2020, following this year’s Federal Budget, the outgoing Finance Minister Mathias 
Cormann saying: "The Australian Government is proud to provide nearly $6 million in funding for 
local infrastructure projects in Mayo that will support communities and rebuild the local 
economy…” which includes $1.5m for the Flat to Vale Trail as advocated for by Rebekah Sharkie 
MP. Please see the link to announcement  

https://www.rebekhasharkie.com.au/flat_to_vale_trail 

Alignment 2 is 3.6km long and located on the northern side of Pedler Creek. Initial concept cost 
estimates suggest construction of the Flat to Vale Trail based on Alignment 2 is approximately 
$1.73M (Ex GST), however final costs will depend on alignment, setbacks and design 
considerations. Costs associated with acquisition of easements and associated conveyancing, 
surveying and compensation to landowners are additional to this. 

It is recommended that Council meet the shortfall in funding required to construct and secure 
access to the land required to deliver the Flat to Vale Tail Alignment 2. 

Ongoing costs 

The impact of the trail to ongoing parks and natural resources maintenance has also been 
considered. Initial investigates suggest that the Flat to Vale Trail will increase pressure on the 
parks and natural resources area by approx. $5000-$10,000 per annum, associated with: 

• trail reserve slashing  

• edge of trail herbicide spray 

• declared/environmental/agricultural weed incursions. 

It should also be noted that due to potential weed threats associated with African Love Grass, 
Texas Needle Grass, Caltrop, Salvation Jane, Watsonia, council will include this section of trail 
within its rural roadside targeted weed management program. The site will require intensive 
surveillance during first 12 months of establishment to prevent weed establishment, including 
within the pavement. 

https://www.rebekhasharkie.com.au/flat_to_vale_trail
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There may also be additional costs associated with the ongoing maintenance of the existing 
Significant Environmental Benefit (SEB) offset area located along a section of the trail alignment. 
This offset area is the result of past clearance approval. 

With Council looking to obtain an easement for the trail, which may include the SEB offset area, 
the costs associated with maintaining this may fall to Council.  

Once details regarding the conditions pertaining to the clearance consent have been obtained 
from the Native Vegetation Branch of Department of Environment and Water (DEW) and the 
offset area is assessed to determine the current status in terms of works that have and need to 
be undertaken, the likely costs of Council taking on the management of the offset area can be 
more accurately estimated. 

Item $ Comment 

Current budget 

Current budget 
allocation 

$0  

Funding required 

$1.73m Cost estimate for construction of the Flat to Vale 
Trail. 

This excludes costs associated with formal land 
access agreements.  

External funding 

$1.5m Federal Government Funding for the Flat to Vale 
Trail was announced on 12 October 2020.  
The funding deed is currently being finalised. 

Budget impact $0.23m Not required until 2021-22. 

FTE N/A  

Next year’s budget 

Funding required 
$0.23m 

$0.01m 

Capital cost 

Ongoing maintenance 

Funding source 
$0.23m 

$0.01m 

Multi use trails PCW category allocation. 

Operating pressure. 

Operating position $0.01m  

Rate rise impact 0.01%  

FTE N/A  

Long Term Financial Plan 

Debt N/A       

Interest   

Reserve   
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7. Risk and opportunity management 

Risk 

Identify Mitigation 

Community support for a path 
between McLaren Flat and 
McLaren Vale 

The request has been investigated with key stakeholders and 
a preferred alignment has been identified and concept design 
prepared. 

Children and the community 
walking/cycling between 
McLaren Flat and McLaren Vale 

The request has been investigated with key stakeholders and 
a preferred alignment has been identified and concept design 
prepared. 

Some members of the 
community do not support the 
proposal. 

The engagement process provides an opportunity for all to 
review the proposal and provide input. 

Private land, securing corridor Private landowners have been engaged throughout project. 
They have provided in-principal support for the proposal and 
are actively and positively involved in negotiations to secure 
the corridor.  

They have also been involved in site walkovers and have 
provided feedback on the proposal. 

Biosecurity  The private landowners have identified biosecurity as a major 
concern. The proposal includes a fence which will 
impede/prohibit trail users to access adjacent private 
(vineyard) land. 

Removal and/or impact of 
significant/large trees and 
change of area amenity 

The proposal looks to retain all significant and regulated 
trees. In accord with internal advice, the proposal also looks 
to build up (not excavate) thereby minimising any impact on 
the roots in these areas. 

Community support for a path 
between McLaren Flat and 
McLaren Vale 

The request has been investigated with key stakeholders and 
a preferred alignment has been identified and concept design 
prepared. 
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Opportunity 

Identify  Maximising the opportunity  

Tourism The Flat to the Vale Trail provides an opportunity to 
strengthen our region as a cycling tourism destination further 
supporting and enhancing the wine, food and tourism 
experience. 

Sustainable transport Currently there is no pedestrian or cycle connection between 
McLaren Flat and McLaren Vale. Those travelling between 
the townships must drive or share the 80km/hour Chalk Hill 
or Kangarilla Roads, with the latter identified as both a 
freight and tourism route. The pedestrian and cycling 
connectivity is unsafe and arguably non-existent. 

The proposed Flat to Vale Trail encompasses a 2.5m wide 
off-road shared use path and use of existing road networks 
between the townships and aims to significantly improve the 
pedestrian/cycling safety and connectivity. It will also 
strengthen and support Onkaparinga as a cycle-friendly 
municipality for locals and visitor alike 

A significant portion of the trail is located with local 
commercial vineyards on the northern side and significant 
native trees along Pedler Creek on the southern side - a very 
attractive section of the trail. 

 

Funding On 12th October 2020 Rebekha Sharkie MP, announced 
Federal Government funding of $1.5 million towards the 
project. The federal funding equates to three quarters of the 
total construction cost for the project and is the equivalent of 
3.5 years funding from the multi-use trails PCW 
new/significant upgrade category.   

The State Government funding provides an opportunity for 
Council to deliver a much-desired community trail link 
between McLaren Flat and McLaren Vale next financial year. 

 

8. Timelines and deadlines 

Flat to Vale Concept Design Complete (September 2020) 

Design Investigations Complete (October 2020) 

Landowner Agreements Commenced 

Detailed Design Anticipated completion February 2021 (finalise design after 
land acquisition agreements with landowners complete) 

Open Tender March 2021 – May 2021 

Construction Approx 9-10 months September 2021 – June 2022 

Construction scheduled outside of winter months due to known flooding issues along path 
alignment which are envisaged to detrimentally impact project construction timeframe and costs 
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9. Next steps 

Subject to the Council decision, the following steps will be undertaken: 

1. Negotiate and finalise land access arrangements with all private land owners  

2. Finalise detailed designs for the Flat to Vale Trail ‘Alignment 2’ option as supported by 92.4% 
of the community as reported in the Community Engagement Feedback Report. 

3. Finalise design documentation and prepare documentation to release Flat to Vale Trail 
project to ‘Open Tender’ for construction subject to finalising land access agreements. 

 

10. Attachments 

Attachment 1 – Community Engagement Feedback Report (27 pages) 

Attachment 2 – Alignment Map (1 page) 

 

- END OF REPORT –  
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Attachment 1 
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 9.14 Hand sanitation for public toilets 

Report contact Meeting 

Roderik Vincent, Team Leader Facility Operations 

Daryl Sowerby, Manager Parks & Facility Operations Council 

8384 0666 

Approving officer Date 

Kirk Richardson, Director City Operations  8 December 2020 

 

 

1. Purpose 

To provide Council with information on hand washing and drying facilities within our public toilets 
to enable further consideration of any changes to our current service provision. 

 

2. Recommendations 

That Council approve: 

1. That Council continues the current service level of providing liquid hand soap in 
three high use toilets only.   

OR 

2. That Council undertake a 6-month trial of providing liquid hand soap only in 10 
selected high use sites across the city. 

OR 

3. That Council undertake a 6-month trial of providing both liquid hand soap and 
hand driers in 10 selected high use sites across the city.   

OR 

4. That Council fund the capital and ongoing operational cost of providing liquid 
hand soap in public toilets considered to be high use (31 toilets - attachment 1). 

OR 

5. That Council fund the capital and ongoing operational costs of providing liquid 
hand soap in all public toilets considered to be high use (31 toilets - attachment 
1) and hand dryers in all high use toilets where power is currently available (27 
toilets). 

 

3. Executive summary 

The City of Onkaparinga provides 68 public toilet amenities city wide. Public toilet facilities are 
unsupervised amenities that in many cases are situated in isolated locations where natural 
surveillance is less than ideal.  

To date due to the large number of public toilets, the financial impact of providing handwashing 
facilities, and the unfortunate fact that these amenities are regularly subjected to vandalism, it 
has been considered unreasonable and impractical to manage the provision of hand washing 
facilities across our entire public toilet portfolio.  
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COVID-19 has heightened hygiene practices and expectations within the community.  

Since COVID-19 we have received three enquiries regarding Council providing hand hygiene 
services in public toilets.  

Whilst the direct number of enquiries is low, due to the public’s current heightened awareness of 
hygiene practices, it is appropriate to review current practices. 

An increase in service provision will have a financial impact and ongoing risks with providing 
hand washing facilities within our public amenities.  

This report outlines a number of recommendations regarding varying options and the associated 
costs for the provision of hand washing facilities to be considered by council. 

It also outlines the reasoning behind the recommendation to not provide paper towel for hand 
drying within our public toilets. 

Other council’s surveyed have either already, or are in the processes of, moving away from 
supplying paper towel due to ongoing costs, and where they can, are transitioning to hand 
dryers or to not providing hand drying facilities at all.  

Should council approve a change to the current service level the capital and operating costs could 
be funded through budget review 2 through identified savings in the current capital works and 
operational programs due to favourable tender pricing being received. These saving would 
alternately be applied to Councils savings target.  

4. Background 

Policy and/or 
relevant legislation 

The provision of liquid soap, and either hand dryers or paper towels 
within public toilets is legislated by the Code of Practice for the 
Provision of Facilities for Sanitation and Personal Hygiene under the 
South Australian Public Health Act 2011 (the Act). 

Who did we talk 
to/who will we be 
talking to 

To assist with collating detail for the report we have liaised with: 

• Relevant staff involved in the management and maintenance of our 
public toilets 

• Council’s Community Health team 
• 10 local SA Councils 
• Public toilet cleaning contractors 
• Manufacturers of Hand Washing infrastructure utilised in public 

toilets 
• Council’s Waste and Recycling Education team. 

 

5. Discussion 

At its meeting of 20 October 2020, a motion on notice was considered and Council resolved: 

“That a report return to Council by December 2020 that includes, but is not limited to:  

• The legislated responsibilities of Council to supply hand sanitation in public toilets (eg soap)  

• An assessment of Council’s public toilets to determine how many currently provide hand 
sanitation, and how many do not.  

• An assessment of how many potentially high use toilets exist across the City. • A strategy 
and timing for potentially installing hand sanitation into these high use toilets including the 
possibility of a trial in high use locations.  

• A costing for capital expenditure, installation costs, and ongoing annual 
servicing/maintenance for high use toilets.  
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• A potential funding source for the capital expenditure and installation.” 

Since COVID-19 Council has received three requests from members of the public regarding the 
supply of hand soap in the public toilets.  

Prior to COVID-19 no requests for hand soap have been received in the last five years. 

Legislation 

The provision of liquid soap, and either hand dryers or paper towels within public toilets is 
legislated by the Code of Practice for the Provision of Facilities for Sanitation and Personal 
Hygiene under the South Australian Public Health Act 2011 (the Act). 

 

As outlined above, the code of practice says that hand washing facilities “should be provided in 
public toilets where practicable”. The Code of practice for the Provision of Facilities for Sanitation 
and Personal Hygiene is a prescribed code under the South Australian Public Health Act, 2011 
and aims to provide information to building owners to ensure public facilities are suitable to 
protect public health.  

The code does not provide a definition of what is meant by “where practicable”, however, we 
have interpreted this as supplying soap and hand drying facilities in toilets where the costs 
associated with the provision of these facilities, including the costs associated with ongoing 
vandalism, damage and theft is deemed practicle and reasonable.  

Washing Hands in Public Toilets 

Hand washing is considered an essential way in which to prevent the spread of pathogens 
(germs) that can cause illness. When hands are washed with soap, it dislodges the dirt, grease, 
oils, and disease-ridden faecal matter particles on hands carrying the pathogens away with the 
water when the soap is rinsed off. Washing hands with water alone, does not effectively dislodge 
the pathogens from the grease/dirt that may be present on hands.  

Soap, whether liquid or bar, will reduce the number of pathogens on your hands and any type of 
soap is very good at deactivating certain types of viruses, such as COVID-19. There are some 
concerns that bar soap can harbour bacteria, however, once a person uses the soap and washes 
their hands thoroughly, this bacteria will not remain on the hands and will be washed away.  

Bar Soap 

The advantages of bar soap include: 

• The friction created by rubbing the bar against your hand can be more effective at removing 
debri and bacteria. 

The disadvantages of bar soap include: 

• Used bars can get mushy and slimy which can appear unsightly, create a significant mess in 
sinks and if dropped on the floor can create slip hazards. 

• Bars are easily stolen and can be used innapropriately such as a projectile or to write graffiti 

on toilet block walls. 

Liquid Soap 

The advantages of liquid soap include: 
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• tends to keep the area around the sink more tidy (no wet bar soap residue) 

• soap dispensers make for easy, convenient use  

• aesthetically more appealing than a bar of soap 

• less likely to be stolen 

The disadvantages of liquid soap include: 

• requires the installation of dispensers which can be targetted by vandals 

• can cause slip hazards if dropped on floor, however less likely if the liquid soap is the type 
that exits the dispencer in the form of foam.  

Recommendation: 

It is recommended that liquid soap be supplied if the service level is to be increased 

Drying Hands in Public Toilets 

Ideally, drying hands improves the effectiveness of washing hands, as damp hands can more 
easily collect and spread pathogens from surfaces.  

However, providing drying facilities in public toilets is not as important as just providing soap, as 
there are other ways to dry hands (ie. air drying them or wiping them on clothes). In addition, 
not all public toilets have access to power to enable the installation of air dryers and the 
provision of paper towel can lead to additional issues such as:  

• The ongoing cost to provide paper. Research shows that the provision of paper towel costs 
almost 11 times more annually than the provision of an electric hand drier (If 100 people 
used a conventional hand dryer every day for a year the projected cost to run the hand dryer 
is $313.50 per year. If 100 people used paper towel every day for a year, the projected cost 
is $3,385.00 per year). 

• The ongoing cost to provide paper waste bins and bin liners for paper disposal. 

• Paper waste bins being set on fire and or their contents emptied and strewn inside and out 
of toilet blocks. 

• Paper being used purposely to block toilets. 

• Significant environmental issue as a result of very large volumes of paper being used and 
paper and plastic bin liner waste going into landfill.  

Recommendation  

It is recommended not to provide paper towel for hand drying in our public toilets and should 
drying facilities be provided they be in the form of air drying. 

Current Status 

The City of Onkaparinga provides 68 public toilet amenities city wide. 

Public toilet facilities are unsupervised amenities that in many cases are situated in isolated 
locations where natural surveillance is less than ideal.  

Due to our large number of female, male and DDA public toilets and the estimated 151 separate 
soap dispenser units, 151 paper towel despences, 151 waste bins or 151 Hand Dryers required to 
provide hand washing facilities within all our public toilets, and the unfortunate fact that these 
amenities are regularly subjected to vandalism. It has been considered unreasonable and 
impractical to manage the provision of hand washing facilities across our public toilet portfolio. 
This is particularly the case due to the very low requests/complaints regarding the provision of 
hand washing facilities in our public toilets. 
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Currently we provide hand soap (no hand drying options) at the following three public toilets, 
due to the significant high use they receive. 

• Witton Centre Public Toilet, Port Noarlunga 

• Jubilee Park Reserve, Port Noarlunga 

• Wilfred Taylor Reserve, Morphett Vale  

With the exception of 8 low use public toilets which are cleaned every second day, all our public 
toilets are cleaned daily. The cost of this contracted service is currently $325,000 annually. 

As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, and as an additional precaution, an extra daily clean of 19 
of our 31 high use toilets is currently being undertaken on weekends and public holidays. These 
additional cleans cost approximately $2,680 per month depending on public holiday inclusions. 

What are other Councils doing? 

Table 1 below shows the results of a phone survey undertaken with Facility Managers of 10 local 
council’s to determine the level of hand washing facilities that each participating council provides. 

Council Hand Washing Facilities Provision in Public Toilets 

Council 
Number 
of Public 
Toilets 

Hand Soap 
Provided 

Hand Towel 
Provided 

Electric Hand Driers 
Provided 

City of Victor Harbour 16 Yes (all toilets) No No 

Alexandrina Council 
not 

provided 
No No Yes (all toilets) 

City of Marion 25 
Yes 90% (high 
use toilets 
only) 

No 
Yes 70% (new toilets 
only) 

City of Holdfast Bay 25 Yes (all toilets) No 13 (high use toilets only) 

City of West Torrens 10 Yes (all toilets) No Yes (all toilets) 

City of Charles Sturt 
not 

provided 
Yes (all toilets) No 1 (high use toilet only) 

City of Port Adelaide 31 Yes (all toilets) Yes (all toilets) No 

Adelaide Hills Council 27 
Yes (high use 
toilets only) 

Yes (high use 
toilets only) 

Yes (high use toilets only) 

City of Mitcham 18 Yes (all toilets) 
Yes (in toilets 
without hand 
dryers) 

Yes (high use toilets only) 

Yankalilla Council 18 Yes (all toilets) No Yes (all toilets) 

 

Table 1 

Some key findings from the phone survey of the 10 councils include: 

Liquid Soap Provision 

• 1 council provides no soap for hand washing in any of their public toilets 
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• 7 councils provide liquid soap in all toilets 

• 2 councils provide liquid soap in high use toilets only 

Hand Drying Provision 

• 1 council provides no hand drying facilities in any of their public toilets 

• Paper Towel Provision 

o 7 councils provide no paper towel 

o 2 councils provide paper towel in high use toilets only or where there are no hand dryers 

o 1 council provides paper towel in all toilets  

• Hand Dryer Provision 

o 2 councils provide no hand dryers 

o 3 councils provide hand dryers in all toilets 

Additional Information  

As a result of the phone survey and site visits it was also found that: 

• Many toilets from other councils are single pan Exeloo Toilets (prefabricated toilets that 
come with built in hand washing and drying facilities), along with a large number attached to 
an existing building (ie sporting club or kiosk) so received more supervision and therefore 
were potentially less likely to be subjected to vandalsim. 

• In comparison, of the 68 public toilets we have, 1 is an Exeloo , 4 are attached to an existing 
building and the remaing 63 are all stand alone facilities and therefore more likely to be 
sublected to vandalism. 

• Council’s have either already, or are in the processes of, moving away from supplying paper 
towel due to ongoing costs and concerns, and where they can, are transitioning to hand 
dryers or to not providing hand drying facilities at all.  

• The cleanleness of our public toilets is of a much higher standard than all the facilities that 
were visited.  

• Our public toilets are much more easily located due to effective directional signage. 

Vandalism Impacts 

Our public toilets are unsupervised amenities that in many cases are situated in isolated locations 
where natural surveillance is less than ideal. As a result they are unfortunately regularly 
subjected to vandalism. 

Table 2 below outlines the total number of reported vandalism incidents over the past two years 
(October 2018 – October 2020) as per the following vandalism categories: 

Graffiti – writing or drawings scribbled, scratched, or sprayed illicitly on or in the public toilet 
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 Cottage Lane, Hackham PT Sellicks Beach Boat Ramp PT 

  

 Happy Valley Sport Park PT Snapper Point, Aldinga PT 

 

Blocked Plumbing – when items such as paper and rubbish etc have been purposefully placed in 
toilet bowls or sinks to create blockages that cannot be released by cleaning methods and require 
maintenance staff/contractor intervention. Deliberate toilet paper blockages is our main cause of 
blockages. The introduction of larger and coarser paper towel will undoubtably escalate this issue 
significantly. 

  

 Creighton Reserve, Morphett Vale PT Seaford Skate Park PT 
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 Jubilee Park, Port Noarlunga PT Witton Centre, Port Noarlunga PT 

Infrastructure Damage – When public toilet infrastructure such as toilet pans, cisterns, toilet role 
dispencers and locks have been purposfully damaged. 

  

 Happy Valley Sports Park PT Moana South PT 

   

 Creighton Reserve, Morphett Vale PT Silver Sands PT 

Arson – The intentional setting alight of council infrastructure. 
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 Cottage Lane, Hackham PT Cottage Lane, Hackham PT (separate incident) 

  

 Jubilee Park, Port Noarlunga PT Galloway Road, Christies Beach PT 
  

Public Toilet Vandalism (October 2018 - October 2020) 

Type of Vandalism Number of Incidents Repair Costs 

Graffiti 642 $42,460 

Blocked Plumbing 380 $12,331 

Infrastructure Damage 145 $52,725 

Arson 21 $9,385 

Total 1188 $116,901 

Table 2 shows that over the past two years council’s public toilets have been subjected to: 

• A total of 1188 reported vandalsim incidents which equates to 1.62 incidents a day. The 
majority of these incidents are below our current insurance threshold of $1,300. 

• A total of $116,901 has been spent to repair damage caused by vandalism which equates to 
vandalsim of public toilets costing council approximately $159 per day over the past two 
years. 

Some significant individual vandalism incidents that have occurred outside the time period in the 
table above include: 
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• A $44,000 insurance claim in 2016 for fire damage caused to the Cottage Lane, Hackham 
public toilet by and arsonist. 

• A $14,000 insurance claim in 2017 for a spate of significant infrastructure damage as a result 
of vandalism attacks. 

Vandalsim is an ongoing issue within our public toilets and we will continue to implement crime 
prevention initiatives and to work with SAPol to address this issue. 

Some of the key initiatives we have undertaken which we believe has had a positive impact on 
reducing vandalsim incidents include: 

• The installation of auto locking doors where infrastructure and financial resources permit to 
secure the toilets in the late evening and early mornings when it is more likely that 
vandalism will occur. To date 13 public toilets have been fitted with auto locking doors. 

• The installation of fixed CCTV that covers the outside of public toilets with the aim of 
deterring and or apprehending offenders. To date 7 public toilets are monitored by CCTV 

• The installation of covert CCTV that covers the outside of public toilets with the aim of 
apprehending ofenders. 

• The application of murals to public toilets with the aim of preventing ongoing graffiti 
vandalsim. We have murals applied to 16 of our public toilets. 

• Installing more robust fixtures and fittings into older toilets as these items are replaced and 
recommending CPTED (Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design) initiatives are 
included in all new design. 

Usage Categorisation 

Attachment 1 shows the Public Toilet Usage Category of each of our public toilets and provides 
an overview of how it is currently determinned whether a public toilet is deemed to have high, 
medium or low usage. 

The criteria used is essentially based on the location of the public toilet and the use of the 
adjacent space and environment. In addition to information provided by our cleaning contractor 
regarding the amount of consumables used and knowledge of staff responsible for the 
management and maintenance of our public toilet facilities. 

There are many considerations and variables in regards to determing usage, which would be 
difficult to communicate in a single table. Therefore we have tried to simplify this by using five 
main key criteria which is briefly outlined below: 

Regional or District Categorised Reserve 

The Open Space Catchment Hierarchy describes four catchment areas to guide how we plan for 
and maintain our assets. The four catchments areas are as follows: 

Regional Reserve – providing a large range of services that attract visititors from across the City 
and beyond. 

District Reserve – providing a moderate range of services that attract residents from across a 
district. 

Neighbourhood – providing a small range of services that attract residents from across a suburb. 

Local – providing services that attract residents from within a short walking distance.  

Therefore it is deemed that public toilets situated in either a Regional or District categorised 
reserve would receive a higher usage (ie Wilfred Taylor Reserve, Morphett Vale and Minkarra 
Park, Happy Valley).  
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Major Tourist/Visitor Destination 

Public toilets that are situated in areas that attract large numbers of tourists or visitors are 
deemed to receive higher usage (ie sports parks and townships).  

Coastal 

Public Toilets situated along the coast are deemed to receive seasonal higher usage during 
summer months. 

Major Retail/Eatery Destination 

Public toilets that are situated in areas where there are either multiple retail shops and or 
restaurants and cafes or an iconic restaurant etc that is deemed to receive significant usage (ie 
Port Noarlunga township and Beach Road, Christie Beach). 

Consumables Use 

Our current public toilet cleaning contractor has categorised our public toilets as either high, 
medium or low based on the amount of consumables used. 

Utilising the 5 main key criteria outlined above, attachment 1 shows that: 

• 31 of our public toilets are determined to be high use facilities 

• 25 of our public toilets are determined to be medium use facilities 

• 12 of our public toilets are determined to be low use facilities 

We understand that elected members may have varying opinions regarding the usgae of 
individual facilities and therefore it is hoped that the attached table can assist with discussions 
and decision making. 

Potential Cost for the Provision of Hand Washing Facilities  

As previously discussed, providing drying facilities in public toilets is not as important as just 
providing soap, as there are other ways to dry hands (ie. air drying them or wiping them on 
clothes).  

This is an important consideration as not all public toilets have access to power to enable the 
installation of air dryers, and the provision of paper towel can lead to additional issues such as 
discussed previously. 

Due to these concerns it is strongly recommended not to provide paper towel for hand drying in 
our public toilets and therefore paper towel provision has not been included in the calculations 
below. 

Attachement 2 (Estimated Hand Washing Facilities Costing Table) provides the following 
information in relation to the estimated costs of hand washing facilities for each of our 68 Public 
Toilets: 

• Proposed Public Toilet Usage Category 

• Minimum number of liquid soap dispencers required 

• Estimated capital cost to purchase the required number of hand driers (installtion can be 

undertaken in house) 

• Minimum number of hand driers required 

• Estimated capital cost to purchase the required number of hand driers 

• Does the public toilet already have power 

• Estimated capital cost to install hand driers and if required provide power to site (electrical 

installation to be undertaken by external contractors) 
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• Estimated number of liquid soap dispencer refills required annually 

• Estimated annual cost to undertake refills (materials and labour) 

• Estimated annual cost to power hand dryers based on the basic formula of 100 uses per day. 

• Estimated total annual ongoing costs. 

This table can be used to determine estimated costs for varying options of hand washing facilities 
provision, based on the individual public toilets selected. 

Presented for consideration in the Financial Implications section below, is three options for the 
provision of hand washing facilities in the public toilets, which have been determined to have 
hign usage. 

Trial of Handwashing Facilities 

The installation of hand washing facilities, to any of our public toilets, will be seen by the 
community as a positive addition to these facilities.  

One of the recommendations for consideration is the undertaking of a trial of hand washing 
facilities in 10 of the 31 high use facilities where existing power is available, should a decision be 
made to include the trial of hand driers in these facilities.  

As previously outlined in the report, given the operational cost of the supply of paper towels, in 
addition to the environmental impacts and forecast increased vandalism due to innapropriate 
use, it is not recommended to provide paper towel in any of our public toilets and therefore to 
exclude them from any potential trial.  

It should be noted that, should any new installations be approved for a trial, the only foreseeable 
and justifiable reason these hand washing facilities would be removed, would be if they were 
subjected to ongoing vandalism, that could not be mitigated through reasonable crime 
prevention methods. This scenario, of course, wouldn’t impact all public toilets selected to be 
installed with hand washing facilities, and therefore each site would need to be treated 
independently based on the individual success of each installation. 

Due to the above and the capital cost to install hand washing facilities, particularly if they 
included hand driers, it is recommended they stay in place following the trial unless they are 
subjected to ongoing vanalism.  Removing them for any other reason, will most certainly raise 
concerns with users, as the provision of hand washing facilities, would have increased the publics 
expectations of these facilities being provided. 

Should a trial at 10 sites be approved, to assist with sellecting these sites, we have highlighted in 
the attachments, 10 potential high use sites across the city for consideration. 

The selected trial sites could be monitored daily by our existing cleaning contractors and the 
following measures gathered to enable council to consider its future service level across its public 
toilet portfolio.: 

• The amount of soap usage 

• The amount of vandalism recorded 

In regards to the length of the trial, 6 months is recommended to ensure some peak and non 
peak usage times are included. 
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6. Financial implications 

Financial summary 

Item $ Comment 

Current budget 

Current budget 

allocation 
$0 

No capital or maintenance budget 

provision for 2020-21 financial year 

 

Funding required 

 
 
 

 

$2,036 

$12,757 

Option 2 - 6 month trial of providing 
liquid hand soap only in 10 selected 
high use sites across the city. 

 

Capital Cost 

Operating Cost 

 

 
 
 
 

 

$32,637 

$16,166 

Option 3 - 6 month trial of providing 
both liquid hand soap and hand driers 
in 10 selected high use sites across the 
city 

 

Capital 

Operating 

 

 
 
 

 

$5,320 

$33,746 

Option 4 - Provide liquid hand soap 
dispeners in high use public toilets only  
(31 toilets) 

 

Capital 

Operating 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

$76,142 

$43,778 

Option 5 - Provide both liquid hand 
soap dispencers in high use public 
toilets  (31 toilets) and hand dryers in 
high use public toilets where power is 
currently available (27 toilets)  

 

Capital 

Operating 

 

External funding N/A  

Budget impact 

 

$76,142 

 

 

 

Budget impact based on Option 5 - 
operating position will be more 
favourable should an alternative option 
be chosen 
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$43,778 

Capital – through favourable tender 
pricing savings have been achieved in 
the capital works program. These 
savings were to be directed to the 
savings target, however could be 
redirected to this initiative 

 

Operating – as with capital, favourable 
tender pricing has been received for 
several legislated building maintenance 
programs. These savings were to be 
directed to the savings target, however 
could be redirected to this initiative. 

FTE N/A  

Next year’s budget 

Funding required 

$23,868 

Option 2 – estimated annual ongoing 

operational cost to provide liquid hand 

soap only in the 10 selected trial high 

use sites. 

$32,332 

Option 3 – estimated annual ongoing 

operational cost to provide both liquid 

hand soap and hand dryers in the 10 

selected trial high use sites. 

$67,492 

Option 4 - estimated annual ongoing 

operational cost to provide liquid hand 

soap dispencers in high use public 

toilets only (31 toilets) 

 

$87,556 

Option 5 - estimated annual ongoing 

operational cost to provide both liquid 

hand soap and hand dryers in high use 

public toilets where power is currently 

available. 

 

Funding source 

$87,556 Will be identified as an operating 

pressure as part of 21-22 budget 

development 

 

Operating position $87,556 

Operating position based on Option 4 - 

operating position will be more 

favourable should an alternative option 

be chosen 

Rate rise impact 0.06%  

FTE N/A  
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Long Term Financial Plan 

Debt N/A  

Interest N/A  

Reserve N/A  

 

Baseline budget rate and debt impact 

Year to date 
Decisions 

Operating position Rates (next budget) Debt 

Cumulative 

Impact 
($0.055m) 0.41% N/A 

This proposal $0.088m 0.06% N/A 

Including this 
proposal 

$0.033m 0.47% N/A 

 

7. Risk and opportunity management 

Risk 

Identify Mitigation 

Public safety Hand washing with soap has been raised as a COVID-19 
response. Hand washing is a recommended method of 
prevention and is considered an essential way in which to 
prevent the spread of pathogens (germs) that can cause 
illness. 

Every facility has a hand basin and water washing of hands is 
possible. However, when hands are washed with soap, it 
dislodges the dirt, grease, oils, and disease-ridden faecal 
matter particles on hands carrying the pathogens away with 
the water when the soap is rinsed off. Washing hands with 
water alone, does not effectively dislodge the pathogens from 
the grease/dirt that may be present on hands. 

Accidental or deliberate spillage of liquid soap on public toilet 
floors could create a significant slip and injury risk for users. 
For the short period soap dispensers have been available in 3 
public toilets, we have not been made aware of any injuries 
caused by slippage on soap. Council would be 
liable/responsible for this as the manager of the facility.  

Reputation/community 
expectation 

Council currently provides soap dispensers in 3 high use 
toilets. We currently have only received three enquiries on this 
issue. Level of interest appears low with expectations also 
low. 

If hand washing facilities were installed on a trial basis and 
then removed, this would most likely raise concerns as the 
provision of hand washing facilities as part of the trial will 
most likely increase public expectations. 
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Political Community Expectation: 

Maintaining a service to meet community 
expectation/increased customer complaints if service is not 
available 

Financial/business 
sustainability 

No budget allocations have been approved to provide this 
service. A budget review would be required for the current 
years required funding with consideration of ongoing 
operational funding for the 21/22 financial year 

Environment Very significant amounts of paper towel being used and 
therefore potentially very large volumes of paper and plastic 
bin liners being dumped into land fill.  

Compliance/legal The provision of liquid soap, and hand drying facilities within 
public toilets is legislated by the Code of Practice for the 
Provision of Facilities for Sanitation and Personal Hygiene 
under the South Australian Public Health Act 2011 (the Act). 

The code of practice says that hand washing facilities 
“should be provided in public toilets where 
practicable”.  

The code does not provide a definition of what is meant by 
“where practicable”, however, we have interpreted this as 
supplying soap and hand drying facilities in toilets where the 
costs associated with the provision of these facilities, including 
the costs associated with ongoing vandalism, damage and 
theft is deemed practicable and reasonable. 

Service delivery The ongoing service delivery could be managed via variations 
to current cleaning contracts (if funded) and internal 
maintenance staff 

Vandalism Our public toilets are regularly subjected to significant 
vandalism and hand washing facilities will provide another 
target for offenders, particularly in toilets that are more 
isolated and receive less natural surveillance and usage. 

The use and storage of used paper towel in public toilets will 
create a very appealing target for arsonists and vandals and 
will most certainly result in the significant increase in 
vandalism and damage to our public toilets. 

Financial It is anticipated that maintenance requests and therefore 
maintenance costs for public toilets will increase significantly 
as there will be more infrastructure to be maintained, repaired 
and replaced when it fails and or is vandalised or stolen 

Opportunity 

Identify  Maximising the opportunity 

Provide Hand Hygiene to 
public toilets 

Council currently does not provide hand hygiene services to 
public toilets. An opportunity presents to increase the 
hygiene level of the amenities. 
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8. Timelines and deadlines 

The implementation timeframe of any particular recommendation will be dependent on Council’s 
recommendation.  

It is forecast that: 

• The installation of liquied soap dispencers could take up to four weeks if required in all high 
use public toilets. This includes time frame to receive goods and the installation being 
undertaken internally by our building maintenance team. 

• The installation of hand dryers is more complicated and each site will be different. If hand 
dryers are required in all high use public toilets, installtion is expected to take upto 8-12 
weeks. This includes time frame to receive goods, contractor procurement processes, and 
scheduling works with contractor(s) in cosideration of the Christmas period.   

 

9. Attachments 

Attachment 1 – Public toilet usuage catagorisation table (3 pages) 

Attachment 2 – Estimated hand washing facilites costing table (2 pages) 

 

- END OF REPORT –  
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10. Questions on notice 

Nil. 
 

11. Motions on notice 

11.1 Motion on notice – Mayor Thompson – Elected member conduct 
– early intervention 

Background 

As Mayor of the City of Onkaparinga, it falls to me to work towards ensuring that elected 
members can work together as well as possible for the benefit of our residents and 
ratepayers. 

Part of this exercise often involves triaging perceived or actual conduct and/or conflict issues 
involving elected members before they escalate to formal actions.  Such formal actions often 
cost Council significant time, resources and money, and rarely end in improved behaviour or 
an outcome the complainant is satisfied with. 

By definition, local politics involves passionate people seeking to serve their constituencies as 
effectively as they can.  Constituencies, and local politicians, often find themselves in conflict 
as a result.  Where this conflict is addressed in a professional manner, confined to real local 
issues, and debated through to finality in accordance with established rules, this does not 
present a problem. Healthy and respectful debate should be encouraged in our Council.  

However, sometimes issues can deteriorate, becoming personal and unprofessional.  Trust can 
be eroded.  Personal or professional motives can be questioned.  Professional advice or factual 
information provided by Council staff can be unreasonably or unfairly challenged.  Aggressive 
behaviour can be exhibited. Sensitive individual or personal issues can be laid bare, resulting 
in relationship breakdown, and often a very unpleasant working environment that can have 
serious impacts on peoples mental health. 

The intention of the Code of Conduct has been to try and create a framework to hold poor 
behaviour to account.  Unfortunately, I believe that it presents only a binary option when it 
comes to challenging conduct: Either make a formal complaint, which may be investigated and 
result in findings at significant effort and cost (and often limited benefit) to residents and 
ratepayers; or let bad behaviour pass by, in effect condoning it, knowing that the Code 
process is unlikely to yield any meaningful outcome, even if a genuine complaint was made. 

I believe the lack of an intermediate option, which may enable a genuine confrontation of 
poor conduct or behaviour without progressing to the sledgehammer legalistic option of a 
formal complaint is currently missing from our framework. 

In a workplace environment, such as for staff here at Council, there are a series of processes 
to deal with both conduct and performance.  Formal complaints, investigations and 
subsequent punitive actions are reserved for the most serious matters.  However, as an 
interim process, people leaders have the ability to institute other measures (such performance 
improvement plans) to assist staff in understanding why their behaviour or performance needs 
improvement, and to construct a framework for these improvements to take place.   

This process would be seen as an intermediate option, and not replacing the formal Code of 
Conduct process.  There will of course be some behaviours or actions which by their nature 
would move straight to a formal Code complaint or require formal reporting to the relevant 
authority 

Through this motion, I propose that Council consider instituting a similar interim (or early 
intervention) process for elected members. 
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I propose that this process: 

1. Be a preemptive process, aimed at avoiding costly Code of Conduct investigations; 

2. Be triggered by the Mayor, in consultation with the Deputy Mayor and an independent 
person (for example, the Independent Chair of ARVEC); 

3. Be based on a framework that is grounded in modern principles of performance 
management; 

4. Be dealt with in a confidential fashion, so as to minimise the political factor of such issues, 
and encourage a positive process that may actually result in genuine behavioural and 
performance improvements; 

5. Include a component that allows for additional training and/or professional counselling as 
part of the improvement process; 

6. Include a right for the elected member in question to involve a support person of their 
choosing (not being a lawyer, and not being funded by council); 

7. Be a genuine precursor to a Code of Conduct complaint, in that if the process doesn’t 
result in objective improvement, that a Code of Conduct referral follow as a mandatory 
next step. 

Further to this, and assuming that there was a consensus to trigger a performance 
improvement process as above, I’d also propose that if an elected member refused to 
participate in such a process, both the refusal and the underlying behaviour/conduct issues be 
referred for investigation under the Code. 

To be clear, I do not propose any amendment to the Code of Conduct itself.  The conduct 
requirements, and in particular those general behavioural standards in Part 2, will in reality 
form the basis of any performance improvement process and are fundamental to evaluating 
what behaviour or conduct may need to change. 

Instead, I propose through this motion to ask staff to prepare proposed amendments to the 
Investigating Complaints under the Code of Conduct for Council Members 2019, with a view to 
giving effect to the process outlined above. 

This is about ensuring a healthy functioning team, and creating a pleasant and safe working 
environment for both staff and Elected Members. 

Motion 

That Council receive a report from staff detailing possible amendments to the 
Investigating Complaints under the Code of Conduct for Council Members 2019, 
establishing the following process: 

a. A preemptive process, aimed at avoiding costly Code of Conduct investigations 
where this may not be warranted. 

b. Be triggered by the Mayor, in consultation with the Deputy Mayor and an 
independent person (for example, the Independent Chair of the Audit, Risk, 
Value and Efficiency Committee). 

c. Be based on a framework that is grounded in modern principles of performance 
management. 

d. Be dealt with in a confidential fashion, so as to minimise the political factor of 
such issues, and encourage a positive process that may actually result in 
genuine improvements. 

e. Include a component that allows for additional training and/or professional 
counselling as part of the improvement process. 
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f. Include a right for the elected member in question to involve a support person 
of their choosing (not being a lawyer, and not being funded by council). 

g. Be a genuine precursor to a Code complaint, in that if the process doesn’t 
result in objective improvement, that a Code of Conduct referral follow as a 
mandatory next step. 

h. In the event a member refuses to participate in such a process, both the 
refusal and the underlying behaviour/conduct issues be referred for 
investigation under the Code. 
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11.2 Motion on notice – Mayor Thompson – Cat confinement 

Background 

We are disappointed to hear about the impact cats have had on wildlife in care at Minton 
Farm Wildlife Rescue and understand how distressing this has been for the work of Bev 
Langley and all wildlife lovers. 

The State Government amended the Dog and Cat Management Act in 2016 to introduce 
mandatory microchipping and desexing of all cats born after 1 July 2018.  Consequently, cat 
registration came into effect because microchip details and owner information is required to 
be entered into Dogs and Cats Online. 

Council responded to consultation on amendments to the Act by requesting the review 
address inconsistencies in the range of regulatory approaches that exist throughout local 
government and advocated for the inclusion of an effective regulatory regime for cat 
management, without raising community expectation that regulation is a panacea for cat 
issues or shifting responsibility for cat regulation from state to local government. 

Council proposed a new offence be included whereby the owner of a cat caught on public or 
private property is guilty of an offence which is subject to an expiation fee, similar to the 
'wandering at large' offence in place for dogs.  Such an offence would provide an incentive for 
cat owners to manage nuisance cat behavior, requiring cat containment.  Unfortunately, 
requirements for containment or an offence for 'wandering at large' were not included in the 
amended Act. 

Since this time council has received reports on the pros and cons of cat containment (21 
August 2018) and taken note of attempts by our neighbouring councils to create by-laws 
requiring containment.  However, these by-laws have in the case of the City of Marion, been 
disallowed because the enforcement approach is not supported by the Act. Simply, the Act 
needs amending to reflect community expectations regarding cat containment and responsible 
cat ownership. 

We have since taken an innovative approach to this matter, partnering with the RSPCA to 
implement Australia's largest free cat desexing program which aims to desex 2000 cats and 
kittens over the next two years and reduce the number of unowned and surrendered cats in 
our region. Information about this program is on our website 
https://www.onkaparinganow.com/autumn-2020/australias-largest-cat-desexing-program and 
since the project started in September over 200 cats have been desexed. 

Unfortunately, roaming cats continue to be a nuisance to neighbours, urinating on property, 
digging in garden beds, yowling and fighting and they continue to harass and kill wildlife.   

The following Notice of Motion seeks to draw this matter to the attention of our State 
Government and the Dog and Cat Management Board and advocate for a consistent state-
wide approach to cats to be brought into effect through amendments to the Dog and Cat 
Management Act. 

Motion 

That the Mayor advocate to the Local Government Association and the state 
government for policy change, recognising that a review of the Dog and Cat 
Management Act 1995 is required with a focus on cat management and a state 
wide approach to the containment of cats. 

 

  

https://www.onkaparinganow.com/autumn-2020/australias-largest-cat-desexing-program
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12. Petitions 

Nil. 
 
 

13. Urgent business 

 

 

 

14. Confidential items 

Confidential Clause 

If the Council so determines items 14.1 to 14.5 may be considered in confidence under 
Section 90(2) of the Local Government Act 1999 on grounds contained in the 
Recommendations below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kirk Richardson 
Chief Executive Officer (Acting) 
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14.1 Flat to Vale Trail – Private landowner negotiations 

1. Exclusion of the public 

That: 

a. under the provisions of Section 90(2) of the Local Government Act 1999 an 
order be made that the public, with the exception of staff on duty, be 
excluded from attendance at the meeting in order to consider this item in 
confidence. 

b. the Council is satisfied that it is necessary that the public, with the exception 
of staff on duty, be excluded to enable the Council to consider the report at 
the meeting on the following grounds: 

Section 90(3)(a) information the disclosure of which would involve the 
unreasonable disclosure of information concerning the personal affairs of any 
person (living or dead) 

and 

Section 90(3)(b) information the disclosure of which— 

(i) could reasonably be expected to confer a commercial advantage on a 
person with whom the council is conducting, or proposing to conduct, 
business, or to prejudice the commercial position of the council; and 

(ii) would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest; 

c. accordingly, on this basis the principle that meetings of the Council should be 
conducted in a place open to the public has been outweighed by the need to 
keep the information or discussion confidential. 

2. Confidential recommendations 

3. Period of confidentiality and delegations 

a. That the matter of Flat to Vale Trail – Private landowner negotiations having 
been considered by the Council in confidence under sections 90(2) and 
90(3)(a) and (b) of the Local Government Act 1999 that an order be made 
under the provisions of sections 91(7) and (9) of the Local Government Act 
1999 that the agenda report, related attachments, discussion and minutes of 
the Council relating to the subject matter be kept confidential until all of the 
necessary easements have been negotiated, compensation has been paid to 
the landowners and the easements registered on the title. 

b. That, pursuant to section 91(9)(a) of the Local Government Act 1999, Council 
delegates the duty to conduct an annual review of the confidentiality order to 
the Chief Executive Officer, or their sub-delegate. 

c. That, pursuant to section 91(9)(c) of the Local Government Act 1999, Council 
delegates the power to revoke the confidentiality order to the Chief Executive 
Officer, or their sub-delegate. 
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14.2 Water Assets Divestment project update - Registrations of Interest  

1. Exclusion of the public 

That: 

a. under the provisions of Section 90(2) of the Local Government Act 1999 an 
order be made that the public, with the exception of staff on duty, be 
excluded from attendance at the meeting in order to consider this item in 
confidence. 

b. the Council is satisfied that it is necessary that the public, with the exception 
of staff on duty, be excluded to enable the Council to receive the report at the 
meeting on the following grounds: 

Section 90(3)(d) commercial information of a confidential nature (not being a 
trade secret) the disclosure of which:  

(i) could reasonably be expected to prejudice the commercial position of 
the person who supplied the information, or to confer a commercial 
advantage on a third party; and 

(ii) would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest. 

c. The Council is satisfied in considering the ‘public interest,’ that whilst 
disclosure would enhance: 

• the accountability of council or council staff in the performance of their 
official powers, duties and responsibilities; 

• the community’s ability to inform their own decisions; and 

• informed debate about issues and public participation in democracy,  

the public interest is outweighed by the following factors. 

• That disclosure would provide a commercial advantage to another party 
as it relates closely to a proposed tendering process and may influence 
market responses. 

• That disclosure may have a detrimental effect on the efficient and 
effective conduct of government functions. 

d. accordingly, on this basis the principle that meetings of the Council should be 
conducted in a place open to the public has been outweighed by the need to 
keep the information or discussion confidential. 

2. Confidential recommendations 

3. Period of confidentiality and delegations 

That the Water Assets Divestment project update - Registrations of Interest 
report having been considered by the Council in confidence under sections 90(2) 
and 90(3)(d) of the Local Government Act 1999 that an order be made under the 
provisions of sections 91(7)and (9) of the Local Government Act 1999 that the 
Water Assets Divestment project update - Registrations of Interest report and 
the minutes and the report of the Council relating to discussion of the subject 
matter be kept confidential until such time as council has concluded all 
commercial aspects of the Water Assets Divestment Project, with the exception 
that:  

a. Attachment 2 ‘Shared Media Statement’: 
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shall remain in confidence until such time as the partner councils, being 
Adelaide Hills Council and the Rural City of Murray Bridge, have each 
considered their own Water Assets Divestment Project Registrations of 
Interest update reports. 

4. That, pursuant to section 91(9)(a) of the Local Government Act 1999, Council 
delegates the duty to conduct an annual review of the confidentiality order to the 
Chief Executive Officer, or their sub-delegate. 

5. That, pursuant to section 91(9)(c) of the Local Government Act 1999, Council 
delegates the power to revoke the confidentiality order to the Chief Executive 
Officer, or their sub-delegate. 
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14.3 Noarlunga Leisure Centre contractual matter  

1. Exclusion of the public 

That: 

a. under the provisions of Section 90(2) of the Local Government Act 1999 an 
order be made that the public, with the exception of staff on duty, be 
excluded from attendance at the meeting in order to consider this item in 
confidence. 

b. the Council is satisfied that it is necessary that the public, with the exception 
of staff on duty, be excluded to enable the Council to consider the report at 
the meeting on the following grounds: 

Section 90(3)(i) information relating to actual litigation, or litigation that the 
council or council committee believes on reasonable grounds will take place, 
involving the council or an employee of the council. 

This report considers a commercial arrangement with an existing provider. 

c. accordingly, on this basis the principle that meetings of the Council should be 
conducted in a place open to the public has been outweighed by the need to 
keep the information or discussion confidential. 

2. Confidential recommendations 

3. Period of confidentiality and delegations 

a. That the matter of Noarlunga Leisure Centre contractual matter having been 
considered by the Council in confidence under sections 90(2) and 90(3)(i) of 
the Local Government Act 1999 that an order be made under the provisions of 
sections 91(7) and (9) of the Local Government Act 1999 that the agenda 
report, related attachments, discussion and minutes of the Council relating to 
the subject matter be kept confidential until the matter is formally finalised 
and accepted in writing by both parties.  

b. That, pursuant to section 91(9)(a) of the Local Government Act 1999, Council 
delegates the duty to conduct an annual review of the confidentiality order to 
the Chief Executive Officer, or their sub-delegate. 

c. That, pursuant to section 91(9)(c) of the Local Government Act 1999, Council 
delegates the power to revoke the confidentiality order to the Chief Executive 
Officer, or their sub-delegate. 
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14.4 Committee membership  

1. Exclusion of the public 

That: 

a. under the provisions of Section 90(2) of the Local Government Act 1999 an 
order be made that the public, with the exception of staff on duty, be 
excluded from attendance at the meeting in order to consider this item in 
confidence. 

b. the Council is satisfied that it is necessary that the public, with the exception 
of staff on duty, be excluded to enable the Council to consider the report at 
the meeting on the following grounds: 

Section 90(3)(a) information the disclosure of which would involve the 
unreasonable disclosure of information concerning the personal affairs of any 
person (living or dead). 

c. accordingly, on this basis the principle that meetings of the Council should be 
conducted in a place open to the public has been outweighed by the need to 
keep the information or discussion confidential. 

2. Confidential recommendations 

3. Period of confidentiality and delegations 

a. That the matter of Committee membership having been considered by the 
Council in confidence under sections 90(2) and 90(3)(a) of the Local 
Government Act 1999 that an order be made under the provisions of sections 
91(7) and (9) of the Local Government Act 1999 that the agenda report, 
related attachments, discussion and minutes of the Council relating to the 
subject matter be kept confidential until November 2022, excluding 
notification to relevant parties. 

b. That, pursuant to section 91(9)(a) of the Local Government Act 1999, Council 
delegates the duty to conduct an annual review of the confidentiality order to 
the Chief Executive Officer, or their sub-delegate. 

c. That, pursuant to section 91(9)(c) of the Local Government Act 1999, Council 
delegates the power to revoke the confidentiality order to the Chief Executive 
Officer, or their sub-delegate. 
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14.5 Audit, Risk, Value and Efficiency Committee confidential minutes of 
30 November 2020 

1. Exclusion of the public 

That: 

a. under the provisions of Section 90(2) of the Local Government Act 1999 an 
order be made that the public, with the exception of staff on duty, be 
excluded from attendance at the meeting in order to consider this item in 
confidence. 

b. the Council is satisfied that it is necessary that the public, with the exception 
of staff on duty, be excluded to enable the Council to consider the report at 
the meeting on the following grounds: 

Section 90(3)(e) matters affecting the security of the council, members or 
employees of the council, or council property, or the safety of any person. 

c. accordingly, on this basis the principle that meetings of the Council should be 
conducted in a place open to the public has been outweighed by the need to 
keep the information or discussion confidential. 

2. Confidential recommendations 

3. Period of confidentiality and delegations 

a. That the matter of Audit, Risk, Value and Efficiency Committee meeting 
confidential minutes of 30 November 2020 having been considered by the 
Council in confidence under sections 90(2) and 90(3)(e) of the Local 
Government Act 1999 that an order be made under the provisions of sections 
91(7) and (9) of the Local Government Act 1999 that the agenda report, 
related attachments, discussion and minutes of the Council relating to the 
subject matter be kept confidential until 2030.  

b. That, pursuant to section 91(9)(a) of the Local Government Act 1999, Council 
delegates the duty to conduct an annual review of the confidentiality order to 
the Chief Executive Officer, or their sub-delegate. 

c. That, pursuant to section 91(9)(c) of the Local Government Act 1999, Council 
delegates the power to revoke the confidentiality order to the Chief Executive 
Officer, or their sub-delegate. 

 

 

 

 

 

15. Closure 

 



 

 

 
 
Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form 
CONFLICTS MUST BE DECLARED VERBALLY DURING MEETINGS 

Councillor:  Date: 

Meeting name:  Agenda item no: 

1. I have identified a conflict of interest as: 

MATERIAL ☐    ACTUAL ☐    PERCEIVED ☐ 

MATERIAL: Conflict arises when a councillor or a nominated person will gain a benefit or suffer a loss (whether directly or 
indirectly and whether pecuniary or personal) if the matter is decided in a particular manner. If declaring a material conflict 

of interest, Councillors must declare the conflict and leave the meeting at any time the item is discussed. 

ACTUAL: Conflict arises when there is a conflict between a councillor’s interests (whether direct or indirect, personal or 

pecuniary) and the public interest, which might lead to decision that, is contrary to the public interest. 

PERCEIVED: Conflict arises in relation to a matter to be discussed at a meeting of council, if a councillor could reasonably 
be taken, from the perspective of an impartial, fair-minded person, to have a conflict of interest in the matter – whether or 

not this is in fact the case. 

 

2. The nature of my conflict of interest is as follows: 

(Describe the nature of the interest, including whether the interest is direct or indirect and personal or pecuniary) 

 
 

 
 

 

3. I intend to deal with my conflict of interest in the following transparent and accountable 
way: 

☐ I intend to leave the meeting 

 OR 

☐ I intend to stay in the meeting (complete part 4) 

 

4. The reason I intend to stay in the meeting and consider this matter is as follows: 
 
 

 
 

 (This section must be filled in. Ensure sufficient detail is recorded of the specific circumstances of your interest.) 

and that I will receive no benefit or detriment direct or indirect, personal or pecuniary from considering 
and voting on this matter. 

 

CONFLICTS MUST ALSO BE DECLARED VERBALLY DURING MEETINGS 

 

Governance use only: Member voted FOR/AGAINST the motion.  



 

 

Ordinary Business Matters 

A material, actual or perceived Conflict of Interest does not apply to a matter of ordinary business of the 
council of a kind prescribed by regulation. 

(1) The following ordinary business matters are prescribed under Regulation 8AAA of the Local Government 
(General) Regulations 2013. 

(a) the preparation, discussion, conduct, consideration or determination of a review under section 
12 of the Act  

(b)  the preparation, discussion, adoption or revision of a policy relating to allowances and benefits 
payable to members if the policy relates to allowances and benefits payable equally to each 
member (rather than allowances and benefits payable to particular members or particular office 
holders) 

(c)  the preparation, discussion, adoption or alteration of a training and development policy under 
section 80A of the Act 

(d)  the preparation, discussion, adoption or amendment of a strategic management plan under 
section 122 of the Act  

(e)  the adoption or revision of an annual business plan  

(f)  the adoption or revision of a budget  

(g)  the declaration of rates (other than a separate rate) or a charge with the character of a rate, 
and any preparation or discussion in relation to such a declaration  

(h)  a discussion or decision of a matter at a meeting of a council if the matter—  

(i)  relates to a matter that was discussed before a meeting of a subsidiary or committee of the 
council  

(ii)  the relevant interest in the matter is the interest of the council that established the 
committee or which appointed, or nominated for appointment, a member of the board of 
management of the council subsidiary or regional subsidiary.  

(2)  For the purposes of section 75(3)(b) of the Act, a member of a council who is a member, officer or 
employee of an agency or instrumentality of the Crown (within the meaning of section 73(4) of the 
Act) will not be regarded as having an interest in a matter before the council by virtue of being a 
member, officer or employee. 

Engagement and membership with groups and organisations exemption 

A member will not be regarded as having a conflict of interest actual or perceived in a matter to be 
discussed at a meeting of council by reason only of: 

• an engagement with a community group, sporting club or similar organisation undertaken by the 
member in his or her capacity as a member; or  membership of a political party  

• membership of a community group, sporting club or similar organisation ( as long as the member is not 
an office holder for the group, club or organisation)  

• the member having been a student of a particular school or his or her involvement with a school as 
parent of a student at the school  

• a nomination or appointment as a member of a board of a corporation or other association, if the 
member was nominated for appointment by a Council. 

However, the member will still be required to give careful consideration to the nature of their association 
with the above bodies. Refer Conflict of Interest Guidelines. 

For example: If your only involvement with a group is in your role as a Council appointed liaison as outlined 
in the Council appointed liaison policy, you will not be regarded as having a conflict of interest actual or 
perceived in a matter, and are NOT required to declare your interest. 
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